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Abstract 

Due to the required numerous and extensive rock cuts through steep topography and adjacent 

steep natural slopes, rockfalls are a common risk to which the Canadian National Railway (CN) and 

Canadian Pacific Railway (CP) rail corridors in Western Canada are exposed, which can result in  

economic or human losses in the event of a track blockage or derailment.  Some rockfall blocks 

demonstrate pre-failure deformation prior to their release from the slope which can be detected via 

analysis of 3D point clouds obtained via repeated terrestrial laser scanning (TLS). Understanding what 

factors affect the likelihood and magnitude of a future rockfall’s pre-failure deformation, and 

subsequent establishment of expected deformation thresholds, may prove useful for hazard 

management. The research presented herein has several objectives: (1) Develop a workflow for the 

semi-automated assessment of rockfall pre-failure deformation via roto-translation, (2) Validate the 

accuracy of the roto-translation algorithm, (3) Develop algorithms to objectively assess rockfall block 

and post-failure scar geometric properties from 3-dimensional point cloud data, and (4) Populate a 

database containing deformation and geometric characteristics of past rockfalls and investigate 

correlations between these sets of properties.  

This study utilizes TLS data collected on average every three months from May 2013 to March 

2019, at an active rock slope above a rail line in the Thompson River valley in British Columbia, Canada. 

A database of 55 rockfalls was populated, including both pre-failure deformation and geometric 

properties. Eighty-seven percent of these events demonstrated detectable pre-failure deformation. 

When considering all rockfall events in the database simultaneously, the strength of correlations 

between geometric and deformation parameters was limited. The only correlation strong enough to 

support identification of potential parametric deformation thresholds was between pre-failure toppling 

magnitude and rockfall volume. Rockfalls at this site with shallowly dipping sliding planes and high 

volume will in general be expected to have comparatively lower levels of detectable pre-failure 
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deformation, especially toppling if the sliding plane is shallow, and will leave behind a relatively smooth 

sliding plane if significant pre-failure toppling occurs.  

The high frequency of rockfalls demonstrating detectable pre-failure deformation is promising 

for the feasibility of future application of monthly-scale TLS and iterative-closest-point roto-translation 

techniques for the monitoring of rockfall pre-failure deformation. However, if time-to failure is to be 

reliably estimated, there must be a greater understanding of what environmental factors and/or 

geometric characteristics are correlated with the onset and duration of the tertiary acceleration phase 

of creep.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Project Overview 

Numerous high rock cuts are required for transportation routes through mountainous terrain 

due to curvature and grade specifications through the steep topography. These specifications for 

railways are especially severe, resulting in the cuts for railways being higher and more numerous than 

cuts for highways. In addition, there are high natural slopes above the cut slopes adjacent to the rail 

corridors in many locations. A certain amount of unstable slope activity in the form of rockfalls or debris 

flows is often unavoidable along transportation routes, because the cost of assuring complete safety for 

the millions of square meters of slope for a railway corridor would be formidable and economically 

prohibitive (Goodman 1989). Therefore, rockfalls are a common risk to which the Canadian National 

Railway (CN) and Canadian Pacific Railway (CP) rail corridors in Western Canada are exposed, which can 

result in significant economic or human losses in the event of a track blockage or derailment (Transport 

Canada 2013). The efficient deployment of mitigation strategies such as debris containment via ditches, 

wire mesh, and rock sheds or monitoring via slide detector fences or remote sensing remains a complex 

engineering challenge. 

The Railway Ground Hazard Research Program (RGHRP) was initiated in 2003 with the goal to 

develop and evaluate technical solutions that would help Canada’s railways effectively manage the risks 

associated with various ground hazards, including landslide, rockfall, erosion, and rail settlement. This 

program represents a collaborative effort between the CN and CP railways, Transport Canada, and 

Queen’s University and the University of Alberta (Transport Canada 2013). This thesis represents a 

component of Queen’s University’s ongoing RGHRP-funded research into rockfall hazards to railway 

corridors in British Columbia. 
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1.2 Project Scope and Objectives 

The goal of this study is to build upon the previous works of Kromer (2017) and Rowe (2017) 

regarding the assessment and understanding of rockfall precursors via deformation tracking techniques 

applied to a long-term series of high-density terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) 3D point clouds. 

Identification of strong correlations for various rockfall properties with deformation in back-analysis 

would lend credibility towards the precursor deformation threshold-based forecasting methodology 

proposed by Kromer et al. (2017), which would support detailed and event-specific risk assessments. 

The objectives of this study  can be summarized as follows: 

1. Develop an improved workflow for the semi-automated assessment of rockfall pre-failure 

deformation magnitude and duration, which utilizes a kinematic assessment to assist 

interpretation, and an empirical error model which considers surficial roughness effects. 

2. Systematically validate the accuracy of the deformation assessment algorithm performance 

under a variety of geometric and deformation conditions and identify the minimum amount of 

data required for effective tracking. 

3. Write algorithms to objectively measure the rockfall block and post-failure scar geometric 

properties such as volume, shape, orientation, and roughness. 

4. Populate a database with the back-analyzed deformation behaviour of past rockfalls and their 

various geometric properties. Calculate various deformation-related statistics for subsets of the 

data based on relevant characteristics such as their failure mode, their volume etc., and identify 

strong correlations.  

If strong correlations between deformation behaviour and geometric properties are identified, 

the main objective would then be to state a warning threshold for deformation magnitude and/or 

duration for future rockfalls that are observed or predicted prior to failure.   
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1.3 Study Site Description 

Although the scope of the Queen’s University RGHRP TLS data collection scheme includes 

multiple sites along the railway corridors in the Thompson and Fraser river valleys in southwestern 

British Columbia (Figure 1), this study is focused on one site that is particularly suited to the detailed 

observation of rockfall occurrence and deformation via repeated TLS. The region of track between 

mileage 80.2 and 80.7 of the CN Ashcroft subdivision, colloquially and furthermore referred to as 

“Goldpan”, demonstrates a high level of rockfall activity which has been observed to exhibit detectable 

precursors (Kromer et al. 2016, Rowe 2017). Additionally, the slope is steep, with a wide availability of 

easily accessible and short range (~150m) TLS survey setup locations directly opposite across the 

Thompson river. The steepness of the slope reduces the likelihood of occlusion in the TLS dataset (Shan 

and Toth 2018), the ability to set up the scanner with a perpendicular sightline to the slope reduces 

errors resulting from beam distortion due to obliquity (Vosselman and Maas 2010), and the close range 

minimizes the laser spot size, enabling higher resolution data to be captured (Lichti and Jamtsho 2006, 

Shan and Toth 2018). The lack of vegetation on the slope also minimizes the amount of data that must 

be cleaned in pre-processing prior to registration (Buckley et al. 2008). 
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Figure 1: A map showing the location of various Queen's University RGHRP study sites, including the focus of this study: Ashcroft 
M80.2 – 80.7, otherwise known as “Goldpan” 

Due to the lateral extent of the slope, the TLS survey design for this site consists of 3 separate scan 

locations (and data acquisition windows referred to as Sections 1, 2 and 3: (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). 

Although scanned as distinct sections, their geological, structural, and climactic conditions are consistent 

due to the observed uniformity of the geological conditions as well as their spatial proximity. 
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Figure 2: An aerial view showing Goldpan’s TLS scan extents and survey locations for Sections 1,2, and 3 

 
Figure 3: A stitched plan view panoramic photo of Goldpan Sections 1,2, and 3. Images were obtained from the Section 2 survey 
location. Scale is radially distorted at the peripheries due to spherical projection. 

Published information regarding the detailed geology and mineralogy of this specific slope is not 

available, but several regional mapping studies have been conducted which describe the geological 

conditions of the general area. Cross referencing Goldpan’s location with various geological maps, this 
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site was found to be located within the regional unit mapped as the Mesozoic Spences Bridge Group, 

which has an upper division (Pimainus Creek formation) of extrusive red-brown andesitic to basaltic 

flows and pyroclastic breccias and a lower division (Spius Creek formation) of felsic volcaniclastic rocks 

with intercalated sandstone, shale, and conglomerate (Brown 1981, Journeay and Monger 1994). The 

distinctive red-brown colour of Goldpan’s slopes (See Figure 4) combined with an apparent lack of 

sedimentary units is evidence that this site represents an outcropping of the Pimainus Creek formation.  

 

Figure 4: A stitched panoramic photograph of Section 2 illustrating the slope’s complex joint structure and the characteristic red-
brown colour of the andesitic to basaltic flows of the Pimainus Creek formation of the Spences Bridge Group 

All three survey sections appear to be geologically uniform with no exposed contacts observed. 

The rock in all three sections is highly fractured (See Figure 4), with three main near-orthogonal joint 

sets with average dip and dip directions of 66/61, 64/302, and 66/147 present throughout the entire site 

(See Figure 5). Additional random fracturing is also observed in addition to these main joint sets.  Joint 

orientations were mapped virtually from 3D point cloud data obtained with a RIEGL VZ-400i laser 

scanner. Heavily jointed regions of rock slope from each survey section approximately 10m x 10m in size 

were segmented out and surface normal orientation vectors were calculated using the open-source 
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software CloudCompare (“CloudCompare (version 2.10.2)” 2019). These vectors were then converted to 

dip/dip direction scalar fields and an HSV colour scale was applied in order to facilitate identification of 

groups of planar features of consistent orientation (Figure 5, left). Least-squares planes were fit to 

planar regions belonging to joint families that were significantly expressed in each of the regions. The 

dip and dip directions of these planes were imported into Rocscience’s Dips for cluster analysis (Figure 5, 

right). 

 

Figure 5: Average joint set orientations present at Goldpan (right), mapped virtually from joint set plane extracted from 3D point 
cloud data (left) 

Terrestrial laser scans have been routinely collected at this study site since the spring of 2013 (See 

Figure 6). The typical scan interval is approximately every three months, with occasional periods of more 

frequent scanning. This data collection period has included the usage of two different terrestrial laser 

scanners. The first scanner, an Optech ILRIS-3D (Optech Incorporated n.d.), was deployed for 35 scans 

between 2013-05-18 and 2017-09-01. There was a decision to change scan protocol and increase the 

user-defined angular resolution of the Optech scans in late 2014 which resulted in denser data than 

previously achieved. The second scanner, a Riegl VZ-400i (RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems GmbH 

2019), has been deployed since 2017-09-01, and to date it has collected 11 scans. Due to the VZ-400i’s 
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rapid data acquisition rate, it can collect denser data at this site than the ILRIS-3D in a feasible time 

period despite its higher beam divergence properties (RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems GmbH 2019). 

The data considered for the analyses in this thesis spans from 2013-05-18 to 2019-03-03. 

 

Figure 6: A TLS data collection timeline for Ashcroft M80.2-80.7 ("Goldpan"). A coloured cell indicates a month in which data 
was collected, and the corresponding number indicates the number of times. 

In addition to the laser scans, high resolution panoramic “gigapixel” photographs (See Figure 4) were 

simultaneously collected using a GigaPan Epic Pro robotic mount and a Nikon D800 DSLR equipped with 

a 135mm zoom lens. This enables visual validation of the features and change interpreted in the 3D 

point cloud models. Additionally, the optical data is useful for identifying zones of seepage, ice 

formation and snow accumulation, weathering, and geological contacts. 

1.4 Thesis Format and Outline 

This thesis is formatted into five chapters, plus six appendices. Following this introductory 

chapter (Chapter 1), Chapter 2 presents a literature review of the background information and the 

concepts required to use TLS to monitor, understand, and potentially forecast rockfall activity. Chapter 3 
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then discusses in detail the novel procedures used to develop, validate, and apply the methodologies for 

rockfall deformation and error assessment, and Chapter 4 describes the development and application of 

algorithms to extract relevant rockfall and scar characteristics from point cloud data, as well as a 

discussion of correlations between geometric and deformation parameters. Chapter 5 presents a final 

discussion and conclusion of the results discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. Appendices A through F include, 

respectively, a discussion of the derivation of a new empirical roughness parameter (RCI), the minimum 

data requirements for deformation tracking, the logic behind deformation vector addition, a summary 

of the workflow for performing the roto-translation analysis and geometric parameter extraction for 

rockfall events, the deformation database structure, and MATLAB code for the various algorithms 

written for this study. 
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Chapter 2: Background and Literature Review 
This chapter provides an overview and state of research of the knowledge and concepts 

required to use TLS to detect, monitor, understand, and potentially forecast rockfall phenomena.  

2.1 General Rockfall Concepts 

As described in Varnes (1978), a rock fall is a category of gravity-driven slope movement 

processes involving a cohesive free-fall of newly detached rockmass from an area of bedrock. The term 

“rock fall” is distinguished from the terms “rock slide” and “rock topple” on the basis of the movement 

exhibited: parallel displacement along a surface, and rotation about a pivot point, respectively. In this 

thesis, the term “rockfall” is used as a catch-all term referring to the falling, sliding, or toppling of a 

newly detached mass from an area of bedrock.  

2.1.1 Failure Mechanisms 

Potential rockfall blocks are formed by the intersections of existing discontinuities with the 

slope face. Sliding along an adversely oriented joint surface(s) will occur if the kinematic conditions are 

met, i.e. if the driving forces exceed the resistive forces of friction and cohesion. If sliding motion is 

prevented or inhibited, rotational movements are favored. Incomplete blocks that are discontinuously 

delimited by joint systems with variable persistence that would otherwise fail by sliding may fail via rock 

fracturing as the block is progressively isolated (Goodman and Kieffer 2000). These various mechanisms 

of failure are known as failure modes. 

The idealized, end-member failure modes of rockfall can be summarized as follows and are 

illustrated in Figure 7: (1) Planar sliding on a single face; (2) Planar sliding on two faces simultaneously 

along their line of intersection (termed wedge sliding); and (3) Overturning of the block via rotation 

(termed toppling) (Goodman 1989).  

(1) Planar Sliding: Occurs due to gravitational driving forces acting upon a rock block resting on 

an inclined discontinuity daylighting into free space. The inclination of the slip plane must exceed the 
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friction angle of that plane for sliding to be possible. These conditions for failure will be present in the 

slope until the barrier to block translation such as another block (termed a “keyblock” (Goodman and 

Kieffer 2000)) or intact rock bridge is removed. Restraints to sliding must be overcome not only along 

the surface of sliding, but along the discontinuities forming the lateral margins of the slide as well 

(Goodman 1989). 

(2) Wedge sliding: A special case of planar sliding which occurs when two planes of weakness 

intersect to define a tetrahedral block. Like planar sliding, the inclination of the line of intersection must 

also exceed the friction angle, with keyblocks and rock bridges potentially acting as barriers to 

movement. However, slip can occur without any additional lateral structural release features if the line 

of intersection of two discontinuities daylights into the excavation (Goodman 1989). 

(3) Toppling: Occurs when blocks dip into the hillside, such that any single layer tends to 

overhang and is supported only by the passive resistance of its downslope neighbors (Goodman and 

Kieffer 2000) or tension within the rockmass above. It can occur in two modes: direct toppling and 

flexural toppling. Direct toppling occurs when the block’s center of gravity lies outside the outline of the 

base of the block, with the result that a critical overturning moment develops (see Figure 9). Flexural 

toppling occurs when a layered rock mass outcrops at a rock slope, and the principal stress parallel to 

the slope face induces inter-layer slip which causes the intact rock to fracture and the resulting blocks to 

overturn (Hudson and Harrison 1997). 
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Figure 7: Schematic of basic rockfall failure mode end-members (modified from (Hudson and Harrison 1997)) 

Many “higher modes” of failure can also be exhibited that involve simultaneous or successive 

combinations of planar sliding, wedge sliding, toppling, lateral rotation, and failure through rock bridges 

by flexure or shear (Goodman 1989).  

Lateral rotations are favoured by high joint friction angles either due to the presence of very 

steep asperities, or when the potentially failing block is not completely isolated by continuous joints so 

that some rock breakage must precede failure (Goodman 1995). Block torsion is a rotational failure 

mode of a single block in which local restriction of sliding causes the block to spin about a hinge at the 

point where sliding is impeded. As sliding is stopped, the block moves in a rotary motion along one 

contacting surface (Goodman and Kieffer 2000).  

Rock bridge failure can result in the final isolation of some slide blocks that otherwise would 

have failed soon after initial excavation (Goodman and Kieffer 2000). Because most rock masses contain 

discontinuous joints varying in persistence, potentially significant slides may be incompletely outlined by 

the joint system with cohesion of intact rock bridges resisting shear failure. Gradual crack growth 

concentrates stresses of increasing intensity in the remaining unfractured portion of the bridges, leading 

to an accelerating rate of movement up from the toe as their shear strengths are exceeded. As shown in 
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Figure 8, this chain reaction proceeds until the surface of failure extends to a point where kinematic 

release is possible (Eberhardt et al. 2002). Progressive shear surface development involves cyclic crack 

initialization, propagation, and stress redistribution. Direct tensile cracks can link up short parallel joints 

to form a piecewise continuous sliding surface and similarly, growing flexural cracks may connect 

nonpersistent joints to facilitate large toppling failures (Goodman and Kieffer 2000). In some cases, 

surface tension cracks appear at the top of the slope long before failure occurs, suggesting that failure 

can also be partly driven through other internal deformation mechanisms (Eberhardt et al. 2002). The 

area and extent of rock bridges is expected to vary widely between different lithological units and local 

discontinuity patterns (de Vilder et al. 2017). 

 

Figure 8: Progressive shear surface development via rock bridge failure (Eberhardt et al. 2002) 

Failure totally within intact rock via curvilinear slip can occur only within very weak continuous 

rocks, such as hydrothermally altered or highly weathered zones. However, pervasively fractured rocks 

may behave in a pseudocontinuous fashion as pre-existing cracks will correspond with the most critical 

failure locus of a continuous material (Goodman 1989). 

2.1.2 Kinematic Analysis 

As previously mentioned, the majority of rock slope instability is caused by individual 

discontinuities as they represent the weakest link within a comparatively strong intact rockmass. Many 

variables impact a given block’s factor of safety (defined as the ratio of driving to resistive forces) for 
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planar sliding such as mass of the block, slope angle, cohesion, water pressure in the discontinuity 

network, the roughness and persistence of the sliding plane, and the nature of any infilling material. 

  Assessment of whether instability is feasible according to an idealized model of the slope and 

discontinuities is referred to as kinematic analysis. This does not provide a numerical measure of the 

factor of safety of the slope but remains a valuable tool for assessing potentially unstable regions. 

Whether or not a block resting on an inclined surface will be: (1) stable, (2) slide, (3) topple, or (4) 

simultaneously slide and topple is determined from considerations of the block geometry and the angle 

of friction between the block and the surface upon which it is resting. These 4 kinematic possibilities and 

their geometric and frictional conditions are shown in Figure 9 below (Hudson and Harrison 1997). 

Blocks are stable if the angle of friction exceeds the sliding plane angle and the ratio of block width to 

height is greater than the tangent of the sliding plane angle. Increasing block height permits toppling 

instability and increasing the sliding plane angle permits planar sliding. 

 

Figure 9: The nature of block instability according to shape, base plane angle, and friction (Hudson and Harrison 1997) 

The following methods for the assessment of kinematic stability were first presented by Hoek 

and Bray (1977) and further refined by Matheson (1983) and Goodman (1989):  
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To consider a potential slip plane kinematically feasible for planar sliding, several criteria were 

introduced: 

1. The dip of the slope must exceed the dip of the potential slip plane, which must also daylight. 

2. The dip of the potential slip plane must exceed the angle of friction.  

3. The dip direction of the sliding plane should lie approximately within ±20° of the dip direction of 

the slope, following empirical observations that plane slides tend to occur when the released 

blocks slide directly out of the slope face. 

 Wedge instability can be considered a variation of plane instability where sliding takes place on 

two discontinuity surfaces. The resultant sliding direction is assumed to be equal to their line of 

intersection and therefore plane instability criterion relating to the ±20° variation in sliding direction is 

no longer required. The criteria are as follows: 

1. The dip of the slope must exceed the dip of the wedge’s line of intersection.  

2. The line of intersection must daylight on the slope plane. 

3. The dip of the line of intersection must exceed the angle of friction. All combinations of planes 

into wedges must be considered when assessing kinematic feasibility. 

 The kinematic likelihood of the two modes of toppling, direct toppling and flexural toppling 

(Goodman and Kieffer 2000), can be assessed separately. The kinematic feasibility criteria for direct 

toppling will only relate to the geometry of the rock mass, rather than the geometry plus the frictional 

strength parameters. However, the latter can be used to establish the cut-off between toppling only and 

sliding plus toppling. Therefore, the kinematic criteria are as follows:  

1. There are two sets of discontinuity planes whose intersections dip into the slope, permitting 

formation of the toppling rock block faces.  

2. There is a set of discontinuity planes to form the bases of the toppling blocks. Toppling will 

occur in isolation if the dip of the basal planes is less than the friction angle.  
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3. The block center of mass will be conducive to toppling if the ratio b/h is less than the tangent of 

the base plane angle.  

4. Toppling tends to occur within a ±20° sector of the slope dip, except for very steep slopes where 

the sector may become enlarged 

Unlike direct toppling, the feasibility criteria for flexural toppling depends on frictional strength due to 

the presence of inter-layer slip. The criteria are as follows: 

1. There is one set of discontinuity planes dipping into the slope, at a sufficiently high angle to 

generate inter-layer slip. The geometrical criterion for inter-layer slip to occur is Ψ≥90+Φ-β, 

where Ψ is the dip of the slope, Φ is the friction angle for the discontinuities, and β is the dip of 

those discontinuities.  

2. The dip direction of the slip planes should lie within approximately ±20° of perpendicular to the 

slope. 

These kinematic feasibility criteria can be assessed for a slope using stereonet analysis by plotting 

the orientations or intersections of any discontinuities alongside the friction cone and lateral limits (if 

applicable). 

2.1.3 Conditioning, Triggering, and Precursor Activity 

Conditioning:  

Rockfalls result from numerous interacting causes that act over time frames of varying scale; 

hence, it should never be considered that rockfalls must have been generated by just the most recent 

conditions. Slope conditioning factors can be divided into three categories: predisposition, preparatory, 

and triggering (see Table 1) (Gunzburger et al. 2005). Some slopes are in fact more conducive than 

others to rockfall activity, due to background factors such as topography, long-term climate, lithological 

parameters, and fracture geometry and density. These elements are referred to as predisposition 

factors and remain relatively constant over time. Preparatory factors evolve over hundreds to thousands 
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of years and represent the near imperceptible effects of external factors such as cyclic water pressure 

and temperature changes, minor seismicity, and changes in slope geometry, or internal factors such as 

geochemical weathering and strain fatigue (Gischig et al. 2011). While all these processes may act 

simultaneously on a rock mass, often one factor will dominate the behavior of a particular slope. 

Triggering factors are short-term (1-10 year) strength and stress changes due to weather conditions or 

brief and violent phenomena such as earthquakes which are superimposed over the latent slope 

conditions (Gunzburger et al. 2005). It should be noted that there is a continuous transition between 

preparatory and triggering factors; once enough rock mass strength has been diminished due to 

accumulated damage, a preparatory factor which was previously insufficient to become a trigger may be 

enabled to do so. These factors can be broken down into four categories: mechanical, thermal, 

hydrological, and geochemical (Table 1).  

Table 1: Classification of common rockfall conditioning and triggering factors (modified from (Gunzburger et al. 2005)) 

 Predisposition Preparatory Triggering 

Mechanical 

• Steep-sided valley 

• Dense fracture 
networks 

 

• Regular 
seismicity 

• Erosional slope 
steepening 

• Repeated ice 
formation 

 

• Earthquake 

• Fracture expansion 
due to ice 
formation 

Thermal 

• Climate with sharp 
temperature 
contrasts 

• Slope aspect 

• Surface temperature cycling 

Hydrological 
• High precipitation 

climate 

• Regular rainfall 
regime and 
infiltration 

• Heavy rainfall or 
rapid snowmelt 

Geochemical 
• Weathering-prone 

mineralogy 
• Progressive weathering 

 

Mechanical factors refer to the underlying discontinuity structure and geometry of the slope as 

well as any physical stressors over time such as seismicity and ice expansion. The combination of water 
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infiltration and subsequent freezing is a dominant factor contributing to critical brittle crack failure and 

can result in permanent joint enlargement (Ishikawa et al. 2004), (Matsuoka 2001). 

Thermal factors refer to deep and shallow changes in the temperature of the rockmass. A slope 

surface is affected by both daily and seasonal temperature fluctuations caused by air temperature 

changes, wind cooling and solar radiation, resulting in expansion and contraction (Gischig et al. 2011). 

Cyclic thermal stressing has been observed to correlate well with sub-critical extensions and 

contractions of cracks, which can lead to fatigue failure over time (Ishikawa et al. 2004). Progressive 

deformation behaviour of blocks up to a few cubic meters in size has been associated with cyclic 

thermo-elastic deformation (Gunzburger et al. 2005). 

Hydrological factors refer to the repeated infiltration of rainfall or meltwater, which results in 

increased pore water pressure within the rockmass, reducing effective stress and the factor of safety for 

fully delineated blocks at risk of planar sliding. Water infiltration also acts as a weathering process which 

will alter the properties of exposed discontinuities and rock bridges, which is an important control on 

weakening and fracture propagation (Collins and Stock 2016). 

All of these factors act to degrade the slope over time and promote progressive failure. There 

are two primary mechanisms of strength degradation of a rockmass: (1) Shear plane development due 

to progressive rock bridge failure (Figure 8) and (2) Internal slide mass deformation due to brittle-ductile 

yielding or strain-softening. The latter component is most dominant in situations where the failure 

surface is stepped or non-planar (Eberhardt et al. 2002). 

Triggering:  

Rockfalls and their progressive deformation behaviours are commonly poorly correlated with 

short-term weather conditions and can occur entirely independently of environmental triggers under a 

variety of lithological and climatic environments as observed by several authors (Rosser et al. 2007, Lim 

et al. 2010, Kromer et al. 2015, Royán et al. 2015). These studies corroborate Rosser et al.'s (2007) 
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hypothesis that once in the tertiary acceleration phase of creep, environmental forces have little 

influence on the evolution of the instability. The duration of this acceleration phase will vary on a by-

rockfall basis, and the onset can precede failure by several weeks as observed by Kromer et al. (2015).  

However, for the rock slopes of the river valleys of southwestern British Columbia, Hungr et al. 

(1999) observed that rockfalls occur at a higher frequency during the spring months and Peckover and 

Kerr (1977) and Rowe (2017) noticed an apparent correlation with seasonal climatic effects including 

freeze–thaw cycles and precipitation. This led Kromer et al. (2017) to believe that the dominant 

mechanisms of rockfall conditioning and triggering in this region are rainfall, thermal cycling and/or ice 

formation related. 

2.1.4 Precursory Rockfall Warning Signs 

Rockfalls may exhibit detectable precursory signs of incipient failure due to progressive slope 

degradation caused by the previously mentioned preparatory and triggering factors. These precursor 

signs include deformation (Abellán et al. 2009, Royán et al. 2015), the development of tension cracks or 

back fractures (Stock et al. 2012, Kromer et al. 2015), and precursor rockfalls which tend to be 

concentrated along the perimeter of the progressively developing failure (Rosser et al. 2007, Stock et al. 

2012, Kromer et al. 2015, Royán et al. 2015). These signs may be linked: as strains in the rockmass 

accumulate, cracks will propagate and induce motion. This motion may destabilize small blocks along 

the main block’s perimeter, leading to Royán et al. (2015)’s observation of concentrated precursor 

rockfalls in regions of deformation and along developing tensile cracks. 

Precursor Rockfall:  

Through analysis of a high temporal and spatial resolution terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) time 

series, Rosser et al. (2007) observed that the rate of precursory rockfalls falling from within the footprint 

of the “parent” rockfall accelerated immediately prior to failure; that the magnitude and rate of 

precursory events increases with the volume of the final failure; and that only the smallest failures were 
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found to relate directly to prevailing environmental conditions. Kromer et al. (2015) observed a distinct 

pattern of precursor rockfalls around the perimeter of a progressively failing 2600m3 rockfall event via 

change detection from repeat TLS. Larger precursor events were concentrated along a tension crack, 

which formed the upper perimeter of the failed zone and smaller rockfalls were observed along the toe 

of the failure. However, these precursors were only recognized in back-analysis, as the logic in 

identifying whether a rockfall is a precursor to a larger one is still in need of further development. 

Precursor Deformation: 

Rock slope failures are often preceded by an accelerating period of progressive deformation and 

brittle fracture damage (Stead et al. 2006) which can be observed as surficial displacement. The pre-

failure deformation of rock slopes is the result of damage accumulation which consists of growth of 

fractures, dilation of joints, breaking of rock bridges and sliding along joint surfaces. Substantial 

weathering of fractured rock bridges can occur before final failure, suggesting that pre-failure 

deformation may not always result in a sudden acceleration towards failure and may evolve over longer 

periods of time (de Vilder et al. 2017). Quasi-equilibrium states may also be achieved due to stress 

redistribution, resulting in extended periods of block inactivity (Leroueil 2001). 

Deformation histories of instabilities in brittle rock commonly exhibit discontinuous patterns, 

but apparent continuous deformation can result from small changes of stress or strength over time that 

produce localized brittle damage and slip within a rock mass (Gischig et al. 2011). This behavior can be 

modeled using the three phases of material creep: (1) primary creep, in which movement occurs at a 

decreasing logarithmic rate with time following immediate strain, (2) secondary, or steady-state creep, 

and (3) tertiary creep in which strain rate increases with time, resulting in failure (Goodman 1989). 

The lithology and volume of the final failure has been observed to have an impact on the 

characteristics of the precursory deformation (Abellán et al. 2010), with larger rockfalls within more 

ductile rockmasses tending to exhibit longer durations and higher magnitudes. The amount of detected 
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pre-failure creep is typically centimeter scale (e.g. ~2-15cm), even for blocks several hundred cubic 

meters in volume (Rosser et al. 2007, Abellán et al. 2009, 2010, Royán et al. 2015, Kromer et al. 2017). 

A possible explanation for the volume dependence on deformation is that larger rockfalls 

contain more individual rock bridges, as opposed to larger rockfalls purely being larger versions of their 

smaller counterparts. With increasing rockfall volume, fractured rock is distributed across multiple 

bridges of similar size, rather than being concentrated on one primary rock bridge. Therefore, larger 

rockfalls may behave and fail in a manner quite different to smaller rockfalls, and so may be sensitive to 

a different set of conditions, controls or thresholds on failure (de Vilder et al. 2017).  

Owing to rock strength, scale of events, and joint structure, some slopes may not exhibit 

detectable deformation prior to failure (Rosser et al. 2007). The ability to detect precursors is a function 

of survey design and technological limitations. Deformations may simply be too small to detect with the 

chosen survey technology or evolve more rapidly than a survey return period. Deformation magnitudes 

may be underestimated due to data collection only occurring within the primary and secondary phases 

of creep, which may evolve slowly, but constitute a small part of the overall pre-failure motion (Abellán 

et al. 2010). 

2.1.5 Rockfall Hazard Assessment and Forecasting 

Traditional Hazard Assessment:  

Over the last two decades, many slope instability risk assessment systems have been proposed 

to identify slopes at high risk of failure and effectively prioritize preventative measures (Pantelidis 2011). 

Risk assessment can broadly be broken into two categories: quantitative and qualitative risk analysis. 

Quantitative risk analysis attempts to estimate the risk in the form of the probability of a loss 

and evaluates such probabilities to make decisions (Modarres 2006). For transportation corridor rockfall 

hazard management, factors such as the annual probability of rockfall, the spatial and temporal 

likelihood of an element at risk being present when the rockfall occurs, and the likelihood and severity 
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of consequences if exposed to the hazard can all be modelled and used to assess the annual fatality 

probability for a region of interest (Bunce et al. 1997). Canadian National Railway (CN) employs a 

quantitative rockfall derailment risk assessment framework which considers these factors known as the 

RHRA described in (Abbott et al. 1998a, 1998b) 

The main disadvantage of this methodology is that simplifying assumptions about rockfall 

occurrence must be made, and  historical data over an interval equal to the return period of significant 

events are required. As a result, the geological structure and condition of the slope is ignored, and this 

method has limited applicability to newly constructed roads or railways. Additionally, it does not allow 

for the identification for specific regions of the slope responsible for the hazard, making prioritization of 

preventative measures difficult (Pantelidis 2011). 

Qualitative risk analysis involves acquiring knowledge of the hazards, the elements at risk and 

their vulnerabilities. That knowledge is then expressed qualitatively over a coarsely defined spatial 

interval as ranked attributes in a risk ranking matrix. They provide a relative comparison of risks for 

different sites and facilitate prioritization of follow-up actions. The various rockfall risk assessment 

systems applied to linear infrastructure in North America are predominantly modified from the Rockfall 

Hazard Rating System (RHRS) (Pierson and Van Vickle 1993). Several factors relating to rockfall hazard 

are evaluated and scored such as slope height, structural and erosional condition, block size and ditch 

effectiveness. 

Weaknesses of qualitative hazard rating systems include: introduction of inconsistencies due to 

the subjective nature of assessment of many of the rating parameters, lack of ability to assess upper 

regions of the slope from track or road level due to lack of line-of-sight, and the rockfall occurrence is 

assessed based on geological characteristics and history alone. Furthermore, these hazard rating 

systems cannot identify the locations where individual rockfalls may occur or the failure probability of 

each individual unstable block (Frayssines and Hantz 2006).  
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Advanced 3D Hazard Assessment Techniques: 

To address some of these drawbacks associated with traditional hazard assessment 

methodologies, several indices  which capitalize on the high-resolution 3D datasets from remote sensing 

have been developed (e.g. (Dunham et al. 2017, Matasci et al. 2018)) which aim to assign more detailed 

ratings to slopes which can assist in identifying specific high hazard regions which can help guide 

preventative measures. 

Since rockmass instability is commonly a direct consequence of discontinuity arrangement, 

Matasci et al. (2018) developed a method for calculating a rockfall “susceptibility index” for each point 

in a 3D point cloud based on the surfaces that every joint set forms through the topography according to 

its spacing, trace length, and orientation after methodologies employed by Jaboyedoff et al. (2004). The 

feasibility and likelihood of planar sliding, wedge sliding, and toppling is assessed for each point 

according to these properties of the joint network and the local slope orientation, with the final 

susceptibility index score representing the combined sum of favorability for failure from the three 

mechanisms. These results allow for the detailed identification of the most kinematically probable 

failure zones and would be a valuable input into traditional qualitative or quantitative risk assessment 

schemes. Additionally, once these specific high hazard regions and potential failure volumes have been 

identified from a 3D point cloud dataset, rockfall simulations can be performed either in 2D (Piteau and 

Clayton 1976, Pfeifer and Bowen 1989, Rocscience 2005) or 3D (Guzzetti et al. 2002, Agliardi and Crosta 

2003, Sala 2018) in order to evaluate kinetic energy, trajectories and runout distances, which can 

provide more accurate inputs into the severity and spatial probability terms of a quantitative risk 

analysis (Gigli et al. 2014). These simulations can also assist mitigation planning through assessment of 

the anticipated effectiveness of ditches and other slope protection measures, on either a slope-scale or 

by-rockfall basis (Sala 2018). 
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Rockfall Forecasting:  

The evolution of pre-failure deformation has been analyzed in order to make temporal 

predictions of rockfalls. Traditional approaches aim to identify the tertiary or accelerating phase of 

failure and use semi-empirical creep models to estimate a likely failure time (Fukuzono 1985, Agliardi 

and Crosta 2003, Royán et al. 2015). Temporal failure probability has been calculated according to 

magnitude-frequency relationships over large areas (Hungr et al. 1999, Dewez et al. 2013, Guerin et al. 

2014) and from using inverse velocity approaches to predict a precise failure time for a specific location 

(Fukuzono 1985, Agliardi and Crosta 2003, Royán et al. 2015). However, methodologies dependent upon 

extrapolating current deformation trends are not suitable for predictions over long periods (Rose and 

Hungr 2007) and therefore require frequent data collection in order to stay updated with apparent 

trend changes.  

Methods that define the critical thresholds of parameters that indicate a change in the stability 

conditions of a slope can still be considered to be forecasting, despite not delivering specific time-of-

failure predictions (Intrieri et al. 2019). Critical normalized values of deformation (Brox and Newcomen 

2003) or deformation rate (Xu et al. 2011) have been used to define the point in time where slope 

failure is of high certainty. Depending on the rate of evolution of the phenomena being monitored, 

threshold-based forecasting may require less frequent data collection. 

Kromer et al. (2017) proposed a method involving the detection of precursor deformation in the 

damage accumulation phase of failure (Sättele et al. 2016), and the assessment of the spatial and 

temporal probability of the hazard. In this framework, areas showing precursor signs are assumed to 

have a much higher spatial and temporal likelihood of failure than the slope average, essentially 

providing a long-term or very early warning of failure. Potential volumes can also be estimated, 

providing a measure of potential hazard severity. A more precise estimate of temporal probability can 

be attained by comparing the state of damage accumulation (i.e., rockmass deformation) with 
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thresholds reached by previous failures of similar nature. Following a data collection or “learning 

period”, the geometric and kinematic properties of past rockfalls and their deformation characteristics 

would be stored in a rockfall database. The temporal failure range for still-deforming rockfalls could be 

estimated by comparing the magnitude of deformation and deformation duration with those of similar 

properties within the database (Kromer et al. 2018). This approach does not require continuous 

monitoring for the tertiary or accelerating phase of creep but rather relies on historical records of pre-

failure duration and maximum deformation prior to failure.  

2.2 Rock Joint Characteristics and Behaviour 

As rockfalls progress towards failure, they can interact with discontinuity surfaces through 

frictional sliding and toppling which requires shearing or dilation over asperities, tensile failure, or 

progressive rock bridge breaking to occur (Goodman 1989, Eberhardt et al. 2002).  The strength and 

deformation behaviours of those discontinuity surfaces with variable orientation, extent, planarity, 

roughness, and compressive strength, can therefore influence the possible deformation magnitudes and 

durations of potential rockfall events in that rockmass. 

2.2.1 Joint Strength 

As described in Barton (1973), the method of characterizing the shear behaviour of rock joints 

consists of three components: the residual friction angle (Φr) (Barton and Choubey 1977), the joint 

roughness coefficient (JRC), and the joint compressive strength (JCS). A residual friction angle of Φr for 

flat non-dilatant surfaces in fresh rock represents the limiting value of shear strength. To this is added a 

roughness component (i). This is normal stress (σ’n) dependent and varies with the magnitude of joint 

wall compressive strength (JCS), and with the joint roughness coefficient (JRC). The compressive 

strength of the joint walls (JCS) has increased influence on the shear strength as the joint roughness 

increases. The peak drained angle of friction Φ’ and the Barton-Bandis shear strength criterion (τ) is 

calculated as follows (Barton and Choubey 1977): 
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(1) 

 
 

(2) 

 

Larger shear displacements are required to mobilize peak strength as the length and roughness 

of the joint is increased (Barton 1981). This means that larger, but less steeply inclined asperities tend to 

control peak strength when considering shear failure over larger scales. Values of maximum amplitude 

(a) measured over a sample length (L) can be used to obtain a rough estimate of JRC at the appropriate 

scale, shown in Figure 10 below. Due to the change of significant asperity size and inclination angle, the 

increased sample size will also reduce both the dilation component and the asperity failure component.  

 

Figure 10: Estimation of JRC (Joint Roughness Coefficient) via measurement of asperity amplitude on various joint lengths 
(Palmstrøm 1995) (after (Barton 1981)) 
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This relationship between asperity amplitude and JRC can be approximated with the equation 

(Palmstrøm 1995): 

 

 

(3) 

 

Various techniques for quantifying JRC and measuring 2D and 3D joint roughness are discussed 

in greater detail in Section 2.2.3. Test results reported by Bandis et al. (1981) indicate that the shear 

strength of a densely jointed mass with a small resultant block size may be higher than that with a more 

massive block size. Small blocks have greater capacity to rotate slightly and maintain contact with small-

scale features of roughness. The peak shear strength of irregular undulated joints is also sensitive to its 

direction of movement. This is because surfaces dipping opposite to the shear direction play a major 

role in the shear resistance behavior, but the impact of surfaces dipping towards the shear direction on 

the shear resistance behavior is relatively small (Zheng and Qi 2016). The contact areas between two 

joints, which is typically much less than 70% of the total area (Hopkins 2000) will vary with changing 

shear direction and normal loading. It is therefore important to quantify joint morphology in multiple 

directions to account for this potential anisotropic behaviour (Grasselli et al. 2002).  

2.2.2 Joint Deformation 

Normal and Shear Stiffness of Joints:  

Joint deformability can be described as the nature of the deformation response to a given 

stress. Goodman et al. (1968) introduced the terms “normal stiffness” and “shear stiffness” to describe 

the rate of change of normal and shear displacements with respect to normal and shear stresses, 

respectively. Normal stiffness (Kn) is influenced by initial actual contact area and distribution of aperture 

between the joints, the small-scale joint wall roughness, strength of asperities, and physical properties 

of any infilling material (Bandis et al. 1983). Like normal stiffness, shear stiffness (Ks) is influenced by 
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joint roughness (JRC) and compressive strength (JCS), but it is also largely dependent on normal stress 

(σn) and the length of the joint surface (L). As per (Barton and Choubey 1977): 

 

 

(4) 

Total normal deformation of a joint is the sum of joint closure and the deformation of solid rock. 

For the low stress levels experienced by joints delineating potential rockfall events at surface, joint 

closure is expected to be the dominant mechanism of normal deformation. The main characteristics 

dictating the amount of possible joint closure is whether the joint surface is interlocked or mismatched, 

the surface roughness, and the mechanical strength of the contacting asperities (Bandis et al. 1983). 

Upon initiation of normal loading, joints will undergo a rapid closure through readjustment of 

their initial seating condition. The degree of adjustment depends on the degree of initial interlock. 

Interlocked joints create a confined environment for asperities, stiffening their deformational response. 

Dislocated joints have much lower stiffness due to stress concentration over a lower actual contact area 

and a lack of asperity confinement (Bandis et al. 1983).  

Upon initiation of shearing loads oriented parallel to the joint, it can undergo both shear and 

normal displacement. The stress is redistributed amongst the asperities, starting from the steepest, 

resulting in either crushing, shearing, with potential for dilation (Grasselli et al. 2002). At higher normal 

pressures (e.g. for larger rockfall events), the dilatancy is reduced and a greater proportion of the 

asperities become damaged during shearing, as it becomes easier for the joint to be sheared through 

the asperities rather than lift over them (Goodman 1989).  

2.2.3 Rock Joint Roughness Analysis 

Roughness influences the friction angle, dilatancy and peak shear strength, and refers to the 

local departures of the joint surface from planarity at both small and large scales (Grasselli et al. 2002). 

Joint roughness is recognized to consist of two distinct components, random small-scale “unevenness” 
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which influences the shear strength, and larger scale “waviness” which affects the direction the shearing 

occurs and the potential for dilation if asperities remain intact (Poropat 2009). 

For 2D Profiles:  

Joint Roughness Coefficient (JRC) is one of the principal parameters used to calculate the shear 

strength of discontinuities. Before JRC or other roughness parameters can be quantified for a surface, 

detailed observations of surface topography are required. Joint surface roughness can be directly 

measured via mechanical profilometry (ISRM 1978), stylus profilometry, or more recently, laser 

profilometry. Joint roughness is an anisotropic property of rock joints i.e., it varies directionally, so 

profiles must be taken in many directions in order to fully understand the nature of joint roughness 

(Piteau 1970). Originally, 10 standard discontinuity profiles were commonly associated with JRC values, 

as shown in Figure 11. However, as the original profiles provided a rough estimation of joint roughness 

and were typically evaluated visually (Barton and Choubey 1977), which resulted in significant 

subjectivity, many researchers attempted to investigate different methods of analysis to determine JRC 

accurately (Tse and Cruden 1979, Lee et al. 1990, Maerz et al. 1990, Tatone and Grasselli 2010, Zhang et 

al. 2014, Zheng and Qi 2016). 

 

Figure 11: Characteristic JRC profiles for estimating joint roughness (modified from (Barton & Choubey,1977)) 
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Maximum amplitude (H) along the joint roughness profile is generally adopted to define JRC 

(Barton 1981). However, this does not represent the full characteristics of the roughness profile, 

especially in the case where roughness is dominated by few large asperities. The most common method 

for the evaluation of JRC appears to be the Root Mean Square (Z2) method (Tse and Cruden 1979), which 

considers the mean first derivative of inclination angle of the roughness profiles. However, this neglects 

the influence of directionality, amplitude and the scale effect (Barton 1981)(See Figure 10). Zhang et al. 

(2014) proposed the roughness index, λ, which considers both a modified Z2 value and the ratio of 

maximum asperity amplitude to profile length, a/L. Tatone and Grasselli (2010) proposed a direction-

specific roughness metric which considers the cumulative distribution of the normalized length of the 

profile as a function of increasing threshold values of inclination angle. Other methods include 

calculating the roughness profile index (Rp) (Maerz et al. 1990), which is defined as the ratio of the total 

length of a profile’s line segments to its horizontal extent, or investigating the fractal dimension (D) of 

the surface, which was found to be directly proportional to the JRC values for the roughness profiles 

(Lee et al. 1990).  

Table 2: A summary of various 2D roughness parameters and their empirical or statistical relationships to JRC 

Method Relation to JRC Source 

Max Asperity 
Amplitude (a)  

 

(Barton 1981) 

Root Mean 
Square (Z2) 

 
 

(Tse and Cruden 
1979) 

Fractal Dimension 
(D)  

 

(Lee et al. 1990) 

Roughness Profile 
Index (Rp) 

 
 

(Maerz et al. 
1990) 

Roughness Metric 
(θmax/C+1) 

 
 

(Tatone and 
Grasselli 2010) 

 
Although these various methodologies for quantifying surficial variability are commonly related 

back to JRC as a means of reducing subjectivity when applying the Barton-Bandis (BB) shear strength 
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criterion for rock joints (Barton and Choubey 1977), it should be recognized that JRC itself is not 

intended to be an accurate measure of joint profile geometry, but rather an empirical parameter which 

is strictly related to the BB criterion (Maerz et al. 1990). Methods of assessing roughness on the basis of 

surficial inclination such as those based upon the Root Mean Square (Tse and Cruden 1979) or 

Roughness Metric (Tatone and Grasselli 2010) are hypothesized to be the most directly related to actual 

joint shear strength as the damaged areas of joints upon shearing preferentially develop in areas with 

the steepest faces dipping opposite to the shear direction (Grasselli et al. 2002). 

For 3D Surfaces:  

Traditionally, roughness analysis has been limited to 2-dimensional profiles, which can lead to 

incomplete and biased representations of roughness (Tatone and Grasselli 2009). With the development 

of technologies capable of capturing surfaces digitally in 3-dimensions such as LiDAR scanning and 

photogrammetry, new methods which consider the full geometry of a surface have been developed. For 

3D surfaces, there are several common parameters which can be evaluated at various scales to 

approximate surface roughness: the area ratio, elevation, normal vector dispersion, slope, and curvature 

(Grohmann et al. 2011). 

Area ratio refers to the evaluation of the similarities between the surface (real) area and flat 

(plan) area of square cells or triangles defined by input points, by calculating the ratio of these values. 

Flat surfaces present values close to one, while with irregular surfaces, the ratio shows a curvilinear 

relationship which asymptotically approaches infinity as the real area increases (Maerz et al. 1990). 

The variability of surficial elevation is generally expressed as the absolute standard deviation of 

point cloud values from a least-squares best fit plane. An extension of this methodology is to instead use 

a smoothed DEM (“residual topography”) as the reference surface in order to account for the large-scale 

curvature for non-planar surfaces (Haneberg et al. 2005). Elevation can also be used to calculate 

maximum and average asperity amplitudes (Mah et al. 2013). 
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After normal orientations have been calculated for a point cloud, the variability of the 

orientations of these vectors can be quantified. The dispersion, or spherical variance (Kulatilake et al. 

2006) can be calculated simply according to: 

 

 

(5) 

 

Where N is the number of vectors, and R is the vector strength, i.e. magnitude of the resultant 

obtained through summation of all normal vectors for the surface. For surfaces with increasingly similar 

normal orientations, R will approach N, and S will approach 0. S will approach 1 as the vector dispersion 

increases. Other methods for assessment of vector similarity which consider the distribution of angles 

between normal vectors such as cosine, Jaccard, or Dice similarity measures (Yong et al. 2018) have also 

been used. 

The slope and curvature of a surface are defined as the first and second derivatives of the 

surface elevation, respectively. Slope and curvature for a surface can be assessed according to the local 

gradient, but can also be assessed in a specific direction, such as the expected shear direction for a joint 

surface. Tatone and Grasselli (2009) proposed a means of quantifying roughness and anisotropy for 

fracture surfaces based on a slope angle threshold concept. For every normal orientation of the 

triangulated mesh facets defining a surface, the apparent dip of that vector was found for any given 

analysis direction from 0-360°. For increasing thresholds of apparent dip, the normalized area of facets 

with an apparent dip greater than the threshold was determined. Roughness is defined as a function of 

a fitting parameter, C, describing this relationship between apparent dip threshold and normalized area, 

and θ*max, the maximum apparent dip angle of the surface in the chosen analysis direction. 

These roughness evaluation techniques can either be assessed in a moving window on a surface, 

where the results show the variation of the roughness result in space, or as a summary statistic, where a 

singular value of roughness is calculated from all points in the area (Grohmann et al. 2011). 
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In Grohmann et al. (2011)’s study comparing the efficacy of these various methods at accurately 

identifying fine terrain features, standard deviation of slope or profile curvature and vector dispersion 

provided the best results for detecting both small scale and large scale features. It was found that area 

ratio, standard deviation of elevation, and standard deviation of profile curvature were particularly 

sensitive to abrupt strong variations in elevation, which can be caused by spurious data.  

2.3 General Terrestrial Laser Scanning Concepts 
TLS is a rapidly developing surveying technology which enables rapid collection of highly 

accurate 3D distances via systematic emission and reflection of laser radiation. The range, accuracy, 

resolution and the flexibility of deployment options of TLS makes it an effective tool for the 

characterization and monitoring of rock slopes. Detailed changes to the slope over time, as well as 

geometrical properties such as discontinuity orientation and slope roughness can be obtained from the 

“point cloud” of XYZ co-ordinates obtained via this surveying methodology (Abellán et al. 2014).  

2.3.1 LiDAR Principles  

Range Determination:  

The precise measurement of range using a laser can be carried out by two main methods: time-

of-flight (TOF) or phase-based. The first of these involves the accurate measurement of the TOF of a very 

short (~1-10ns) but intense pulse of laser radiation which  is transmitted from the laser ranger to the 

object being measured, from which it  is backscattered back to the instrument (see Figure 12). Thus, the 

laser ranging instrument measures the precise time interval that has elapsed between the pulse being 

emitted by the laser ranger located at point A and its return after  backscattering from a ground object 

located at point B. The range to the ground object is therefore one half of the product of the speed of 

light and the elapsed time (Shan and Toth 2018). The range precision is dependent on the clock 

precision, as the speed of light is accurately known and largely invariable under natural conditions. Most 

currently available commercial systems can measure range with a precision of approximately 3 to 15mm 
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(Vosselman and Maas 2010). Recent sensors such as the RIEGL VZ-400i (RIEGL Laser Measurement 

Systems GmbH 2019) have the ability to perform waveform analysis on the returned echo pulse, 

permitting identification of several objects within the same line of sight, surface classification or 

identification of changes to moisture levels or weathering conditions (Abellán et al. 2014). 

 

Figure 12: A diagram illustrating the basic TOF laser ranging concept (Shan and Toth 2018) 

The second phase-based method involves a continuous beam of laser radiation instead of a 

pulse. The range is derived by comparing the phase difference between the transmitted and received 

versions of the wave pattern of the emitted beam. This permits greater accuracy, but lower functional 

range and is therefore not widely used at the scale of monitoring rock slope instabilities (Abellán et al. 

2014). Further discussions of laser scanning will refer exclusively to the TOF principle. 

A laser ranger is capable of fully mapping a 3D environment with the addition of a scanning 

mechanism that methodically directs the beam across a target region. For terrestrial laser scanning, the 

position of the platform is fixed; therefore, motion in two directions is needed to scan an area of the 

terrain. Combining the vertical motion given by the rotating mirror or prism, with a controlled (and 

measured) motion in the azimuth direction, allows the measurement of a series of profiles around an 

axis of rotation. Since a laser scanner requires line-of-sight in order to determine the range of an object, 

gaps, or occlusions, within the point cloud will be present where the beam was unable to hit the object 

of interest from the chosen scan position. A final point cloud of a target object with minimal data voids 

may require multiple scan positions from different viewpoints (Shan and Toth 2018). 
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Range and Reflectivity:  

If the strength of the reflected signals that are received by the ranger are very weak, the range 

over which measurements can be made will be reduced since no detectable return signal will reach the 

receiver. This is largely a function of target reflectivity, which is defined as the ratio of the incident to 

reflected radiation for a particular surface. Another important factor that governs the proportion of 

reflected laser radiation received by the scanner is the angle that the ground or object makes with the 

incident pulse or beam (Shan and Toth 2018). Maximum range will ultimately depend on the 

instrument’s laser power and wavelength, survey conditions and the reflectivity of the scanned surface 

(Figure 13) (Abellán et al. 2014). For the RIEGL VZ-400i, effective range can vary widely: from 200m to 

800m, depending on atmospheric conditions and target reflectivity (RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems 

GmbH 2019). 

 

Figure 13: Maximum measurement range for a RIEGL VZ-400i TLS as a function of target reflectivity, 100kHz repetition rate 
(RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems GmbH 2019) 

The maximum range achievable on natural rock slopes, which can have reflectivities as low as 

20% (Abellán et al. 2014), is commonly in the order of half of the maximum range for highly reflective 
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materials. For example, while signal return was obtained at around 600–800m for dry surfaces of 

moderate to high reflectivity using an Optech ILRIS-3D (Abellán et al. 2006, Oppikofer et al. 2008, 2009, 

Vilajosana et al. 2008), other studies encountered reflectivity issues at ranges of 300m and 450m on wet 

rock and dark-coloured coal slopes with the same instrument ((M. Sturzenegger et al. 2007, 

Sturzenegger and Stead 2009), respectively). 

Beam Divergence and Spot Size: 

When a laser pulse is transmitted, it will slowly diverge as it travels and will be scattered in 

various directions by tiny particles that are present in the atmosphere, both on its outwards and return 

paths. The beam will illuminate a circular or elliptical area when it reaches the target surface (see Figure 

14). For a given instrumental specification for angular spread of the beam (“beam divergence”), 

increasing distance between the scanner and the target results in a larger area (“spot dimension”) that 

will be covered by a single pulse. If the ground is irregular in shape or elevation, the return signal will be 

the average of the mixture of reflections occurring within the circular or elliptical area illuminated by the 

incident laser radiation (Shan and Toth 2018). 

 

Figure 14: Laser beam divergence and spot size increase with range (Shan and Toth 2018) 

Resolution: 

Range measurement resolution is the ability to detect range differences between two angularly 

resolved objects and is directly proportional to the precision of the scanner’s internal clock (Wehr and 
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Lohr 1999). For each point in a cloud, the range measurement to the backscattering surface is made to a 

point somewhere within the projected laser beam footprint.  

Angular resolution is the ability to resolve two equally intense point sources on adjacent sight 

lines, and is a function of spatial sampling interval and the laser spot dimension (which is a function of 

range, incidence angle, and beam divergence (Shan and Toth 2018)). Angular resolution is commonly 

and erroneously interpreted as being equivalent to the point spacing, which is only dependent on the 

user-defined angular spacing between adjacent scan lines and the distance to the target. A scanned 

point cloud may appear to have a very high spatial resolution due to a fine sampling interval and 

corresponding high point density, but the scanner’s true ability to resolve detail may be much lower if 

the laser spot dimension at long distances ends up being greater than the set angular step interval. 

Though perhaps not an issue for smooth, featureless surfaces, it certainly could be for intricate surfaces 

with rapidly varying details because the fine details are effectively blurred, with distances averaged 

within the spot. Lichti and Jamtsho (2006) propose that the maximum achievable angular resolution is 

equal to approximately 86% of the laser spot dimension.  Fine features smaller than the spot size can 

still be sensed, but their angular positions may be biased by up to one-half of the spot’s diameter from 

the center of the emitted beam. This beamwidth uncertainty can also manifest itself at edges and 

tangent to curved objects (Lichti and Jamtsho 2006). 

Advantages and Disadvantages:  

The advantages of TLS compared with other available rock slope characterization and 

monitoring techniques include the high spatial resolution of measurement (mm-cm scale data 

acquisition),  millimeter-level range accuracy, horizontal view angle and high coverage extent, and ease 

of deployment, enabling a single user to rapidly survey many sites. In addition, TLS works well for steep 

cliffs, which are not well measured from downward-looking aerial remote sensing methods. 

Disadvantages of TLS applications for rock slopes include the compromise of range and angular accuracy 
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and precision with range due to beam divergence and scattering, poor repeatability of single 

measurements, relatively high cost of hardware compared to photogrammetry, difficulty and expense of 

setting up a continuous monitoring solution, and the existence of shadow areas (occlusions) in a single 

scan acquisition (Abellán et al. 2014). 

2.3.2 Sources of Error 

The potential for error within a TLS data series is derived from different sources, as a function of 

both the geometric and optical properties of the scan surface, scanning range, ambient environmental 

conditions, and registration quality (Fey and Wichmann 2017). Errors can be classified as primary or 

secondary, depending on whether they occur during data collection, or processing, respectively (Buckley 

et al. 2008). 

Table 3: A summary of TLS error sources and their relative impacts on final data quality (after (Buckley et al. 2008)) 

Impact Primary Secondary 

High 
• Presence of occlusion 

• Reflectivity of target 
• Scan registration 

Moderate 
• Angle of incidence 

• Poor atmospheric conditions 
• Point cloud cleaning 

Low 
• Instrumental precision and calibration 

• Beam divergence overlap (more significant 
for rougher surfaces) 

• Meshing interpolation 

 
Reflectivity Effects: 

The reflectivity of a target surface, defined as the relationship between the reflected radiation 

power and the incident radiation power, defines the signal-to-noise ratio and influences the precision of 

the distance measurement. The reflectivity depends on the color, roughness, and other material 

properties such as electric permittivity, magnetic permeability and conductivity of the material (Lichti 

2003). Of main importance to LiDAR scanning is the color of the surface. Bright colored surfaces are 

more reflective and therefore produce less noise and have less range error than dark surfaces. However, 

specularly-reflecting surfaces such as retro-reflectors, mirrors or wet surfaces within a scanned scene 
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can cause multipath error. This error arises when range measurements are made from backscattered 

laser energy that has been reflected by more than one surface, and is especially prevalent in corners 

(Runne et al. 2001). 

Angle of Incidence Effects: 

The location and number of scan positions required to scan a scene is largely influenced by the 

incidence angle of the laser beam with respect to the target surfaces. High incidence angles, particularly 

above ~60° (Lichti 2007), degrade point accuracy and reduce ranging performance due to the significant 

decrease in backscattered laser power and distortion of the laser spot ellipse (Vosselman and Maas 

2010, Carrea et al. 2016). The apparent location of the range observation is taken to be the midpoint of 

the beam, but the range is measured according to the combination of reflections within the entire 

footprint (Shan and Toth 2018). This results in distortion due to angular displacement of features by up 

to one half of the spot’s diameter (Lichti and Jamtsho 2006), as mentioned previously. The positional 

error due to laser footprint and scan geometry increases linearly with range and exponentially with 

incidence angle (Fey and Wichmann 2017). A return from a surface highly oblique to the instrument is 

likely to contain an average of multiple ranges, especially at longer range when the laser beam width is 

wider (Buckley et al. 2008). 

Surface Roughness Effects: 

Errors due to surface roughness arise due to the fact that the individual laser pulses of repeated 

scans will not hit precisely the same location on the slope, even if user-defined scan parameters remain 

the same and the scanner is not relocated (Vosselman and Maas 2010). As a result, the spatial sampling 

of non-planar surfaces will never be identical between surveys, resulting in the effect of a small surficial 

variability being measured between scans as a function of roughness, even in the absence of any true 

change (Hodge et al. 2009). Furthermore, when the laser spot size overlaps between two adjacent 

surfaces of differing range, such as those around edges or sharp features,  the responses from both 

surfaces are integrated together and the point measurement will appear in the range discontinuity 
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region between the two surfaces (Hebert and Krotkov 1992). This “mixed-pixel” effect will be more 

pronounced as spot size grows and for rougher surfaces, resulting in an increased number of random, 

erroneous points. 

The errors due to surface variability can be more pronounced if multiple scan positions and true 

changes to the slope are involved. Scans obtained from different viewpoints will sample different parts 

of the slope, with differing resultant zones of occlusion as well as differing point accuracy and point 

densities due to varying range and angle of incidence effects. Combination of these scans into a 

common co-ordinate system will inevitably result in a degree of error (Vosselman and Maas 2010). 

When a true change of the surface occurs between surveys, the occlusion pattern, which will inherently 

be more complex for rougher surfaces, can change and induce artificially large apparent surface changes 

in places which were previously not visible from the scanner position (Lague et al. 2013). 

Environmental Effects: 

At longer ranges, varying atmospheric conditions that affect laser propagation velocity such as 

temperature, humidity, and air pressure have a greater influence as the beam often traverses different 

atmospheric layers (Fey and Wichmann 2017). Humidity and other particulates will disperse the incident 

and reflected laser energy, reducing the maximum range and increasing noise in the data (Buckley et al. 

2008, Delaloye et al. 2015). Rapid heating or cooling and subsequent expansion or contraction of 

internal components may also result in systematic changes over time or result in the formation of 

condensation which may affect the nature of the incident or reflected laser signal. Additionally, as lasers 

operate in a limited frequency band, if the radiation of an illumination source such as the Sun is as 

strong or stronger than the reflected signal, this ambient radiation may influence or prevent accurate 

acquisition of data (Delaloye et al. 2015). 

Secondary Processing Effects: 

The errors mentioned thus far were primary errors, or errors that may occur during data 

collection. The secondary type of error, which is defined as resulting from processing, can be just as 
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significant. Error during registration, the process by which separate point clouds are brought into the 

same co-ordinate system, will affect the large-scale alignment of the point clouds. Minimizing 

registration error is critical when tracking deformation or change over time in multi-temporal TLS data 

(Fan et al. 2015), as poor alignment will introduce spatially variable false displacement. The removal of 

regions of change and low-quality or spurious points from the data, known as point cloud cleaning, is an 

important step in the registration process such that error is minimized.  

Error may also be introduced via the meshing process used to convert a point cloud dataset into 

an interpolated surface model. During surface creation, hole filling, interpolation and decimation can all 

make the resultant triangle mesh deviate from the original point data, especially in regions of low data 

density or occlusion (Buckley et al. 2008). This will introduce error into subsequent downstream 

distance-based calculations such as volume calculation or change detection on this surface. 

A limit of detection (LoD) must ultimately be defined to differentiate between real changes and 

data noise. For short range TLS this is often derived from surveyed targets with a known position and 

orientation on the slope, or from measurements on a priori known stable and well distributed planar 

surfaces (Monserrat and Crosetto 2008, Kromer et al. 2017, 2018). Assessment of the spatial distribution 

of registration error is difficult as it must be distinguished from the positional uncertainties due to 

incidence angle and surface roughness (Fey and Wichmann 2017). 

A more detailed explanation of point cloud registration, meshing, and change detection is 

presented in Section 2.4. 

2.4 Point Cloud Algorithms 

The processing of TLS point cloud data with the intent of quantifying changes over time requires 

three main steps and various associated algorithms: (1) Registration, i.e. the alignment of the various 

point cloud epochs into the same co-ordinate system, (2) Computation of the local surface normal 

vector, for each point in the cloud, and optionally, a triangulated surface model, and (3) Quantification 
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of change, either via calculation of a scalar field of distances (change detection), or local motion vectors 

(deformation assessment) (Vosselman and Maas 2010).  

2.4.1 Registration 

Terrestrial scanners measure the positions of points with reference to their internally defined 

sensor frame. Complex objects cannot typically be adequately sampled from only one instrument 

location, so multiple setups are required to obtain complete coverage when performing repeated scans 

over time for monitoring or change assessment purposes. These individual datasets must be 

transformed or registered from their respective internal systems into an externally defined system 

(Vosselman and Maas 2010). Registration refers to the geometric alignment via Euclidean 

transformation of the arbitrary coordinate systems of individual TLS scans into a single, uniform 

coordinate system. This co-ordinate system can either be a global system (i.e. georeferencing), or a local 

system (Telling et al. 2017). 

Registration of the point cloud can be carried out in two main ways: (1) Target based 

registration: this method is based on the precise survey of >3 distributed targets using conventional 

surveying techniques such as total station or DGPS. Coordinates derived from matching target tie point 

measurements from both scans are then used to define a rigid-body transformation that aligns one scan 

position's arbitrary coordinate system with that of the other scan (Telling et al. 2017). (2) Iterative 

closest point registration: this method based on a progressive minimization of the distance between 

corresponding points in two overlapping point clouds, using iterative closest point (ICP) alignment 

algorithms such as developed by Besl and Mckay (1991). Consider two sets of points, x and y, related by 

the rigid body transformation:  

  (6) 

where R is the rotation matrix and y0 is the translation vector. The slave point cloud (unreferenced) is 

rigidly transformed to best fit the referenced master point cloud such that the sum of squares of 
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Euclidean distances between the nearest slave point, xi, and the master point, yi, is minimized 

(Vosselman and Maas 2010). These methods do not require placement of targets, but rather, require 

scan position selection such that adjacent scans sufficiently overlap to provide proper strength in the 

transformation parameter solution.  They also typically require coarse pre-alignment of the two point 

clouds, and then the sum of the squares of Euclidean distances is calculated and compared with a 

convergence criterion, with transformation parameters iteratively applied to the slave point cloud 

(Vosselman and Maas 2010). An additional limitation when using this algorithm for studying rock slope 

evolution is the assumption of rigid body transformation. This assumption may not be appropriate for 

raw slope data, which may be affected by surface deformation or other geometrical changes (Abellán et 

al. 2014). In such cases, omission of these regions of change from the ICP process would be appropriate.  

 

2.4.2 Computation of Surface Normals and Meshing 

Computation of Normals: 

Estimation of the normal vector at each point in a scanned point cloud has become a 

fundamental step in point cloud data processing. Many surface reconstruction algorithms require 

accurate normals as input in order to generate high quality surfaces, and for visualization purposes, the 

surface normal can be used to realistically shade and illuminate parts of the point cloud. For point 

clouds with no or very low noise, the Voronoi diagram of the given point set appears to be useful. 

Amenta and Bern (1999) showed that the direction from a point to the furthest Voronoi vertex in the 

point’s Voronoi cell, referred to as the pole, can be used to approximate the normal at the point. 

In addition to the Voronoi or triangulation-based methods, effective normal estimation methods 

based on parametric surface fitting have been proposed. The basic principle is to locally fit a least-

squares plane to a point’s k-nearest neighbours and use the fitted surface normal as the normal 

approximate at that point (Hoppe et al. 1992). One common issue in normal estimation is that, for a 

point close to a sharp feature, such as an edge or corner between multiple surfaces, the selected k-
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nearest point neighborhood would include points from more than one surface patch. This makes the 

estimated normal inconsistent with the correct surface normal. Many solutions have been proposed to 

improve the normal estimation accuracy around sharp features as well as methods for normal de-

noising, but they tend to result in other unwanted biases and may have specific requirements such as 

user-specified parameters (Mederos et al. 2003, Öztireli et al. 2009) and high point density around sharp 

features (Boulch and Marlet 2012). More advanced techniques exist which address theses issues such as 

the iterative reweighted plane fitting method described in Wang et al. (2013), which adopts the M-

estimator in order to reduce the influence of scanned data outliers and neighbouring points belonging 

to different surface patches across a sharp feature. 

Meshing: 

The simplest form of surface interpolation for a series of 3D points is via triangulation. A 

triangulation of a set of points divides the convex hull of the points into a set of triangles such that the 

nodes of the triangles correspond to the point set. Delaunay triangulation is a common form of 

triangulation and has the property that a circle through the three points of any triangle does not contain 

any other point of the point set, creating mesh triangles with the largest minimum angle. This is a 2.5D 

operation, and must be defined in a plane, either the XY-plane, or a best-fit plane through the point 

cloud. Consequently, points that are very close in the reference plane, and therefore share a triangle 

edge, may not be close in 3D, potentially resulting in spiked surfaces (Vosselman and Maas 2010).  

More robust meshing algorithms exist which incorporate refitting or smoothing to triangulation-

based approaches (Kolluri et al. 2004) or consider a combination of global and local fitting schemes such 

as Poisson surface reconstruction developed by Kazhdan et al. (2006), which is also implemented in the 

software CloudCompare (“CloudCompare (version 2.10.2)” 2019). For Poisson surface reconstruction, 

the input data is a set of samples, each consisting of a point and an inward-facing normal, assumed to lie 

on or near the surface of an unknown model. The goal is to reconstruct a watertight, triangulated 
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approximation to the surface by approximating the indicator function of the model and extracting the 

isosurface (i.e. 3D surface describing the transition from 1 to 0 of the indicator function). The gradient of 

the indicator function is equal to the inward surface normal. The problem of computing the indicator 

function thus reduces to inverting the gradient operator. The indicator function from which the final 

isourface is derived is therefore the function whose gradient best approximates the vector field defined 

by the input points and their normals. The Poisson system can be solved at varying levels of detail 

according to the specified octree depth for the analysis. As the tree depth is increased, higher-resolution 

functions are used to fit the indicator function, and consequently the reconstructions capture finer 

detail (Kazhdan et al. 2006). 

2.4.3 Change Detection and Deformation Assessment 

Change Detection: 

Although individual laser pulses will not hit precisely the same location for repeated scans, the 

high point densities imply that real changes in the scene will be sampled by many individual scan points. 

Therefore, change detection methods can potentially utilize this large data redundancy. Comparisons 

can be performed on a point to point (on a closest-point basis or along a normal-vector (Lague et al. 

2013)), point to surface, or surface to surface basis. Usage of surfaces enables reduction of noise and 

increases computational speed, at the risk of introducing interpolation-related uncertainties which are 

difficult to quantify, especially if data density is variable (Vosselman and Maas 2010). 

The comparison methods that were initially developed for point clouds were based on closest-

point distance calculations or require that one or both of the point clouds to be meshed, resulting in 

errors for clouds that had significant roughness, variable point spacing, or occlusion (Lague et al. 2013). 

Lague et al. (2013) describes an algorithm called Multiscale Model-to-Model Cloud Comparison (M3C2), 

which computes the local distance between two point clouds along their normal surface direction, and 
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estimates a confidence interval for each distance measurement depending on point cloud roughness 

and registration error (Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15: The principle of calculating cloud-to-cloud distance via the M3C2 method (Lague et al. 2013) 

The logic behind the M3C2 methodology is as follows: For each point in the reference cloud, the 

normal vector is defined by fitting a plane to points within radius D/2 of the current point. D is the user 

defined diameter defining the scale at which the distance calculation is averaged. The optimal scale of D 

is dependent on the scale of the roughness elements desired to be captured. This normal direction 

vector is then is used to project a cylinder at a desired projection scale (d) through the current point (i). 

The reference and data points contained within the cylinder are projected onto its axis, resulting in two 

subsets of points with two distributions of distances from the point (i). The mean and standard 

deviations of distances for each subset are used to calculate the local distance between the two clouds 

and the confidence interval (i.e. is the change statistically significant?), respectively (Lague et al. 2013). 

Deformation Assessment: 

In contrast to change detection, deformation analysis is not only aimed at identifying changes 

and their magnitudes but also their directions and how they evolve over time. The quality, or minimum 

limit of detection, of the deformation assessment is affected by several errors. (1) Spatially and 

temporally variable primary measurement errors (such as those mentioned previously in Section 2.3.2) 

will result in varying quality and accuracy of individual range measurements across epochs. This variable 

measurement noise may induce false apparent deformation. (2) Registration of subsequent point clouds 
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back to a reference scan will involve some degree of position-dependent systematic registration error. 

This error will be more significant for scans subjected to more primary measurement noise. (3) An 

interpolation error will be involved if tracking a single specific point feature over time is desired. As laser 

scanners will not repeatedly sample the target at the exact same spots, direct measurement of a point 

at a certain position (x,y) is not possible. An interpolation step is needed between the points nearest to 

the target co-ordinate if one wants to compare the height (z) as measured in different epochs or from 

different viewpoints (Vosselman and Maas 2010). 

The shortest distances (SDs) between two point clouds are very useful for deformation 

measurements, since they can quantify signed differences in three dimensions, and not only altitude 

changes. Positive and negative distances signify that the points in the data point cloud are situated in 

front of or behind the reference point cloud, respectively. Positive differences can be interpreted as the 

advance of a sliding mass or material accumulation, and negative differences are related to volume loss, 

such as erosion and rockfalls. Shortcomings of this method include a poor ability to resolve the 

component of motion parallel to the slope surface (see Figure 16) and an inability to quantify large-scale 

rotational motion. The same errors due to roughness, occlusion, and variable point spacing for closest-

point change detection also apply when determining closest-point vectors (Oppikofer et al. 2009). 
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Figure 16: A illustration of how shortest-distance displacement vectors can underestimate the slope-parallel component of true 
displacement (Kromer et al. 2015) 

Another method of quantifying the displacement vector of an object is to select corresponding 

points on view-shaded representations of both point clouds, as described by Oppikofer et al. (2008). 

Easily identifiable and spatially constrained features such as the tips of blocks or discontinuity trace 

intersections form good point pairs. However, the reported standard deviation errors on the 

displacement vector of 10 cm (approximately half of the point cloud spacing) in magnitude and 2-3° in 

orientation by (Oppikofer et al. 2008)’s study were too high for the assessment of small, centimetric 

displacements. These large errors are due to the point spacing of TLS datasets (usually between 5 and 20 

cm for longer-range applications) being typically larger than the magnitude of significant deformation 

for rockfalls, the user subjectivity of identifying exactly the same point on different datasets, 

measurement and co-registration errors, and interpolation errors. Like shortest-distance vector 

methods, point-picking also neglects the effect of rotation in the movement analysis and has the 

additional drawback of being a largely manual process, potentially involving the analysis of relatively few 

points.  
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Other methods of displacement vector determination include particle image velocimetry (PIV) 

(Aryal et al. 2012), which cross-correlates gridded point cloud data to derive a surficial displacement 

field. Although this method can be automated, selection of the optimal correlation window size is a 

challenge, and since it is raster based, PIV will only resolve deformation in two dimensions. An extension 

of PIV in three dimensions, referred to as range flow, computes the velocity fields of a moving surface 

via least squares matching of points within a defined grid window (Ghuffar et al. 2013). Like PIV, the 

selection of an appropriate window size remains largely empirical and must be repeatedly varied in size 

in order to accurately capture motion at different scales. And, like shortest-distance and point-picking 

methods, range flow can only resolve translatory motion (N-S, E-W, Up-Down) and not rotation within 

each elevation model cell.  

In order to assess the full 3D nature of displacement, including all components of translation 

and rotation, a roto-translation matrix technique based on work by Monserrat and Crosetto (2008) was 

developed by Oppikofer et al. (2009). Given two overlapping point clouds, the transformation 

parameters describing the position of a new surface with respect to a reference surface from an older 

epoch are estimated by minimizing the sum of squares of the Euclidean distances between the surfaces 

via application of an ICP algorithm. It can quantify both the translation and rotation of the delineated 

geometry by converting the resultant transformation matrix from the ICP process into a translation 

vector and a toppling vector, each with an associated magnitude and azimuth (See Figure 17).  

 
 

Figure 17: The various parameters extracted from a roto-translation deformation analysis (modified from (Oppikofer et al. 
2009)) 
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As this method is capable of simultaneously considering many data points and not only point 

pairs, it utilizes one of the main advantages of TLS: the high point density. Thus, the error involved is 

significantly lower than if a single point were to be tracked, due to the law of large numbers 

(Lindenbergh and Pfeifer 2005). One drawback of this method is that the ICP used to calculate the 

deformation parameters does so via rigid transformation. Accuracy will be impacted if a large amount of 

geometric change occurs between epochs (Oppikofer et al. 2009). Errors in this method can depend on 

several factors, including the number of points describing the moving block and its size and shape. Very 

small blocks, or blocks containing too few points, may result in convergence of the ICP on an incorrect 

location or local minimum. Additionally, a form of change detection must first be performed in order to 

accurately identify the boundaries of the deforming or deformed (if performing back-analysis after 

failure) region. Error can be assessed by performing the analysis on a set of stable areas located across 

the slope for each collection date and determining the average magnitude of false translation and 

toppling due to alignment and other errors (Kromer et al. 2017). 

2.5 Conclusion 

In conclusion, rockfalls have various modes of failure which can be predicted via kinematic 

analysis of discontinuity plane and slope orientations (Goodman 1989). This failure behaviour can be 

complex, and various environmental, structural, and lithological factors (Gunzburger et al. 2005) 

contribute to the development and progression of the failure sequence (Eberhardt et al. 2002), which is 

also dependent on various joint strength (Barton and Choubey 1977) and deformation (Bandis et al. 

1983) characteristics. Signs of progressive failure can include precursor deformation (Stead et al. 2006) 

and precursor rockfall (Rosser et al. 2007), which can occur hundreds of days prior to failure. Traditional 

hazard assessment techniques would benefit from the identification of specific regions of high failure 

likelihood according to current structural conditions or precursor activity (Pantelidis 2011). The long-

term evolution of rockfall precursors may indicate that continuous monitoring is not needed in order to 
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give early warning of future events (Kromer et al. 2017). Terrestrial laser scanning is an effective tool for 

rapid collection of dense 3D data on rock slopes (Shan and Toth 2018). The resultant point clouds can be 

used to track precursor activity for current and past rockfalls (Oppikofer et al. 2009) and measure 

various detailed geometric properties, which can be used to learn about how the two may be 

correlated. 
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Chapter 3: Rockfall deformation analysis using point cloud data  

3.1 Introduction 
Investigation of the relationships that may exist between a rockfall’s geometric characteristics 

and pre-failure deformation behaviour requires a means of confidently quantifying the magnitude, 

direction, and duration of said deformation. This chapter details the development of an improved 

workflow for the semi-automated assessment of rockfall pre-failure deformation which utilizes a 

kinematic assessment to assist interpretation, and an empirical error model which considers surficial 

roughness effects. This also includes validation of the accuracy of the deformation assessment algorithm 

performance under a variety of geometric and deformation conditions and identification of the 

minimum amount of data points required for effective tracking. 

In the following chapter, the “Goldpan” rock slope site will be discussed. This is one of the sites 

regularly scanned as part of the Railway Ground Hazard Research Program (RGHRP), and data collection 

has been ongoing since May 2013. The location of the site and scan positions are shown in Figure 1 and 

Figure 2. 

3.2 Data Preparation 

3.2.1 Data Collection 
Before rockfall deformation can be assessed using TLS, a series of repeated scans of an active 

slope over an extended period (preferably >1 year) are needed, as in some locations, pre-failure 

deformation has been previously observed to evolve over hundreds of days prior to failure (e.g. (Kromer 

et al. 2016)). The location, survey design, and data collection history for this study’s slope of interest has 

been previously described in Section 1.3 in Chapter 1 (See Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 6). The methods 

of deformation assessment described in this chapter were applied to a time series of 35 scans of all 

three sections of the site obtained with an Optech ILRIS-3D (Optech Incorporated n.d.) between 2013-

05-18 and 2017-09-01 and 9 scans obtained with a RIEGL VZ-400i (RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems 
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GmbH 2019) between 2017-09-01 and 2019-03-03. As shown in Table 4, these scanners have some 

hardware differences which impacted the collection of data at this site.  

Table 4: A comparison of specifications between the two scanners used in this study: an Optech ILRIS-3D (Optech Incorporated 
n.d.) and a RIEGL VZ-400i (RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems GmbH 2019) 

Specifications Scanner Type 

 Optech ILRIS-3D RIEGL VZ-400i 

Maximum Range: ρ = 80% 1700m 770m @ 100kHz 

Maximum Range: ρ = 10% 650m 280m @ 100kHz 

Range Accuracy (@100m) 7mm 5mm 

Laser Repetition Rate (kHz) 2.5 – 3.5 100 – 1200 

Angular Sampling Interval (°) 0.001146 (symmetric) 0.0015 (horizontal), 0.0007 (vertical) 

Beam Divergence (diameter 
growth/100m) 17mm   35mm 

Although these two scanners transmit laser radiation of approximately the same power and 

wavelength, there are three main properties which vary significantly between them: the maximum 

range, the laser repetition rate, and the beam divergence. At this site, the VZ-400i’s maximum range was 

not an issue due to the scan locations’ proximity to the slope; the scan distances ranged from only 170 – 

230m. The drastically improved laser repetition rate of the VZ-400i compared to the ILRIS-3D means that 

a finer angular resolution can be defined without resulting in a prohibitively long scan duration. 

Especially for close range study sites such as Goldpan, data was collected at a density significantly lower 

than the ILRIS 3D’s maximum potential primarily due to the feasibility of scan duration. Lastly, the 

greater beam divergence of the VZ-400i means that the maximum achievable “true” angular resolution 

(Lichti and Jamtsho 2006) will be lower than the ILRIS-3D’s due to the larger spot size blurring and 

averaging reflections within a larger area (Shan and Toth 2018). Figure 18 demonstrates the effects of 

range, user-specified angular resolution, and beam divergence on the resultant laser spot size and 

distribution on a target. 
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Figure 18: The laser spot diameter and point spacing as a function of range for the VZ-400i and ILRIS-3D's surveys 

The “Low-Res” ILRIS-3D scanning protocol utilized between 2013-05-18 and 2014-08-31 resulted 

in a point spacing on the slope which varies between 6-9cm, the “High-Res” protocol (2014-11-05 to 

2017-09-01) resulted in a spacing of 5-8cm, and the defined scan parameters for the VZ-400i (2017-09-

01 to 2019-03-03) resulted in a spacing of 2-3cm. Although the achieved point spacing in the VZ-400i 

data is significantly denser than the expected laser spot size on the slope, the increased data 

redundancy is useful for change detection and deformation assessment algorithms (Lague et al. 2013). 

However, it must be recognized that angular precision, or “repeatability”, will diminish as surface 

variability, angle of incidence, and the range to target increases. The subsequent effect on deformation 

results is explored in Section 3.4.2. 

3.2.2 Data Pre-processing: Cleaning and Registration 
Following data collection, the series of point clouds were registered back to the same local co-

ordinate system in order to assess volumetric change and deformation. As the establishment of 

surveyed ground control points was not feasible at this study site, local registration back to an initial 
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“reference” cloud was achieved via the ICP method (Besl and Mckay 1991). This method requires two 

preliminary steps before it can be effectively applied: data cleaning and coarse point cloud registration. 

Due to the assumption of rigid body transformation, regions prone to noisy data such as those created 

by the presence of vegetation or draped rock mesh, and spurious points due to atmospheric 

interference were segmented out of both the reference and unregistered clouds in order to minimize 

alignment errors. Coarse alignment was then achieved through manual selection of matching points in 

the reference and unregistered point clouds. Cleaning, coarse alignment, and ICP alignment for both the 

ILRIS-3D and VZ-400i datasets were performed using the software RiSCAN PRO. 

Due to the high rate of volume flux at this site due to rockfall, debris accumulation, and manual 

scaling and ditching operations performed by CN since the first scan in 2013, the quality of ICP 

alignments back to the 2013-05-18 reference scan was observed to become increasingly degraded over 

time. The decision was made to establish a second reference data set based on the data collected on 

2015-03-29 (the point at which the 95% confidence alignment error exceeded 2cm) in order to diminish 

registration-related errors when quantifying subsequent deformation. Additionally, due to these 

progressive slope changes and the VZ-400i’s hardware and scan density differences, a third reference 

was established on 2017-09-01. Each scan was referenced backwards in time to the most recent of one 

of these three reference scans. 

3.3 Workflow for Rockfall Deformation Analysis 
This study’s chosen method for rockfall deformation analysis was an application of a 3D roto-

translation algorithm using iterative closest-point matching (Monserrat and Crosetto 2008, Oppikofer et 

al. 2009), as it enables the quantification of complex progressive displacement as six separate 

translation and toppling vector components. Compared to other methods such as shortest-distance 

vectors (Lague et al. 2013) or 3D range flow (Ghuffar et al. 2013), the roto-translation technique has the 

distinct advantage of being able to quantify rotations, which is a common component of rockfall pre-
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failure behaviour (Goodman 1989). Following data collection and registration, the workflow used in this 

study for the back analysis of rockfall pre-failure deformation is as follows (Figure 19): 

 

Figure 19: The general workflow used in this study for rockfall pre-failure deformation assessment and interpretation 

As shown in Figure 19, the first step in the workflow is rockfall identification. For each time step 

in a given baseline’s point cloud series, cloud-to-cloud distances were measured using CloudCompare’s 

implementation of the M3C2 algorithm developed by Lague et al. (2013). This permitted the 

identification of regions of positive and negative distances between clouds, and, combined with 
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investigation of the gigapixel panoramas from the corresponding start and end dates, the identification 

of the time frame of failure, location, and detailed boundaries of rockfall events (see Figure 20). 

 

Figure 20: An example of M3C2 change detection output used to identify rockfall events. Regions of volume loss are shown in 
cool colours, and areas of volume gain are shown in warm colours. Grey indicates cloud-to-cloud distances <5cm. 

After rockfall boundaries are identified, both the pre- and post-failure surfaces can be 

segmented from the rest of the cloud. The points contained within the boundary of the pre-failure 

surface (or “block front”) are extracted from all previous clouds in the time series for roto-translation 

assessment, and the post-failure surface (or “rockfall scar”) is extracted as a single scan for the 

measurement of the orientation of the sliding and release planes for subsequent kinematic analysis. The 

direction of the translation and toppling vectors over time from the roto-translation assessment are 

then cross-referenced with the expected deformation behaviours. This provides a means of validation 

for the deformation results if the two parameters are in accordance, as well as an additional means of 

identifying the point where the deformation signal first exceeds the minimum limit of detection (i.e. the 

point in time where the RT results first match the results of the kinematic assessment). 

 

r

r 
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3.3.1 Roto-translation Assessment 
Once the location and extent of a rockfall event has been identified via change detection, the 

“time series” of clouds representing the front of the block is extracted from all previous clouds in a given 

baseline (Figure 21 a)). Since the roto-translation algorithm involves ICP matching which assumes rigid-

body transformation, another round of change detection (M3C2) is performed between the first and last 

point cloud in the time series to check if any geometric changes such as smaller rockfalls within the main 

event boundary have occurred. After this “rigid body check”, any regions of change are segmented out 

from the roto-translation time series.  

Determination of the limit of detection of the roto-translation analysis due to error includes two 

separate assessments: an assessment of systematic alignment error which varies by scan date, and a 

block-specific repeat sampling error (termed “random-sampling-induced (RSI) error”) which is a function 

of the block’s roughness and number of points defining the tracked rockfall block. The details of the 

error assessment will be discussed further in Section 3.4.  

The roto-translation assessment of pre-failure deformation for each rockfall block is then 

performed using a combination of MATLAB scripts (see Appendix F) which automatically take the 

previously extracted time series of the block fronts and progressively match the oldest reference cloud 

in the series forwards through time via a point-to-plane ICP algorithm. The resultant transformation 

matrix is then converted into translation, toppling, and tilt components (Figure 21 b)). The cumulative 

translation and toppling magnitudes can then be plotted over time (Figure 21 c)). Validation of the 

accuracy of the implemented roto-translation algorithm and selected ICP parameters is discussed in 

Section 3.5.  
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Figure 21: The various stages of roto-translation assessment. a) Time series extraction (motion exaggerated), b) Application of 
the ICP and RT algorithms, and c) Error analysis and interpretation of duration and magnitude 

Cumulative translation and toppling are calculated with respect to the reference cloud for a 

given baseline. Since a rockfall’s total deformation history may span multiple baselines, the cumulative 

translation and toppling vectors for each baseline must be added together. See Appendix C for a 

description of this vector addition process. 

3.3.2 Kinematic Assessment 
In addition to performing the cumulative roto-translation and error analysis on the block fronts, 

a block-specific kinematic analysis (Hudson and Harrison 1997) is performed using the potential planar 

sliding and release features identified on the post-failure rockfall scar. The orientation of these features 

as well as the pre-failure block orientation are measured via fitting least-squares planes to the 

respective regions, and the feasibility of planar sliding, wedge, sliding, and toppling are assessed in 

addition to the azimuth of the kinematically expected motion vector (Figure 22). 
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Figure 22: The various stages of block-specific kinematic assessment. a) The measurement of potential sliding and release planes 
as well as the block orientation, and b) kinematic analysis to determine likely motion vectors 

For this study, the terminology for these various back scar planar features is defined as follows: 

• Sub Planes: All major planar features composing the geometry of a rockfall back scar.  

• Base Plane: A sub plane that is kinematically involved in a critical slide, wedge or topple. This 

includes planes composing a critical wedge intersection that individually do not plot in a critical 

zone.  

• Sliding Plane: A base plane that is kinematically involved in a critical slide, wedge or topple that 

plots in a sliding (or toppling) critical zone. 

• Release Plane: A sub plane that is not kinematically involved in a critical slide, wedge, or topple. 

There are several kinematic possibilities for rockfall events. They can be categorized into “single 

plane” or “multi-plane” events depending if there exists a pair of sub planes which create a critical 

intersection lineation. For brevity, each rockfall event was assigned a “kinematic class” based on the 

results of the kinematic analysis, as shown in Table 5.  
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Table 5: A description of the various kinematic classes assigned to rockfall from the results of a kinematic analysis 

 Kinematic 
Class 

Failure Mode Analytical Result 

Single-
Plane 

K1 Planar Sliding •SPV* plots in planar sliding critical zone 

K2 Direct/Oblique Topple 
•SPV plots in direct topple Zone 2 

(direct) or 3 (oblique) 

K3 Flexural Topple •SPV plots in flexural topple critical zone 

Multi-
Plane 

K4 Wedge Sliding – One Plane 
•WIV** plots in the planar sliding critical 

zone, and only one SPV plots in planar 
sliding critical zone 

K5 Wedge Sliding – Both Planes 
•WIV plots in the planar sliding critical 

zone, and both SPV’s plot in planar 
sliding critical zone 

K6 
Direct/Oblique Topple 

(Intersection) 
•WIV plots in direct topple Zone 2 

(direct) or 3 (oblique) 

K7 Flexural Topple (Intersection) •WIV plots in flexural topple critical zone 

*: Sub Plane vector, **: Wedge Intersection vector 

The stereonet representation of the various critical zones for planar sliding, toppling, and wedge 

sliding is shown in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23: A stereonet representation of the various criteria for planar sliding, toppling, and wedge sliding (Rocscience 2020) 

Upon determining a rockfall’s kinematic class, likely deformation vectors and behaviours can be 

identified. For single-plane kinematic classes K1, K2 and K3, the expected azimuth of the toppling or 

translation vectors is equal to that of the lower bounding sliding plane. Lateral rotations or variance of 

the observed toppling azimuth from the kinematically expected direction are possible, especially when 
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occurring on rough, shallowly dipping planes (Goodman and Kieffer 2000). If overhanging, flexural 

topples (K3 and K7) are expected to topple towards an azimuth 180 degrees from that of the associated 

sliding plane or intersection lineation, and translation is unlikely. For single- or double-plane wedge 

sliding (K4 and K5), both sliding and toppling are possible, but toppling is only possible on a sliding plane 

if it plots within lateral limits. The expected azimuth of the toppling or translation vectors is equal to 

that of the wedge intersection lineation but could switch to that of the kinematically feasible plane(s). 

Lateral rotations are less likely than for K1 or K2 events due to the geometric constraint of the wedge. 

3.3.3 Synthesis of Roto-translation and Kinematic Assessments 

Following the roto-translation and kinematic assessment for each rockfall, the kinematically 

expected deformation vector was cross-referenced with the roto-translation vector result to assist 

deformation interpretation, especially for cases where the deformation magnitude result lacked an 

obvious trend or was of comparable magnitude to the calculated error.  

Firstly, the expected deformation vector provides a means of quasi-validation of the roto-

translation vector. If the azimuths of the two vectors are consistently in accordance (defined as being 

within ±30° of each other), there is a higher confidence that the roto-translation deformation vector 

reflects true deformation instead of noise. Trends in the deformation vector orientations are just as 

important as magnitude for determining whether the observed deformation represents true motion of 

the slope in the absence of any additional means of block deformation validation. Highly consistent 

azimuths and plunges that closely match kinematics are a good indicator that true deformation was 

detected. Deformation results that do not directly match the kinematic interpretation should not be 

immediately discarded, as there could be more complex mechanisms at work than the potentially over-

simplified planar interpretation of the back scar. However, randomly shifting deformation vectors that 

move in non-sensical directions against gravity or into the slope are a good indicator that no true 

deformation was detected.  
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Secondly, onset of deformation was identified by the point in time at which translation or 

toppling is consistently above error, and the deformation vectors are consistently in accordance with the 

predicted block kinematics. The roto-translation error model is not perfect; some regions of slope may 

be subject to differing alignment error than the average, so over- and under-estimations of roto-

translation error bar magnitude are possible. Therefore, simply being marginally outside or within error 

range is not enough to immediately classify a given date’s cumulative roto-translation result with high 

confidence. Deformation duration is defined as the length of time between the deformation onset date 

and the failure date. Deformation can initiate with either translatory or toppling motion. There is a 

minimum possible and a maximum observable deformation duration, due to the uncertainty on 

precisely when deformation initiation and failure occur between scan intervals, and the fact that 

deformation prior to the first scan will not be detected (See Figure 24). 

 

Figure 24: Determination of the range of possible deformation durations for a rockfall event 

A rockfall is considered to have “no deformation detected” if deformation never exceeds error 

thresholds or if the roto-translation translation and toppling vectors are non-sensical and inconsistent in 

direction. Rockfalls with RT vectors that do not directly match the kinematically predicted deformation 

vector within ±30° but are still sensible are still said to be deforming but are identified separately within 

the database of events. 
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This synthesis of RT and kinematic assessments culminates in the assignment of a “deformation 

mode” for each rockfall. The deformation mode summarizes what type of deformation (translation or 

toppling) was detected and if said aspect of deformation was in accordance with kinematics.  

There are 4 deformation modes, which denote whether translation, toppling, both, or neither 

were detected. There are also modifiers which indicate if said aspect of deformation is a kinematic 

match (K: match, X: no match). For example, a rockfall event which exhibited both translation and 

toppling behaviours (deformation Mode 3), with the translation azimuth matching the kinematic 

assessment, and the toppling azimuth not matching (but still feasible), would be assigned a deformation 

mode of “3KX” (See Table 6). 

Table 6: A description of the assigned "deformation classes" for rockfall 

Roto-translation 
result 

Deformation Mode 
Translation Azimuth 

Matches (±30°) 
Kinematics 

Toppling Azimuth 
Matches (±30°) 

Kinematics 

No Deformation 
Detected 

0 - - 

Translation Only 1 K*/X** - 

Toppling Only 2 - K/X 

Translation and 
Toppling 

3 K/X K/X 

*: Matching, **: Not Matching 

In summary, the process for interpreting the magnitude and duration of the roto-translation 

deformation results is as follows: 

1. Graph the roto-translation results (with error bars) for each rockfall, for each baseline. Identify 

trends in cumulative deformation orientation and magnitude and take note of when the 

magnitude of translation or toppling exceeds error limits. 
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2. Perform a kinematic analysis for each rockfall using pre-failure slope orientation (block front), 

and back surface scar sub-plane orientations. Assign a kinematic mode (K1-K7) and list likely 

deformation behaviours and directions for cross-referencing with the roto-translation results. 

3. Synthesis of RT and Kinematic Results: Interpret the deformation onset date and duration by 

considering both the error bars of the RT analysis and the similarity of the RT vector orientations 

to those from the kinematic analysis. 

4. Assign a descriptive “deformation mode” to the event and perform vector addition across 

baselines (if required) to determine total translation and toppling magnitudes. 

3.4 Quantifying Error in the Roto-translation Assessment Workflow 
The minimum magnitude of detectable deformation (i.e. limit of detection) that can be 

differentiated from data noise in this study’s dataset and specific implementation of the ICP roto-

translation methodology is directly related to the amount of error involved. Error must therefore be 

quantified in order to identify at what point real changes exceed the expected level of noise. 

For a TLS data series, both range and angular errors will vary both spatially and temporally due 

to occlusion, reflectivity, angle of incidence, and roughness of the scan surface, non-identical repeated 

spatial sampling (Vosselman and Maas 2010), and varying ambient environmental conditions (Fey and 

Wichmann 2017) (See Section 2.3.2). As a result, the 3D point cloud which models a slope will not be 

identical from scan to scan, even in the absence of any real change. Registration of subsequently 

collected clouds back to a reference, which is the most critical step of any change detection or 

deformation workflow, will therefore unavoidably involve some degree of error. Accurate assessment of 

systematic registration error must also be distinguished from the local positional uncertainties due to 

incidence angle and surface roughness (Fey and Wichmann 2017).   

Therefore, to determine the temporally and spatially variable limit of detection of this study’s 

implementation of roto-translation analysis, three investigations must be performed: 
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1. Prove that the selected ICP algorithm parameters result in accurate determination of motion 

under an artificially generated variety of geometric and deformation conditions (Section 3.4.1). 

2. Model the impacts of surface roughness and point density on scan-to-scan geometric variability 

and the subsequent effects on falsely induced roto-translation (Section 3.4.2). 

3. Assess the impact of registration on roto-translation, by scan date, after applying a correction 

for scan-to-scan variability effects (Section 3.4.3). 

3.4.1 Validation of ICP Algorithm Performance via Synthetic Deformation Assessment 
The first step in understanding potential errors in the roto-translation assessment workflow was 

determining if the implemented ICP algorithm is capable of accurately capturing a variety of 

deformation behaviours under a variety of geometric conditions. It was theorized that surfaces with less 

surficial noise and less curvature have fewer geometric constraints and are more likely to have multiple 

transformation solutions that result in the same final root mean square error. Therefore, a series of 

surfaces approximating a range of potential rock block front geometries with increasing surficial noise 

and curvature were synthetically created. Various combinations of translation and toppling of varying 

magnitudes were induced in all directions for each synthetic surface in order to identify if any conditions 

resulted in poor performance with the selected ICP parameters. 

Previous applications of roto-translation deformation assessment to past rockfall events at 

Goldpan (Kromer et al. 2016, Rowe 2017) indicate that the magnitude of pre-failure translation tends to 

be approximately <8cm and pre-failure toppling tends to be <3°, and the point spacing of TLS clouds 

collected at this site is approximately 4cm on average. This means that the relative scale of deformation 

that must be detected can vary from about twice the point spacing, to potentially less than the point 

spacing. Understanding if the algorithm is capable of accurately resolving deformation less than the 

point spacing is of particular importance. 
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A total of 84 synthetic symmetric paraboloidal point clouds representing 12 levels of increasing 

surficial noise and 7 levels of increasing curvature were generated (see Figure 25). Levels of noise and 

curvature were selected that approximate the range of conditions seen for rock block geometries. 

Gaussian surficial noise was introduced to a paraboloidal parent cloud and the resultant cloud was then 

meshed via Poisson surface reconstruction (Kazhdan et al. 2006) to create a more realistic surface. The 

nodes from the meshing process were then used as the final synthetic cloud to which 128 known 

transformations were applied. These 128 transformations reflect all possible combinations of 4 varying 

degrees of horizontal and vertical rotations (0°,1°,2°,3°) and 4 varying degrees of horizontal and vertical 

translations (none, half the point spacing, equal to the point spacing, and double the point spacing). 

Since the clouds are effectively symmetric in the XY dimensions, only X and Z transformations need be 

considered.  

 

Figure 25: A schematic showing the various endmembers of curvature and surficial noise used for synthetic deformation 
assessment 

After applying the known transformations to each cloud, the ICP algorithm was used to match 

the original cloud to its transformed position. The chosen ICP algorithm is the “pcregistericp” function 
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implemented in MATLAB R2018a (MathWorks 2018), using the “pointToPlane” metric with an inlier ratio 

of 1, and tolerance parameters for Euclidean distance and angle set to 0.001 and 0.01, respectively. The 

resultant transformation matrix was then converted into the RT translation and toppling parameters. 

These translation and toppling results were then compared to the known transformation alongside the 

final root mean square error (RMSE) between clouds in order to assess ICP accuracy (see Table 7). These 

results were consistent when the analysis was repeated. 

Table 7: The minimum, average, and maximum differences between true deformation and ICP-derived deformation resulting 
from tests on synthetically generated and displaced clouds 

  Absolute 
Translation 
Magnitude 

Difference (m) 

Absolute 
Toppling 

Magnitude 
Difference (°) 

RMSE between 
clouds after 

registration (m) 

Using Synthetic 
Geometry 

Minimum 2.2204e-16 9.8046e-11 4.9880e-09 

Average 2.3984e-07 1.5132e-07 1.3266e-06 

Maximum 4.1723e-06 4.2689e-06 6.5521e-06 

Using Actual 
Rockfall 

Geometry 

Minimum 8.3296e-11 9.8046e-11 1.4284e-09 

Average 8.2803e-09 3.8455e-07 5.7662e-08 

Maximum 6.7425e-08 1.9091e-06 3.0991e-07 

 

The chosen implementation of the ICP algorithm produces highly accurate fits under a wide 

range of systematically varied geometric and deformation conditions with errors several orders of 

magnitude less than expected errors arising during data collection or alignment. Additionally, the above 

test results were observed to be highly consistent upon repeated testing. 

To confirm that the algorithm behaved similarly under actual rockfall geometric conditions, the 

same suite of 128 artificial transformations were applied to a series of 8 rockfall block fronts, with 

variable volume, shape, and point density. The ICP algorithm performed equally well under these 

conditions (see Table 7). 
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In conclusion, when point cloud geometries remain identical, the implemented ICP algorithm 

will be able to reconstruct translation and toppling vectors with near-perfect accuracy, provided that 

enough points are present. Any significant errors in the roto-translation assessment therefore are not 

due to algorithmic error but arise as a product of scan-to-scan variability in TLS point cloud collection 

and registration accuracy. 

3.4.2 Derivation of an Error Model for Random-sampling Induced Roto-translation Errors  
The tests previously outlined in Section 3.4.1 with synthetic and real rock block geometries 

showed that the MATLAB ICP/RT algorithm produces accurate deformation results regardless of a 

surface’s curvature or roughness. However, when assessing roto-translation over time using clouds from 

a real data series, the geometries that are to be matched back to a reference scan will inherently not be 

geometrically identical. This is because a LiDAR scanner will not sample a surface in the exact same way 

from scan to scan, even in the absence of any true changes to the surface or scan location (Vosselman 

and Maas 2010). This may result in false induced motion due to small random-sampling related changes 

(Hodge et al. 2009) in block geometry as the ICP attempts to match two non-identical surfaces. This false 

motion calculated by the ICP/RT algorithm due to random sampling is furthermore referred to as RSI 

error (RSI = “random sampling induced”).  

It was theorized that the magnitude of RSI error is a function of the amount of data collected on 

a surface as well as its roughness. Increased sampling is expected to reduce RSI error because as the 

amount of data collected on that surface increases, the scale of variability that is consistently captured 

decreases, resulting in more consistent surface geometry. The consistency of captured geometry as a 

function of data density is also a function of roughness, as planar features require fewer points to be 

characterized than highly variable surfaces. When repeatedly sampled randomly, a rougher surface will 

produce more variable geometries than a smooth surface due to greater potential for random points to 

appear in the gap between adjacent surfaces of differing range due to the mixed pixel effect (Hebert and 
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Krotkov 1992). One would therefore expect random sampling roto-translation errors to be greater for 

rougher rock surfaces. However, it is possible that the ICP algorithm may behave poorly for slightly 

variable, smoother geometries due to convergence on local minima becoming more likely.  

In order to investigate these effects and develop a model for RSI error, a test was conducted 

where a region of the slope at Goldpan Section 3 (See Figure 26) was repeatedly sampled from the exact 

same survey location 5 times over a period of 15 minutes on 2019-06-17 using a RIEGL VZ-400i TLS. The 

same seven 1m x 1m regions of varying roughness (assessed according to RCI: see Appendix A) were 

segmented from all 5 point clouds, evenly subsampled to point spacings of 2cm, 4cm, 6cm, 8cm and 

10cm, and the 4 roto-translation analyses were performed back to the reference cloud for each region, 

for each point density.  

The VZ-400i maintains the same local co-ordinate system for scans acquired repeatedly within 

the same project, so registration-related errors were absent, resulting in point cloud variability being the 

only remaining significant source of false deformation in the ICP/RT analysis. 
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Figure 26: A schematic showing the location and extent of the repeat sampling test as well as the 1mx1m regions used in the 
roto-translation analysis (shown in red, lower right) 

The resultant falsely induced translation and toppling in the ICP/RT analysis due to scan-to-scan 

geometric variability was plotted as a function of roughness as assessed according to RCI, (See Appendix 

A for a full derivation) and the degree of subsampling, as shown in the series of plots in Figure 27. RCI 

relies upon measurement of the spherical variance of the point cloud surface normals as a means of 

roughness quantification. However, since both large scale curvature and small-scale surficial noise 

influence the dispersion of a point cloud’s normal vectors, calculation of the RCI value for a surface 

includes an empirical correction for the effects of curvature and is therefore a measure of only the small 

scale noise in a point cloud. RCI was used to quantify roughness instead of overall spherical variance 

since small scale noise is expected to have a greater influence on RSI error than large scale curvature. 
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Figure 27: A series of plots showing the effect of roughness and number of points on the magnitude of falsely induced 
translation and toppling 
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The clear exponential nature of the relationship between roughness and induced translation and 

toppling, as well as the clear trends with decreasing data density, enabled their approximation with the 

curves shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29. 

 

Figure 28: Exponential curves modelling the average observed effects of roughness and number of points on false translation in 
the ICP/RT analysis. RCI refers to the curvature independent roughness, as described in Appendix A. 

 

Figure 29: Exponential curves modelling the average observed effects of roughness and number of points on false toppling in the 
ICP/RT analysis. RCI refers to the curvature independent roughness, as described in Appendix A. 

Therefore, the magnitude of falsely induced translation and toppling due to repeat sampling 

variability is maximized for surfaces of low roughness and fewer points. However, this error becomes 
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diminishingly dependent on roughness when the number of points used in the ICP increases. To 

determine the expected RSI translation and toppling error for a point cloud of any given number of 

points, linear interpolation was performed between the exponential models shown in Figure 28 and 

Figure 29, respectively. From additional tests outlined in Appendix B, using the number of points instead 

of point spacing proved to be a better scale-independent metric for the data quantity aspect of RSI 

error. The minimum number of points required by the ICP/RT process before RSI error became 

unacceptably large with respect to the expected pre-failure translation and toppling magnitudes at this 

site was conservatively determined to be approximately 150-200 points. Under this data constraint, RSI 

error should remain below 1cm for translation and below 0.2° for toppling under nearly all potential 

block roughness scenarios. 

This minimum point requirement range can be translated to an approximate minimum exposed 

rockfall surface area requirement for LiDAR data collection, assuming even point spacing. At this site 

with the chosen angular step size parameters, the RIEGL data has a typical point spacing range of 2-3cm, 

and the Optech 5-7cm. If you assume a conservative 200-point minimum, the smallest reliably trackable 

exposed surface area for these two scanners ranges from 0.08m2 – 0.18m2, and 0.5m2 – 0.98m2, 

respectively (see Figure 30). 

 
 (7) 
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Figure 30: Graphical representation of the minimum required exposed rockfall surface area to enable optimal ICP/RT 
performance, as a function of point spacing and minimum point requirements 

3.4.3 Assessment of Registration-related Roto-translation Errors Using Stable Rockmass 
After the algorithmic component of error (Section 3.4.1) was deemed to be of negligible 

magnitude, and a model for the effects of random sampling was derived (Section 3.4.2), the remaining 

errors affecting the roto-translation assessment due to registration could be quantified. Firstly, stable 

areas (i.e. with no actual deformation) were located by performing M3C2 (Lague et al. 2013) change 

detection between the first and last clouds in the time series for each baseline, for each section. 4 areas 

of no positive or negative volume change from each of the Sections 1,2 and 3 were segmented out and 

the roto-translation analysis was performed. As these regions were believed to be stable, this 

deformation can be interpreted as being due to block specific RSI error and systematic registration 

errors. To correct for RSI error effects, RSI translation and toppling error was calculated for each of the 

selected geometries (according to the models in Figure 28, Figure 29) and subtracted from the 

calculated magnitudes of translation and toppling. The selected regions contained at minimum a few 

thousand points and were of higher roughness in order to minimize RSI error and were oriented largely 

perpendicular to the scan direction to minimize other errors due to obliquity. Therefore, the remnant 

error in the roto-translation after subtracting the modelled RSI error was largely only the error due to 
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registration effects. Figure 31 illustrates how the average registration-related translation and toppling 

errors varied over time for each of the three baselines for each section of this study site. 

 

Figure 31: The variability of the registration component of roto-translation error over time for the 3 sections of the study site 

A concise summary of the full workflow for deformation analysis and error bar calculation is described in 

Appendix D. 
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3.4.4 Additional Consideration: Toppling-induced Translation 
When rockfalls topple, they can be presumed to pivot about a point at, or very near to, the 

lower extent of the rockfall geometry. The RT algorithm calculates translation by finding the difference 

between the center points of two successive clouds. A pivot about the lower extent of a given rock block 

geometry will cause movement of that block’s center point away from the slope, resulting in the RT 

algorithm calculating some degree of “translation” for what kinematically is a pure topple. A RT result of 

pure topple with no translation is unlikely for a real rockfall case, as this would require a pivot about the 

center point of the rockmass, which would require the lower half of the volume to move  backwards into 

the underlying slope while the upper half topples outwards. Therefore, the current scheme is potentially 

misclassifying pure topple rockfall events as combination topple-translation events. Correct 

identification of which events are actually pure topple and which events represent a combination of 

toppling and translation behaviours requires an understanding of the degree of “false” translation 

induced in the RT results due to a non-central pivot point: this is a function of the center point (CP)-pivot 

point (PP) distance and can be solved geometrically (see Figure 32). 
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Figure 32: An illustration of toppling-induced false translation due to a non-central block pivot point (PP) 

Therefore, false toppling-induced translation is equal to: 

 

 
(8) 

Where x is the distance between the center point and pivot point, and θ is the magnitude of toppling, in 

degrees. This correction is ultimately not applied because it cannot be known for sure if a block has 

purely toppling motion; there is no way for “false” translation due to toppling to be separated from 

actual translation without additional sources of information.  

Therefore, the concepts of “translation” and “toppling” must be specifically defined as overall 

motion of the point cloud center point and change in angle of the point cloud with respect to the Z axis, 

respectively. These variables are inherently not fully independent, non-zero toppling will result in non-

zero translation, but translation can exist without associated toppling. The translation and toppling 

results do not represent two separate transformations, but rather the end state of the block geometry. 
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3.5 Deformation Results 
This section presents the deformation results and various statistics for specific subsets of 

rockfall events whose pre-failure deformation behaviour was assessed via roto-translation analysis. As 

previously mentioned in Section 3.3.3, a deformation mode (see Table 6) was assigned to each rockfall 

that describes the presence of detected pre-failure translatory or toppling motion as well as if said 

motion was in accordance with the kinematically predicted deformation direction. In addition to this 

deformation mode, the cumulative translation and toppling trends were further classified as linear, 

stepped, or accelerating, based on the observed changes to the rate of deformation over time. Each 

case was also flagged as low confidence, high confidence, or optimal based on the feasibility and 

consistency of deformation vector azimuths, the length of time the block front was observed before 

failure, and other factors (see Appendix E.1.3). The scanner used to detect each rockfall was noted, as 

hardware-related accuracy differences may exist between the two scanners (Optech ILRIS-3D and Riegl 

VZ-400i) and may impact the deformation results obtained for this study. Rockfall volume was also 

measured for comparison with the deformation results, as it is expected to be an important control on 

deformation behaviour (Abellán et al. 2010, de Vilder et al. 2017). Volume was binned into three 

categories, which were chosen according to the overall volume distribution of events and also 

considering the fact that the >1m3 threshold is commonly used to determine whether or not a rockfall 

event poses a notable hazard to railway infrastructure. Only three categories were defined in order to 

ensure a significant number of events in each category, while still enabling the identification of volume-

dependent trends. Table 8 summarizes the various categories into which the deformation results were 

sorted. 
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Table 8: Various parameters which may relate to pre-failure deformation duration or magnitude that can be used to specify 
various subsets of rockfall events 

Parameter Value 

Scanner Type Optech, Riegl 

Volume Category  0-0.5, 0.5-1, >1 m3 

Deformation Mode 0, 1, 2, 3 

Translation Trend Linear, Stepped, Accelerating 

Translation Matches Kinematics? Yes, No 

Toppling Trend Linear, Stepped, Accelerating 

Toppling Matches Kinematics? Yes, No 

Confidence Level Low, High, Optimal  

 

3.5.1 Examples of Deformation Behaviour Types 
Assignment of a deformation class (Mode 0, 1, 2, or 3) and determination of translation and 

toppling trends (acceleration, linear, or stepped) for a rockfall event requires interpretation of the 

cumulative deformation plots. This section includes representative examples of cumulative deformation 

plots for rockfall cases which demonstrate each of these scenarios. Some of these examples only include 

a single baseline period’s worth of deformation, either due to data collected in earlier baselines lacking 

the required density to collect sufficient points for a rockfall of the given magnitude, or due to failure 

occurring before the start date of later baselines. Error bars represent the sum of date-specific average 

registration error and block-specific RSI error (See Section 3.4.2 and 3.4.3). 

A rockfall is deemed to have accelerating translation or toppling if the rate of cumulative 

deformation increases for the scan interval immediately prior to failure. Rockfall event “RB313” 

demonstrates both accelerating translation and toppling behaviour, as shown in Figure 33. The increase 

in cumulative translation and toppling between 2018-08-01 and 2018-09-24 is less than the increase 

observed in the final period between 2018-09-24 and 2018-12-05. 
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Figure 33: Accelerating rates of cumulative translation and toppling deformation were detected for RB313 

A rockfall is deemed to have linear translation or toppling if the rate of cumulative deformation 

increase is approximately constant over time once motion initiates, with no periods of significantly 

reduced motion or acceleration prior to failure. Rockfall event “RB315” demonstrates both linear 

translation and toppling behaviour after deformation was first observed on 2018-04-20, as shown in 

Figure 34. 
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Figure 34: Linear rates of cumulative translation and toppling deformation were detected for RB315 

A rockfall is deemed to have “stepped” translation or toppling if there are  periods of no 

increase to the cumulative deformation values following scan periods where increasing motion was 

observed. Rockfall event “RB307” demonstrates both stepped translation and toppling behaviour, as 

shown in Figure 35. After translation and toppling were first observed on 2017-02-04, cumulative 

translation remained unchanged until a final period of linear translation was observed to begin on 2018-

09-24. Cumulative toppling had a sudden jump in magnitude on 2018-04-20, but then remained 

unchanged up until the final scan prior to failure on 2018-12-05. 
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Figure 35: Various periods of motion and inactivity were detected for RB307 

In addition to the accelerating, linear, and stepped classifications for deformation, deformation 

modes were also assigned to each event based on whether deformation was detected, and if said 

deformation contained a translation component, a toppling component, or both (see Section 3.3.3). 

Rockfall event “RB121” shown in Figure 36 is an example of a Mode 0 event, demonstrating no 

detectable deformation or toppling prior to failure. 

 

Figure 36: Mode 0 cumulative deformation (no translation, no toppling), as exhibited by RB121 

Rockfall event “RB164” shown in Figure 37 is an example of a Mode 1 event, demonstrating only 

detectable translation prior to failure. 
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Figure 37: Mode 1 cumulative deformation (translation, no toppling), as exhibited by RB164 

Rockfall event “RB320” shown in Figure 38 is an example of a Mode 2 event, demonstrating only 

detectable toppling prior to failure. 
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Figure 38: Mode 2 cumulative deformation (no translation, toppling), as exhibited by RB320 

And finally, rockfall event “RB318” shown in Figure 39 is an example of a Mode 3 event, 

demonstrating both detectable translation and toppling prior to failure. 

 

Figure 39: Mode 3 cumulative deformation (translation and toppling), as exhibited by RB318 
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For an illustration of how high levels of pre-failure deformation appear visually in the collected 

point cloud data, refer to Figure 40. The rock block front point cloud obtained with the RIEGL VZ-400i 

immediately prior to the scan in which deformation was first observed is shown in yellow (2017-09-01). 

The rock block point cloud obtained in the final scan prior to failure is shown in red (2018-12-05). 

Motion of the block away from the slope is clearly visible, and this observed deformation was in 

accordance with the direction of the cumulative deformation vectors obtained from the RT analysis. 

 

Figure 40: Pre-failure deformation of RB318, as illustrated by the first and last block front clouds in the time series 

3.5.2 Deformation Category Distributions  
This section presents statistics regarding the distribution of rockfall cases amongst the 

parameters mentioned in Table 8. 
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Considering All Data:  

Figure 41 summarizes the volume category and deformation failure modes for all the rockfall 

events considered in this study. 

 

Figure 41: Distribution of the rockfall volume and failure mode for all events in the database 

 The majority of rockfall events exhibited some form of detectable pre-failure deformation with 

this study’s survey design, with only 13% of events classified as Mode 0. All events <0.5m3 in volume 

demonstrated detectable pre-failure deformation, as shown in Figure 42. 

 

Figure 42: Percentage of rockfall events that had detectable precursor deformation, by volume 

 Mode 3, (events with both detectable pre-failure translation and toppling) was the most common 

detectable deformation mode, comprising 60% of cases. It should be noted that the overall volume 
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distribution does not result from random sampling and therefore does not accurately reflect the rockfall 

frequency-magnitude relationship at this site. Larger magnitude rockfall events (e.g. greater than 

approximately 1m3) occurring within the Optech ILRIS-3D collection period (2013-05-18 to 2017-09-01) 

were preferentially chosen for analysis due to that dataset’s lower point density and the minimum point 

requirement for reliable roto-translation analysis. 

Figure 43 summarizes how often roto-translation-derived translation and toppling vectors were 

in accordance with the rockfall block’s kinematics, the distribution of “deformation confidence” (See 

Appendix E.1.3 for definitions), and the overall cumulative translation and toppling trends for all the 

rockfall events considered in this study. 

 

Figure 43: Distribution of the status of kinematic matching for toppling and translation, deformation confidence, and cumulative 
translation and toppling trends for all events in the database 
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Overall, the majority of observed toppling and translation deformation vector azimuths were in 

direct accordance (i.e. within ±30°) with those predicted via kinematic analysis using each rockfall’s post-

failure back surface planar features. However, translatory deformation is more likely to be in accordance 

with kinematics than toppling deformation. For trends in both observed cumulative translation and 

toppling over time, linear trends were the most common, followed by “stepped” (i.e. discontinuous 

periods of deformation and inactivity), with accelerating trends being the least common.  

“N/A” (i.e. “not applicable”) events for the charts in Figure 43 exist because not all rockfall 

events demonstrated both detectable translation and toppling prior to failure. Additionally, translation 

and toppling trends (i.e. changes to the rate of deformation over time) could not be determined for 

some rockfall cases due to deformation being detected only one scan interval prior to failure.  

Distribution by Scanner Type (Optech ILRIS-3D / Riegl VZ-400i): 

Figure 44 and Figure 45 summarize rockfall deformation failure modes and volume distributions 

by scanner type, respectively. A rockfall event is said to be a “Riegl” event if failure occurred during the 

period where LiDAR scans were obtained using a Riegl VZ-400i (2017-09-01 to 2019-03-03), and an 

“Optech” event if failure occurred during the prior period (2013-05-18 to 2017-09-01) where LiDAR 

scans were obtained using an Optech ILRIS-3D.  

 

Figure 44: Rockfall failure modes by scanner type 
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Figure 45: Rockfall volumes by scanner type 

The majority of “Riegl” rockfall events were Mode 3, demonstrating both detectable translation 

and toppling pre-failure deformation. All Mode 0 events demonstrating no detectable translation or 

toppling prior to failure were obtained within the “Optech” period. Although an equivalent rockfall 

volume distribution would have been desirable between the two scanners to enable unambiguous 

comparison of their deformation detection capabilities, the lack of occurrence of high-magnitude events 

within the “Riegl” period and the lower data density of the Optech ILRIS-3D data resulted in the volume 

distribution differential seen in Figure 45. “Riegl” events are predominantly of low volume, with 90% of 

events in the 0 – 0.5m3 category, and the chosen “Optech” events are of comparatively high volume, 

with 71% of events in the >1m3 category, due to smaller magnitude events not meeting the minimum 

point requirement for roto-translation (see Appendix B). 

Distribution by Volume (0-0.5, 0.5-1, >1 m3): 

 Figure 46 summarizes rockfall deformation failure modes by volume category. 
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Figure 46: Rockfall failure modes by volume 

As the volume category magnitude increases, the proportion of Mode 3 events decreases, and 

the proportion of Mode 1 and Mode 2 events increases. No events in the 0 – 0.5m3 category are Mode 

0. Recalling the volume distribution differential shown in Figure 45 (i.e. there are no “Optech” events of 

volume 0-0.5m3), it is ambiguous whether or not this lack of Mode 0 events is due to scanner or volume-

related factors. However, upon comparison of the Optech ILRIS-3D’s and Riegl VZ-400i’s specifications 

(See Table 4 in Section 3.2.1), the ILRIS-3D outperforms the VZ-400i in terms of beam divergence and 

range, and matches it in terms of range accuracy and angular sampling interval. Due to the ILRIS-3D’s 

low sampling rate, a coarser scan resolution had to be defined in order to keep data acquisition times 

feasible, rendering it incapable of reliably detecting the 0-0.5m3 events that the VZ-400i could with its 

denser data acquisitions. Therefore, the assumption was made that the biased presence of Mode 0 
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events within the “Optech” dataset was due to volume effects, and not hardware-related shortcomings 

of the ILRIS-3D platform.  

Figure 47 summarizes the state of translatory deformation matching (i.e. azimuth within ±30°) 

with the kinematically expected deformation azimuth by volume category. 

 

Figure 47: Correspondence of the translation deformation vectors with the kinematically predicted deformation direction, by 
volume 

As the volume category magnitude increases, the proportion of events displaying translation 

matching the kinematically expected deformation azimuth increases. Less than half of detected pre-

failure translation vectors for 0-0.5m3 events had an azimuth matching the kinematic prediction, but for 

events >1m3, 87% of the translation vectors were in accordance with those from the kinematic analysis. 

Figure 48 summarizes translation trends by volume category. 
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Figure 48: Translation trends by volume 

Rockfall events with an “accelerating” translation trend were only observed in the 0-0.5m3 

category. As the volume category magnitude increases, the proportion of cases demonstrating 

“stepped” translation also was observed to increase. The incidence of linear translation behaviour was 

largely independent of volume. 

Figure 49 summarizes the state of toppling deformation matching (i.e. azimuth within 30°) with 

the kinematically expected deformation azimuth by volume category. 
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Figure 49: Correspondence of the toppling deformation vectors with the kinematically predicted deformation direction, by 
volume 

The trend seen in Figure 47 of increased likelihood of kinematic matching as the volume 

category magnitude increases for translation vectors is not seen for toppling vectors. Overall, observed 

toppling deformation is less likely to match kinematics than translatory behaviour (as confirmed in 

Figure 43). 

Figure 50 summarizes toppling trends by volume category. 
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Figure 50: Toppling trends by volume 

The proportion of accelerating, linear, and stepped behaviour for toppling remains 

approximately constant, independent of rockfall volume. 

Distribution by Failure Mode (Mode 0, Mode 1, Mode 2, Mode 3): 

Figure 51 summarizes the state of translatory and toppling deformation matching (i.e. azimuth 

within ±30°) with the kinematically expected azimuth by deformation failure mode category. 
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Figure 51: Correspondence of deformation vectors with the kinematically predicted deformation direction, by failure mode 

By definition, translation is a component of deformation for both Mode 1 and Mode 3 events, 

and toppling is a component of deformation for both Mode 2 and Mode 3 events. Comparing the 

translation for Mode 1 and Mode 3, translation vectors are more likely to be in direct accordance with 

kinematics for Mode 1 events (pure translation) (see Figure 51, top). However, this is due to volume 

related factors (as seen in Figure 47), since Mode 1 events tend to be of larger volume than Mode 3 

events. Comparing the toppling of Mode 2 and Mode 3, toppling vectors are slightly more likely to be in 

direct accordance with kinematics for Mode 2 events (pure topple)(see Figure 51, bottom).  

The main challenge with further investigating such relationships between volume, failure mode, 

scanner type, deformation trends etc. is because as a relatively small number of rockfall events were 

analyzed (55), there is a limited number of filtering criteria that can be applied simultaneously before 

the number of remaining cases becomes statistically insignificant. 
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3.5.3 Deformation Results Comparison, by Category 
This section presents deformation duration and magnitude results for various volume, failure 

mode, and deformation trend categories and compares the average results for each subset to the 

average value for all events. The statistics presented in Table 9 refer to the data for events where pre-

failure translation and/or toppling was detected. Mode 0 (no deformation detected) zero magnitude 

results were not factored in to this average or standard deviation results.  

Table 9: Average and standard deviation of deformation properties, considering all rockfall events 

Deformation Properties: All Events 

Property 
# Events Considered 

(#EC) 
Average Standard Deviation 

Minimum Deformation Duration 
(days) 

48 408 252 

Maximum Deformation Duration 
(days) 

48 543 261 

Total Translation (RT Result) (m) 40 0.0287 0.0136 

Maximum Translation (+Error) (m) 40 0.0402 0.0167 

Minimum Translation (-Error) (m) 40 0.0172 0.0114 

Total Toppling (RT Result) (°) 38 1.42 1.38 

Maximum Toppling (+Error) (°) 38 1.69 1.48 

Minimum Toppling (-Error) (°) 38 1.16 1.31 

 

Minimum and maximum deformation duration refer to the uncertainty on precisely when 

deformation initiation and failure occur between scan intervals, as shown in Figure 24 in Section 3.3.3. 

Total translation is the final cumulative translation result from the roto-translation analysis, and 

maximum and minimum translation values are the total translation value plus or minus the sum of 

alignment and RSI-related errors for that event, respectively. This is true for total, maximum, and 

minimum toppling values as well. 

Table 10 presents the values for deformation result averages by volume, and Figure 52 

compares the percentage difference from the average considering all events in order to determine any 

volume-dependent trends in the data. 
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Table 10: Average deformation property results, by volume 

Deformation Property Averages: By Volume 

Property #EC 0 – 0.5 m3 #EC 0.5 – 1 m3 #EC >1 m3 

Minimum Deformation 
Duration (days) 

19 317 8 657 21 394 

Maximum 
Deformation Duration 
(days) 

19 491 8 843 21 474 

Total Translation (RT 
Result) (m) 

18 0.0329 7 0.0287 16 0.0240 

Maximum Translation 
(+Error) (m) 

18 0.0442 7 0.0411 16 0.0353 

Minimum Translation 
(-Error) (m) 

18 0.0217 7 0.0163 16 0.0126 

Total Toppling (RT 
Result) (°) 

19 2.07 7 1.20 14 0.650 

Maximum Toppling 
(+Error) (°) 

19 2.31 7 1.64 14 0.859 

Minimum Toppling (-
Error) (°) 

19 1.84 7 0.755 14 0.442 

 

 

Figure 52: Deviation of the average deformation property values from the “All Events” average when considering various volume 
categories  

There exists no strong correlation between deformation duration and volume. The anomalous 

positive percentage difference for 0.5-1m3 events likely exists by chance due to the comparatively small 
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number of events in that category. Also, the long time intervals between subsequent scans for this site 

of approximately 100 days or more puts quite low confidence on the overall accuracy of deformation 

duration results. 

However, there is a clear negative correlation between detectable pre-failure translation and 

toppling magnitude and rockfall volume. Rockfalls in the 0-0.5m3 category have above-average 

detectable deformation, average detectable deformation in the 0.5-1m3 category, and below average 

detectable deformation in the >1m3 category. The median rockfall volume across all recorded events is 

0.89m3. This correlation is more pronounced for pre-failure toppling, with average values in the 0-0.5m3 

and >1m3 categories varying by approximately ±50% compared to the overall average, compared to the 

±15% observed for pre-failure translation. Figure 53 and Figure 54 further show how the average and 

variability of detected pre-failure toppling diminish as volume increases. 

 

Figure 53: The detected pre-failure toppling for all rockfall events, plotted against their block volume 
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Figure 54: The effect of volume on maximum, average, and minimum pre-failure toppling 

The maximum, average, and minimum values for detected pre-failure toppling consistently 

decrease as the rockfall volume increases. 

Figure 55 shows how detected pre-failure translation varies as a function of block volume. 

 

Figure 55: The detected pre-failure translation for all rockfall events, plotted against their block volume 

Pre-failure translation is less dependent on volume compared to pre-failure toppling, but the 

maximum detected translation decreases as volume increases.  
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Table 11 presents the values for deformation result averages by failure mode, and Figure 56 

compares the percentage difference from the average considering all events in order to determine any 

failure mode-dependent trends in the data. Translation results are N/A for Mode 2 (toppling only), and 

toppling results are N/A for Mode 1 (translation only). 

Table 11: Average deformation property results, by failure mode 

Deformation Property Averages: By Failure Mode 

Property #EC Mode 1 #EC Mode 2 #EC Mode 3 

Minimum Deformation 
Duration (days) 

8 373 7 240 33 448 

Maximum 
Deformation Duration 
(days) 

8 503 7 345 33 599 

Total Translation (RT 
Result) (m) 

8 0.0247 N/A N/A 33 0.0297 

Maximum Translation 
(+Error) (m) 

8 0.0360 N/A N/A 33 0.0412 

Minimum Translation 
(-Error) (m) 

8 0.0135 N/A N/A 33 0.0181 

Total Toppling (RT 
Result) (°) 

N/A N/A 7 0.689 33 1.46 

Maximum Toppling 
(+Error) (°) 

N/A N/A 7 0.957 33 1.56 

Minimum Toppling (-
Error) (°) 

N/A N/A 7 0.420 33 1.38 
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Figure 56: Deviation of the average deformation property values from the “All Events” average when considering various failure 
mode categories 

Mode 2 rockfalls demonstrate below average deformation duration, but confidence in this 

conclusion is not high due to the small sample size of 7 events. The average detectable pre-failure 

toppling component of Mode 2 rockfalls is markedly less than that observed for Mode 3 rockfalls. The 

average detectable pre-failure translation component of Mode 1 events is slightly less than that of 

Mode 3 events. This may be due to the “toppling induced translation” effect previously mentioned in 

Section 3.4.4. 

Table 12 presents the values for deformation result averages by translation trend, and Figure 57 

compares the percentage difference from the average considering all events in order to determine any 

translation trend-dependent trends in the data. 
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Table 12: Average deformation property results, by translation trend 

Deformation Property Averages: By Translation Trend 

Property #EC 
Accelerating 
Translation 

#EC 
Linear 

Translation 
#EC 

Stepped 
Translation 

Minimum Deformation 
Duration (days) 

5 324 23 404 12 437 

Maximum 
Deformation Duration 
(days) 

5 469 23 555 12 542 

Total Translation (RT 
Result) (m) 

5 0.0345 23 0.0255 12 0.0321 

Maximum Translation 
(+Error) (m) 

5 0.0435 23 0.0374 12 0.0439 

Minimum Translation 
(-Error) (m) 

5 0.0255 23 0.0136 12 0.0204 

Total Toppling (RT 
Result) (°) 

5 1.66 19 1.65 8 1.07 

Maximum Toppling 
(+Error) (°) 

5 1.85 19 1.95 8 1.32 

Minimum Toppling (-
Error) (°) 

5 1.48 19 1.36 8 0.822 

 

 

Figure 57: Deviation of the average deformation property values from the “All Events” average when considering various 
translation trend categories 

Rockfall events with “accelerating” translation trends tend to deform for the shortest period, 

followed by “linear”, with “stepped” events having the longest deformation period. Accelerating events 

also tend to show on average slightly more detectable translation prior to failure. However, this is likely 
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due to part of the more rapid tertiary phase of deformation being captured by chance, and with it, the 

transient state of markedly higher pre-failure displacement. Events with stepped translation also tend to 

have below average levels of detectable pre-failure toppling (if present, i.e. Mode 3). 

Table 13 presents the values for deformation result averages by toppling trend, and Figure 58 

compares the percentage difference from the average considering all events in order to determine any 

toppling trend-dependent trends in the data. 

Table 13: Average deformation property results, by toppling trend 

Deformation Property Averages: By Toppling Trend 

Property #EC 
Accelerating 

Toppling 
#EC 

Linear 
Toppling 

#EC 
Stepped 
Toppling 

Minimum Deformation 
Duration (days) 

7 402 22 413 9 404 

Maximum 
Deformation Duration 
(days) 

7 489 22 575 9 506 

Total Translation (RT 
Result) (m) 

5 0.0382 20 0.0259 7 0.0293 

Maximum Translation 
(+Error) (m) 

5 0.0528 20 0.0366 7 0.0408 

Minimum Translation 
(-Error) (m) 

5 0.0236 20 0.0152 7 0.0178 

Total Toppling (RT 
Result) (°) 

7 2.47 22 1.04 9 1.52 

Maximum Toppling 
(+Error) (°) 

7 2.77 22 1.29 9 1.78 

Minimum Toppling (-
Error) (°) 

7 2.18 22 0.785 9 1.26 
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Figure 58: Deviation of the average deformation property values from the “All Events” average when considering various 
toppling trend categories 

The toppling trend of rockfalls has no effect on the observed deformation duration. Rockfall 

events with accelerating toppling show approximately 75% more than the average magnitude of 

detectable toppling prior to failure. If present (i.e. if the event is Mode 3), the levels of detectable pre-

failure translation are above average as well, potentially due to toppling-induced translation (Section 

3.4.4). 

3.5.4 Deformation Statistics Relating to Precursor Rockfall Activity 
As previously mentioned in Section 2.1.4, a rockfall event may be preceded by “precursor 

rockfalls” which occur within its footprint or along the block boundary (Rosser et al. 2007). Precursor 

rockfalls occurring within the boundary of the main rockfall events (“parent” rockfalls) analyzed in this 

study were identified as part of the roto-translation workflow, so that these regions of loss could be 

omitted and thus minimize rigid-body assumption errors. The true frequency of precursor activity is 

being underestimated since some precursor events may be too small to detect with the point density 

achieved at this site, or may predominantly occur a short time before failure and are unlikely to be 
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captured with the coarse ~3 month scan interval used in this study. Figure 59 summarizes precursor 

rockfall presence by volume category. 

 

Figure 59: Volume trends by precursor rockfall presence 

Overall, 36% of rockfalls showed detectable regions of loss directly within the block front prior 

to failure. Of these rockfalls, 55% were greater than 1m3, which is above the overall average of 45%. This 

trend of increased likelihood of precursor rockfall activity for larger volume events is further seen in 

Figure 60. The percentage of rockfall events above a given volume threshold exhibiting detectable 

precursor rockfall linearly increases with the volume threshold, culminating in the observation that 75% 

of events with a volume of greater than 10m3 exhibited detectable precursor rockfall. 
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Figure 60: Effect of an increasing volume threshold on the likelihood of a rockfall event displaying precursory rockfall activity 

Figure 61 summarizes precursor rockfall presence by failure mode. 

 

Figure 61: Failure mode trends by precursor rockfall presence 
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The presence of precursor rockfalls has no strong dependency on failure mode. Notably, events 

that show no precursor deformation (Mode 0) are not any more or less likely to have precursor rockfalls 

than events displaying detectable deformation. 

3.6 Results Summary and Discussion 
Deformation Trends and Volume:  

Linear trends in detected pre-failure translation and toppling were most commonly observed 

(Figure 43, and see Figure 34 for an example of linear behaviour), present in approximately 60% of all 

rockfall events with detectable deformation before failure. This linear behaviour indicates that 

continuous deformation due to localized brittle damage and slip within the rockmass (Gischig, 2011), 

representing long term secondary creep (Goodman 1989) was commonly captured. Stepped translation 

and toppling were the next most observed, present in 30% and 24% of events, respectively. As volume 

increases, stepped translation becomes more common (Figure 48), which can be interpreted as larger 

rockfall events being likely to reach a state of temporary equilibrium (Leroueil 2001), which may result in 

them being more difficult to predict with inverse velocity methods which extrapolate current 

deformation rates. Acceleratory trends in pre-failure translation and toppling were the least common 

trend: present in 12% and 18% of events, respectively. The tertiary phase of creep is therefore rarely 

captured with this study’s ~3-month scan interval. For the 7 cases where tertiary toppling was captured, 

the final magnitude of detected pre-failure toppling was considerably above average (Figure 58).  This 

indicates that most of a rockfall’s pre-failure toppling occurs in the tertiary acceleration phase. 

Accelerating translation was only observed for small events in the volume range of 0 – 0.5m3 (Figure 48), 

which may indicate that tertiary creep is more likely to progress at a slower rate for smaller rockfall 

events. Therefore, the tertiary phase of pre-failure deformation of rockfalls, especially ones of larger 

volume, tend to evolve on a time frame considerably shorter than that of this study’s ~3-month scan 

interval.  If this acceleration occurs over the course of a few weeks, this acceleration period may be 
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feasibly detectable via periodic TLS depending on the timing of the data collection site visits, but if 

acceleration occurs over a daily or hourly time frame, a continuous monitoring solution would be 

required for reliable forecasting or early-warning. 

 There is a negative correlation between detected pre-failure translation and toppling 

magnitude and volume (Figure 52), with the correlation being much stronger for toppling. As shown in 

Figure 53 and Figure 54, the average magnitude of detected pre-failure toppling steadily decreases as 

rockfall volume increases. Additionally, all 19 rockfall events in the 0-0.5m3 volume range had detectable 

pre-failure deformation (Figure 46), with all Mode 0 (no deformation detected) events having a volume 

of >0.5m3.  

The lack of correlation between deformation duration and volume (Figure 52) provides no 

evidence that the secondary phase of creep for larger events is of shorter duration than that for smaller 

events. However, the long scan interval and resultant uncertainty on the precise date of deformation 

onset and failure, plus the chance that additional deformation prior to the start of scanning was not 

captured makes determining true duration and drawing related conclusions difficult. 

For these reasons, it is therefore theorized that larger rockfalls can tolerate less accumulated 

toppling, and potentially less translation, in the secondary phase of creep prior to a comparatively short 

tertiary acceleration period and failure. The magnitude of detected deformation for larger rockfall 

events therefore would tend to be less for smaller events (See Figure 53 and Figure 55) because the 

deformation which occurs in the tertiary acceleration period is less likely to be captured with a ~3-

month scan interval. 

It is hypothesized that larger rockfall events tolerate fewer degrees of toppling prior to failure 

because as the block size increases, the resultant out-of-slope dilation per degree of toppling for any 

back fractures also increases. Due to an inherent lack of ductility in surficial rockmasses, there is a 
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limited amount of available dilation that can occur before the onset of failure. More brittle rockmasses 

tend to have shorter deformation durations (Abellán et al. 2010). Increased block size also results in 

increased stress on the back surface and increased ability to crush asperities (Goodman 1989, Grasselli 

et al. 2002) and break rock bridges which would otherwise prevent motion, potentially resulting in a 

more sudden failure and a shorter acceleration period.  

This rapid acceleration period and low tolerance for secondary phase deformation for large 

rockfall events has been previously observed in detail for a 2600m3 rockfall event occurring at the 

nearby White Canyon, located in Lytton, BC by Kromer et al. (2015) (see Figure 62).  

 

Figure 62: Pre-failure deformation of a 2600m3 rockfall in the White Canyon near Lytton, BC (Kromer et al. 2015) 
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Between 200 and 50 days prior to failure, the top of the block exhibited ~3cm of cumulative 

outwards deformation, as detected with an Optech ILRIS-3D laser scanner, which corresponds to a 

toppling angle of approximately 0.03°. Tertiary creep immediately followed, as observed in the 6 

subsequent scans taken up until a few days preceding failure. Final observed outwards deformation was 

approximately 14cm, corresponding to a toppling angle of 0.15°. Therefore, the total toppling observed 

in the secondary creep phase was very low (0.03°) compared to those observed at Goldpan for smaller 

magnitude events, and follows the pattern of diminishing pre-failure toppling with volume seen in 

Figure 54. The tertiary creep phase had a rapid onset approximately 1 month prior to failure, which 

would have not been detected with this study’s scan interval of ~3 months. 

The largest event observed at Goldpan thus far is the 157.9m3 “RB121” (see Figure 36 for the 

cumulative pre-failure deformation plot). This event was classified as a Mode 0, with no detectable PFD, 

but this event likely represents a similar scenario. The final scan was collected 75 days prior to failure, 

and the limit of detection for toppling was approximately 0.1°, and for translation, 1.2cm. If these same 

temporal and limit of detection constraints were applied to Kromer’s 2600m3 event, pre-failure 

deformation would not have been detected either. 

Failure Mode and Kinematic Matching:  

Considering all observed rockfall events, the azimuths of pre-failure translation vectors are more 

likely to be in accordance with kinematics than those for pre-failure toppling vectors (Figure 43). 

Toppling direction therefore appears to be less constrained by kinematics, so predictions of likely pre-

failure toppling azimuths based purely on a kinematic analysis from surrounding joint set orientations 

should have lower confidence for events expected to predominantly deform via toppling.  

The proportion of Mode 3 (both pre-failure translation and toppling detected) events decreases 

as the volume category magnitude increases (Figure 46). Smaller rockfalls may be more likely to be 
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dominated by driving forces besides gravity, such as thermal expansion and frost jacking, which, 

combined with the relatively higher strength of ledges and bridges in the rock, means they may be 

subject to overall more complex motion (i.e. more likely to show a combination of translation, tilt, and 

toppling) and may also tolerate a greater range of quasi-stable orientations. 

As volume increases, the proportion of events with pre-failure translation vectors that directly 

match kinematics increases (Figure 47). This is likely due to the increased accuracy of kinematic 

interpretation, as larger rockfalls were observed to have more clearly defined planes composing the 

back surface compared to smaller rockfalls. However, as volume increases, the % of events with 

kinematic matching toppling does not increase (Figure 49). This may be because pre-failure toppling is 

overall less likely to be in accordance with kinematics, as mentioned previously. 

Precursor Rockfalls:  

As shown in Figure 59 and Figure 60, larger parent rockfalls are more likely to show detectable 

precursor rockfall activity, which could be due to several reasons. Firstly, this could be simply due to 

limits on the minimum detectable rockfall volume with this study’s survey design. Low-volume parent 

rockfalls may be just as likely to exhibit precursor rockfalls, but they may be too small to detect with the 

achieved angular resolutions of the Optech ILRIS-3D or Riegl VZ-400i scanners at this site. Additionally, 

large rockfalls may exhibit precursor rockfalls more frequently than observed due to some precursors 

being of undetectable size. The distribution of precursor rockfall volumes and how they compare to the 

parent rockfall volume would have to be understood before further conclusions can be drawn. An 

alternate explanation is that larger rockfalls simply represent a larger area of the slope in general and 

there is a greater likelihood that smaller, potentially unrelated failures could occur within the future 

boundary of the larger rockfall event by chance alone.  
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Mode 0 events, which exhibit no detectable deformation, are not more or less likely to exhibit 

precursor rockfalls. However, the sample size is small, with only 7 Mode 0 events in this study’s 

database. A larger sample size would be preferred, but there are three potential explanations for this 

behaviour:  

1. Precursor rockfalls are not caused by precursor deformation and both are triggered by separate 

environmental factors. For example, groundwater seepage and subsequent weathering of rock bridges 

in an exposed back fracture may only trigger precursor deformation, but surficial thermal cycling of the 

exposed rock on the block front may be responsible for precursor rockfall. These factors may or may not 

be simultaneously present. Some factors may cause both to occur simultaneously, such as seismic 

activity. 

 2. Precursor deformation causes precursor rockfall, and the Mode 0’s in this case were incorrectly 

classified due to undetectable deformation of low magnitude or rapid acceleration. The motion of the 

block may create zones of damage around the boundary, causing small regions of the slope to fail prior 

to the failure of the parent event. 

3. A combination of both previous points is true; some precursors may be triggered by environmental 

factors and would therefore be unrelated to precursor deformation, and some precursors may be 

directly caused by motion of the parent block. The nature of the dominant trigger of precursor rockfall is 

expected to be site- and climate-specific. This potential ambiguity of the cause of precursor rockfall 

represents a challenge if they are to be used to predict future rockfall activity. 

3.7 Conclusions 
There are several main conclusions that can be drawn regarding rockfall pre-failure deformation 

and its patterns amongst the various parameters described in Table 8. 
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All events in the 0 – 0.5m3 volume category displayed some degree of detectable pre-failure 

deformation, and they were the only ones to exhibit observable accelerating cumulative translatory 

deformation. Larger volume rockfall events have, on average,  less detectable toppling in the secondary 

creep phase of deformation prior to failure, and slightly less detectable translation prior to failure, if 

present. The tertiary phase of creep may be concluded to become shorter as rockfall volume increases 

due to the lack of accelerating translation trends seen for larger events, but additional investigation with 

a more frequent scanning interval would be required to confirm this hypothesis. The tertiary 

acceleration phase was rarely captured with this study’s scan interval, indicating it commonly begins less 

than approximately 3 months prior to failure for rockfalls at this site. 

The likelihood of detectable precursor rockfall activity increases linearly as the parent rockfall 

volume threshold increases, from 36% of events >0m3 (i.e. all events) having precursor rockfall, to 75% 

of events >10m3. These precursor rockfalls were identified post-failure, but this may indicate that 

precursor rockfalls may be useful as a failure prediction tool for larger rockfall events due to their 

frequent presence, once a methodology for their identification and proof of their association with 

rockfall activity can be developed. 
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Chapter 4: Geometric analysis of rockfalls using point cloud data 
In order to investigate the relationships between a rockfall’s block geometry or post-failure scar 

and its deformation behaviours, various procedures and algorithms must be developed and applied that 

can reliably and repeatably measure these values for different rockfall events. Block and scar 

parameters related to roughness, curvature, shape, orientation, and volume were measured alongside 

the previously determined deformation magnitude and duration for each event using the MATLAB 

algorithms described in this section and included in Appendix F.  

4.1 Extraction of Basic Geometric Parameters 
The open source software CloudCompare (“CloudCompare (version 2.10.2)” 2019) has many 

built-in tools that can be used to extract useful geometric information from point clouds. These include 

surface normal orientation estimation, creation of meshes via either 2.5D Delaunay triangulation or 

Poisson surface reconstruction (Kazhdan et al. 2006) and measurement of their surface area, 

measurement of volume between two point clouds (e.g. a rockfall front and back surface), and 

measurement of the orientation of planar features via least-squares plane fitting. 

4.1.2 Surface Area and Orientation Measurements 
Surface area and orientation of both the rockfall block fronts and post-failure surfaces were 

measured using CloudCompare. It was theorized that steeper failure planes may result in more rapid or 

less detectable deformation due to increased kinematic driving forces, and increased surface area 

represents a higher likelihood of the block’s back surface containing multiple rock bridges. The scar 

surface area to block volume ratio is also a proxy for stress exerted on the back surface, which may also 

affect deformation behaviours. 

After importing the point clouds and computing surface normals with CloudCompare, 2.5D 

Delaunay triangulation was used to create a meshed surface (See Figure 66, left). The maximum edge 

length was chosen to be small enough to minimize connecting adjacent surfaces, but large enough to 
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prevent the presence of holes in the mesh. The total area of the resultant mesh facets was summed 

using the “measure surface” function. Orientation was measured by fitting a least-squares plane to the 

point clouds with the “fit plane” function (See Figure 63). 

 

Figure 63: Illustration of block front and back surface extraction and orientation assessment. The back surface mesh is coloured 
according to a scalar field of signed distance from a best fit plane 

4.1.1 Volume Measurement 
 Rockfall volume has been previously observed to be associated with the degree of pre-failure 

deformation (Abellán et al. 2014, Royán et al. 2015, Kromer et al. 2017), possibly due to larger rockfalls 

containing more rock bridges and therefore more opportunities for progressive failure (de Vilder et al. 

2017). Volume was estimated for all rockfalls in this study using CloudCompare’s 2.5D volume tool 

(Figure 64), which rasterizes the rockfall block front and post-failure surface with a user-specified pixel 

size, and calculates rectangular prisms with a height equal to difference in average cloud heights in each 

corresponding pixel. The clouds must be rotated perpendicular to one of the principal axes, and a large 

enough pixel size must be selected such that gaps in the data are minimized. 
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Figure 64: 2.5D block volume calculation via summation of gridded distances between the rockfall block front and the post-
failure surface 

4.2 Rockfall Block and Scar Roughness Assessment 
Roughness is an important control upon joint strength and deformation behaviours, and as 

rockfalls are delineated by joint surfaces, it is reasonable to believe that these joint characteristics will 

impact a rockfall’s pre-failure deformation behaviour. Higher joint roughness results in higher joint shear 

strength and a greater dependence of it upon the joint compressive strength (Barton and Choubey 

1977). Rougher joints will also likely have lower normal stiffness, due to reduced initial interlock and 

increased aperture between joints (Bandis et al. 1983). Motion of a block along a rough joint will create 

cyclic conditions of interlock and dislocation as reseating occurs after sudden bouts of stress 

redistribution due to thermal cycling, ice formation, and rock bridge failure. This motion may be fairly 

continuous if the normal and shear stresses involved are high enough (or if the JCS is low enough) to 

enable crushing of asperities, or stepwise if dilation of the rockmass is required. The roughness of a 

block front also influences the repeatability of TLS measurements on a surface which will, in turn, impact 

the roto-translation accuracy (according to the “RSI Error” model developed in Section 3.4.2). 
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Roughness quantification via vector dispersion, such as spherical variance (Kulatilake et al. 2006) 

was determined to be a reliable method at a variety of scales (Grohmann et al. 2011). However, it 

should also be recognized that both large scale curvature and small-scale surficial noise will influence 

the dispersion of a point cloud’s normal vectors. Therefore, an empirical correction for the effects of 

curvature on the spherical variance value was found, and a methodology to quantify surficial noise was 

derived (the “RCI” parameter, see Appendix A). This enabled roughness to be broken down into both its 

large-scale curvature and small-scale surficial noise components for greater independent understanding 

of these two effects. For comparison with spherical variance-based methods, a more simplistic 

measurement of roughness according to the ratio of total surface area to projected area was also 

calculated.  

4.2.1 Spherical Variance and RCI 
Total spherical variance and corresponding large-scale curvature and small-scale noise of a point 

cloud was calculated using the RCI_Calculation.m script found in Appendix F.4. 

 

 

Figure 65: The equation for, and illustration of, the calculation of spherical variance of surface normals. N: number of vectors,| 
R|: magnitude of the resultant. 
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This script requires as input a folder containing a series of point clouds (.pcd) with normals 

calculated via triangulation, rotated such that the dominant curvature direction is towards the +Z axis, 

i.e. concave upwards, for surface fitting and curvature quantification purposes. The spherical variance 

(S) of the surface normal vectors for each cloud is calculated according to: 

 

 

(9) 

 

Where N is the number of vectors, equal to the number of points in the point cloud, and R is the 

magnitude of the resultant vector obtained by adding all normal unit vectors tip-to-tail (Figure 65). The 

value of S is equal to 0 when all vectors have the same orientation (i.e. planar surfaces) and approaches 

1 as they disperse and the magnitude of the resultant shrinks. The axis of maximum curvature is then 

rotated towards +Y so the degree of curvature symmetry (i.e. the ratio of maximum to minimum 

curvature, R) can be calculated, using MATLAB’s “fit” function with specification “poly22”, which finds 

the equation of the best-fit 2nd degree 3D polynomial surface to the point cloud. This is achieved by 

extracting the 2nd degree x and y terms (the coefficients “p20” and “p02”, respectively) of the 

polynomial surface fit and comparing them for various states of rotation about the Z axis. The degree of 

maximum curvature, Cmax, is calculated according to the maximum “p20” (curvature about the Y axis) 

value calculated out of all of the various Z orientations. Finally, using the empirical formulas derived in 

Appendix A, the RCI value for the point cloud is calculated using the corresponding values of S, R, and 

Cmax. 

4.2.2 Ratio of Total Surface Area to Projected Area 
An alternate means of roughness quantification is determining the ratio of the 3D surface area 

to the area of the 2D projection of the cloud’s outer boundary, which increases as a surface increasingly 

deviates from a 2D surface. After the three-dimensional meshed surface area for a point cloud has been 

measured via Delaunay triangulation as per Section 4.1.2, the 2D projected area is also found using 
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CloudCompare by selecting the mesh and using the 2D polygon fitting tool (See Figure 66). 

CloudCompare will automatically measure the area contained within this polygon. 

 

Figure 66: A figure showing the difference between total 3D mesh area and the projected 2D polygonal area  

4.3 Rockfall Block and Scar Shape and Orientation 
The shape of a rockfall block and its orientation on the slope has implications for both the 

potential pre-failure deformation behaviours and the detectability of said behaviours via repeated TLS. 

Rockfall blocks that are more elongate with the elongation direction parallel to their dip direction may 

interface differently with the slope, either in terms of the likely number of rock bridges (greater scar 

length results in a higher likelihood of joint family intersection), or the length of back surface available in 

the kinematically expected sliding direction upon which progressive frictional sliding can occur. Longer 

joint lengths result in reduced shear stiffness (Barton and Choubey 1977) and larger required shear 

displacements (Barton 1981) in order to mobilize peak strength. Additionally, for blocks that exhibit 

toppling motion, the resultant out of slope deformation is geometrically greater per degree of toppling 

for more elongate blocks with the A-axis parallel to the toppling azimuth, and therefore may be 

potentially more detectable via TLS. 
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To reliably assess the shape and orientation-related parameters of the point clouds of rockfall 

blocks, The Shape_Orientation_Assessment.m script (See Appendix F.7) was used. This script requires 

two separate inputs: a folder containing the series of .pcd point cloud files to be assessed, and a .txt file 

containing the dip and dip direction values for the best-fit planes, obtained via least-squares fitting in 

CloudCompare. The script first rotates each of the clouds to be parallel with the XY plane using their 

best-fit plane orientations, which guarantees that the subsequent 2D eigenvector analysis (errellipse.m, 

see Appendix F.7) is performed on a non-distorted representation of the point cloud. The A and B-axis 

lengths and their orientations in XY space for a point cloud are measured by the errellipse.m script, 

which are then converted to an A to B-axis ratio (See Figure 68, left) and a dip direction-A-axis angle (β). 

In order to capture the combined effects of a block’s degree of elongation and its orientation with 

respect to its dip and dip direction, the “normalized effective toppling length” (NETL) parameter was 

derived. The NETL is defined as the radius of a block’s best-fit ellipse (with the B axis of unit length, so as 

to isolate the effects of shape and orientation from effects of scale) in the direction of the best-fit plane 

dip (See Figure 68), and can be derived from the equation for the polar form of an ellipse (Figure 67) 

using the calculated A:B ratio (ABR) and the acute angle between the dip direction and the a-axis (β): 
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(10) 

 

 

 

(11) 

 

Figure 67: Derivation of the equation for the normalized effective toppling length parameter (NETL). ABR: A:B axis ratio. 

 

 

Figure 68: An illustration of determining a cloud’s shape and normalized effective toppling length (NETL) via ellipse fitting 

The NETL value can vary from 1 to the value of the A:B ratio. It is hypothesized that blocks of 

equivalent scale with higher NETL values may have increased levels of detected pre-failure translation 

and/or toppling due to the comparatively longer interface region in the sliding direction or greater 

expected out-of-slope displacement per degree of toppling. 
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4.4 Back Analysis of Approximate Scar Stresses 
 The shear and normal stress exerted by a rockfall block on its back surface prior to failure may 

affect the evolution of pre-failure deformation due to the various possible stress-dependent 

mechanisms present. As rockfalls progress towards failure, they interact with discontinuity surfaces 

through frictional sliding which requires shearing or dilation over asperities, or by rock bridge breaking 

via tensile failure (Goodman 1989, Eberhardt et al. 2002). At higher normal pressures, dilatancy is 

reduced and a greater proportion of asperities become damaged during shearing (Goodman 1989). This 

transition from dilatant to crushing behaviour and increased likelihood of rock bridge failure due to 

increased stress may manifest itself as stress-dependent magnitudes or duration of detectable pre-

failure deformation. 

To approximate the normal and shear stresses that a block would have exerted on a back 

surface prior to failure, the Shear_Normal_Stress_Estimation.m script was used (See Appendix F.8). This 

script requires a folder containing a series of “n” point clouds with computed normals (.pcd) 

representing a block’s expected sliding plane(s) obtained from kinematic analysis, and also a .txt file 

containing “n” rows of data with 5 columns corresponding to the block’s ID number, volume, 3D surface 

area, best fit plane dip, and best fit plane dip direction, which were obtained using CloudCompare. A 

basic approximation of the shear and normal stress was made using the rockfall volume, assumed 

density and gravity values of 2800kg/m3 and 9.81 m/s2, respectively,  the 3D mesh surface area, and the 

inclination angle of the sliding plane (see Figure 69). This calculation assumes full contact between the 

block and sliding plane and is therefore not an accurate measure of the true stress levels at points of 

failure in the rockmass, such as rock bridges. However, it serves as a comparative metric between 

rockfall events for the average overall concentration of normal and shear forces on their sliding planes. 
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Figure 69: Basic formulas for the calculation of shear (S) and normal (N) stress on a slope with inclination (θ) for a block with 
weight (W) and interface area (A) 

An alternate calculation of the approximate shear and normal stresses was also made by 

incorporating the imported point cloud normal information. For a non-planar sliding surface, not all 

regions will be oriented parallel to the best-fit plane approximation. A surface containing many up 

dipping “stepped” regions will have less shear stress acting upon it from an overlying block than a 

smooth surface would. To find an “effective slope angle” that more accurately reflects the partitioning 

of shear and normal stress, dip and dip directions for all points in the cloud were first derived from the 

calculated normals.  The apparent dips of cross sections through these facets taken in the kinematic 

sliding direction were then averaged (See Figure 70). This resultant “effective slope angle” was then 

used as the input for θ in the equations shown in Figure 69.  
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Figure 70: A figure illustrating how apparent dips of facets in the best-fit plane direction were calculated 

Additionally, the peak shear strength of joints is also sensitive to its directivity: surfaces dipping 

opposite to the shear direction (negative apparent dips) have a resistive effect, whereas surfaces 

dipping towards the shear direction (positive apparent dips) offer much less shear resistance (Zheng and 

Qi 2016). This potential resistive effect of up-dipping surfaces was therefore also quantified by 

calculating the fraction of the cloud with positive apparent dips. 

4.5 Geometric Analysis Results 
This section presents the results from assessing the block fronts and sliding planes of the 55 

rockfall events (see Section 3.5.2) investigated in this study using the methods of geometric assessment 

previously described in this chapter. These results were separated by volume category (0 – 0.5m3, 0.5 – 

1m3, >1m3) and by deformation failure mode (0, 1, 2, 3) to identify any geometric trends that may exist 
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as a function of these properties. Additionally, the orientation of major post-failure planar features on 

rockfall back surfaces was compared with the slope’s dominant joint orientations to investigate if major 

joint sets could be reliably used to predict post-failure geometry at this site.  

4.5.1 Block Property Results 
Table 14 presents the overall average and standard deviation for various geometric properties 

of rockfall block fronts, considering all 55 rockfall events investigated in this study. 

Table 14: Average and standard deviation of block properties, considering all rockfall events 

Block Property Averages: All Events (55) 

Block Property Average Standard Deviation 

A:B Axis Ratio 2.08 0.682 

Dip Direction - A-axis Angle (°) 45.2 24.9 

Normalized Effective Toppling Length 1.35 0.387 

Best-fit Plane Dip (°) 70.1 12.2 

3D:2D Surface Area Ratio 1.25 0.122 

Total Spherical Variance (SVTOT) 0.132 0.0464 

Maximum Curvature (Cmax) 13.4 3.63 

RCI Value 1.32 0.437 

 

Table 15 presents the averages of these same various geometric properties of rockfall block 

fronts but split up into three volume categories. Figure 71 compares the percentage difference for each 

category from the average considering all events, in order to identify any volume-dependent trends in 

the data. 
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Table 15: Average block property results, by volume 

Block Property Averages: By Volume 

Block Property 
0 – 0.5 m3 (19 

Events) 
0.5 – 1 m3 (11 

Events) 
>1 m3 (25 Events) 

A:B Axis Ratio 1.98 1.91 2.23 

Dip Direction - A-axis Angle (°) 43.8 37.9 49.5 

Normalized Effective Toppling Length 1.36 1.34 1.34 

Best-fit Plane Dip (°) 73.1 64.6 70.3 

3D:2D Surface Area Ratio 1.22 1.24 1.28 

Total Spherical Variance (SVTOT) 0.132 0.145 0.127 

Maximum Curvature (Cmax) 13.4 12.4 13.9 

RCI Value 1.25 1.44 1.32 

 

 

Figure 71: Deviation of the average block property values from the “All Events” average when considering various volume 
categories 

The values for the normalized effective toppling length (NETL), roughness (as assessed via the 

3D:2D surface area ratio, total spherical variance, and RCI), maximum curvature (Cmax), and dip of rockfall 

blocks appear to be independent of rockfall volume. 

For events >1m3 in volume, the block A:B axis ratio was 7% above average, and the dip 

direction-A-axis angle was 10% above average, with smaller events having below-average values in both 
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these categories. Therefore, rockfall blocks >1m3 currently in the database tend to be slightly more 

elongate with a slightly greater angle between the direction of elongation and the dip direction of the 

block. 

Table 16 presents the geometric property averages of rockfall block fronts by deformation 

failure mode. Figure 72 compares the percentage difference for each category from the average 

considering all events to identify any failure mode-dependent trends in the data. 

Table 16: Average block property results, by failure mode 

Block Property Averages: By Failure Mode 

Block Property 
Mode 0 (7 

Events) 
Mode 1 (8 

Events) 
Mode 2 (7 

Events) 
Mode 3 (33 

Events) 

A:B Axis Ratio 1.93 2.33 1.66 2.13 

Dip Direction - A-axis Angle (°) 52.8 38.3 53.5 43.5 

Normalized Effective Toppling Length 1.23 1.44 1.17 1.38 

Best-fit Plane Dip (°) 58.1 69.5 77.7 71.2 

3D:2D Surface Area Ratio 1.19 1.26 1.35 1.24 

Total Spherical Variance (SVTOT) 0.107 0.127 0.140 0.137 

Maximum Curvature (Cmax) 14.3 14.2 13.8 13.0 

RCI Value 1.10 1.30 1.50 1.33 

 

 

Figure 72: Deviation of the average block property values from the “All Events” average when considering various failure mode 
categories 
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The values for maximum curvature (Cmax), and the 3D:2D surface area ratio appear to be 

independent of failure mode. 

For Mode 0 events (events showing no detectable pre-failure deformation), blocks tend to be 

smoother and more shallowly dipping, with SVTOT and RCI values 18% and 16% below average, and best 

fit plane dips that are 17% below average. They also have an average dip direction-A-axis angle 17% 

above the all-events average, indicating they tend to be slightly shortened in the sliding direction. 

The most notable deviation of the block properties of Mode 1 (only pre-failure translation 

detected) events is the 15% below average dip direction-A-axis angle, indicating that they tend to be 

more elongate in the sliding direction. 

The blocks of Mode 2 events (only pre-failure toppling detected) have an 18% above average 

dip-direction-A-axis angle and a 20% smaller A:B axis ratio. This indicates they tend to be more 

symmetrical and slightly shortened in the sliding direction compared to other events. 

Mode 3 (both pre-failure translation and toppling detected) events appear to have block 

properties that are near equivalent to the all-events average. This is likely because Mode 3 events 

comprise 60% of all rockfall events. 

4.5.2 Sliding Plane Property Results 
Table 17 presents the overall average and standard deviation for various geometric properties 

of rockfall sliding planes, considering all 55 rockfall events investigated in this study. A sliding plane was 

previously defined in Section 3.3.2 as a back surface planar feature that is kinematically involved in a 

critical slide, wedge or topple that plots in the sliding (or toppling) critical zone of a stereonet during a 

kinematic analysis.  

In the case of rockfalls with kinematic failure modes K1-K4 (See Table 5 in Section 3.3.2), there is 

one anticipated sliding plane, and the listed properties below are simply for that surface. However, in K5 

(double wedge sliding) cases, sliding can be expected to occur on either or both of the two base planes. 
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If the translation vector from the roto-translation deformation analysis is a kinematic match to one of 

these two base planes, that plane is assumed to be the sliding plane. If it is either not a match, a case 

where the block had no detectable deformation, or a match to the intersection vector, the properties of 

the two base planes were averaged.   

Table 17: Average and standard deviation of sliding plane properties, considering all rockfall events 

Sliding Plane Property Averages: All Events (55) 

Sliding Plane Property Average Standard Deviation 

A:B Axis Ratio 2.05 0.753 

Dip Direction - A-axis Angle (°) 40.6 24.7 

Best-fit Plane Dip (°) 67.3 12.3 

3D:2D Surface Area Ratio 1.23 0.111 

Total Spherical Variance (SVTOT) 0.110 0.0473 

Maximum Curvature (Cmax) 15.8 3.27 

RCI Value 1.21 0.537 

Down-dip Fraction 0.800  0.145 

Normal Stress (Best-fit Plane)(kPa) 4.37 5.75 

Normal Stress (Effective Slope Angle)(kPa) 7.61 6.81 

Shear Stress (Best-fit Plane)(kPa) 8.83 8.61 

Shear Stress (Effective Slope Angle)(kPa) 6.10 7.97 

 

Table 18 presents the averages of these same various geometric properties of rockfall sliding 

planes but split up into three volume categories. Figure 73 compares the percentage difference for each 

category from the average considering all events to identify any volume-dependent trends in the data. 
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Table 18: Average sliding plane property results, by volume 

Sliding Plane Property Averages: By Volume 

Block Property 
0 – 0.5 m3 

(19 Events) 
0.5 – 1 m3 

(11 Events) 
>1 m3 (25 
Events) 

A:B Axis Ratio 1.94 2.27 2.03 

Dip Direction - A-axis Angle (°) 36.2 44.4 42.4 

Best-fit Plane Dip (°) 68.7 63.4 67.9 

3D:2D Surface Area Ratio 1.17 1.27 1.26 

Total Spherical Variance (SVTOT) 0.082 0.140 0.117 

Maximum Curvature (Cmax) 16.2 15.6 15.5 

RCI Value 0.916 1.58 1.28 

Down-dip Fraction 0.814 0.790 0.793 

Normal Stress (Best-fit Plane)(kPa) 2.62 2.66 6.46 

Normal Stress (Effective Slope Angle)(kPa) 4.68 5.01 10.97 

Shear Stress (Best-fit Plane)(kPa) 5.72 5.25 12.8 

Shear Stress (Effective Slope Angle)(kPa) 4.17 2.78 9.03 

 

 

Figure 73: Deviation of the average sliding plane values from the “All Events” average when considering various volume 
categories 
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There are no notable volume-dependent trends with the sliding plane A:B axis ratio, the dip 

direction – A-axis angle, 3D:2D surface area ratio, maximum curvature (Cmax), the best-fit plane dip or 

the downdip fraction. 

Very small events 0-0.5m3 in volume have sliding planes with ~25% below average spherical 

variance (SVTOT) and RCI, whereas 0.5-1m3 events have sliding planes ~25% above average roughness. For 

larger events >1m3, roughness of the post-failure sliding plane is only marginally above average. >1m3 

events have  greater levels of shear and normal stress acting on their sliding planes, as the weight of the 

block increases at a greater rate than the area of the sliding plane as the scale of events increases. 

Table 19 presents the geometric property averages of rockfall sliding planes by deformation 

failure mode. Figure 74 compares the percentage difference for each category from the average 

considering all events to identify any failure mode-dependent trends in the data. 

Table 19: Average sliding plane property results, by failure mode 

Sliding Plane Property Averages: By Failure Mode 

Block Property 
Mode 0 

(7 
Events) 

Mode 1 (8 
Events) 

Mode 2 (7 
Events) 

Mode 3 (33 
Events) 

A:B Axis Ratio 2.07 1.95 1.66 2.15 

Dip Direction - A-axis Angle (°) 60.3 33.3 52.6 35.7 

Best-fit Plane Dip (°) 58.3 69.4 69.3 68.2 

3D:2D Surface Area Ratio 1.17 1.25 1.28 1.22 

Total Spherical Variance (SVTOT) 0.100 0.123 0.121 0.106 

Maximum Curvature (Cmax) 17.1 14.2 16.1 15.8 

RCI Value 1.11 1.32 1.33 1.18 

Down-dip Fraction 0.850 0.789 0.795 0.791 

Normal Stress (Best-fit 
Plane)(kPa) 

10.72 
(7.73)* 

3.57 3.84 3.34 

Normal Stress (Effective Slope 
Angle)(kPa) 

13.7 
(9.91)* 

7.98 8.57 6.01 

Shear Stress (Best-fit 
Plane)(kPa) 

16.5 
(10.58)* 

8.81 10.2 6.92 

Shear Stress (Effective Slope 
Angle)(kPa) 

13.7 
(8.23)* 

5.11 6.69 4.59 

*If omitting the 157.9m3 event outlier (RB121) 
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Figure 74: Deviation of the average sliding plane values from the “All Events” average when considering various failure mode 
categories 

The 157.9m3 event (RB121) was considered an outlier when calculating the percentage 

difference in average normal and shear stress for Mode 0 events and was thus omitted from the results 

in Figure 74. 

The values for roughness parameters and downdip fraction of sliding planes appear to be 

independent of failure mode. 

The average sliding plane of a Mode 0 event has a 48% above average dip direction-A-axis angle, 

and a 13% below average best-fit plane dip. Most notably, the average normal stress (best-fit plane) 

acting on a Mode 0 sliding plane is 77% higher than the all-events average. The Mode 0 average shear 

stress is slightly above average as well, with a 20% positive difference.  

Like Mode 0 sliding planes, the average sliding plane of a Mode 2 has an above average dip 

direction-A-axis angle, with a positive difference of 29%. Therefore, the sliding planes for Mode 0 and 
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Mode 2 events tend to be less elongate in the sliding direction compared to rockfall events displaying 

detectable pre-failure translation, Mode 1’s and Mode 3’s. The sliding planes of Mode 3 events also 

experience on average ~25% lower normal and shear stress, likely due to their overall smaller average 

volume. 

4.5.3 The Relationship Between Rockfall Scar and Slope Scale Structure 
 As previously described in Figure 5 in Section 1.3, the rockmass at this study site contains three 

main near-orthogonal joint sets with average dip and dip directions of 66/61 (J1), 64/302 (J2), and 

66/147 (J3). A kinematic sensitivity analysis based on the average slope dip direction of 105° and these 

three major joint orientations would predict the following stability conditions under the following slope 

angle conditions (assuming a friction angle of 30°):  

1. Slope dip < 60°: The slope is kinematically stable. 

2. 60° < Slope dip < 73°: Flexural toppling on J2, and wedge sliding along the J1/J3 intersection (104/58) 

becomes possible. 

3. Slope dip > 73°: Planar sliding along J1 or J3 becomes possible. 

 Therefore, we should expect the orientations of post-failure back surface base planes for wedge 

failures and sliding failures to be similar in orientation to J1 and/or J3, with release planes having a 

similar orientation to J2. Topples are expected to be largely flexural. Since this slope’s major joint 

families were clearly expressed and pervasive throughout the slope, they could be used to predict the 

back surface geometry of potential future rockfalls, enabling both kinematic and volume predictions. 

However, before these predictions can be confidently made, it must be proven that the orientation of 

the planar features composing rockfall back scars is commonly aligned with the measured major joint 

orientations. 
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 All rockfall back surface base plane (planes which form critical wedges) and release plane 

orientations measured for this study were plotted on stereonets using Rocscience’s Dips software for 

comparison with Goldpan’s major joint sets, as shown in Figure 75. 

 

Figure 75: Goldpan’s three main joint set orientations, compared with the orientations of base planes and release planes for the 
rockfalls investigated in this study 

 The dominant base plane orientation ranges between that of J1 and J3. It is hypothesized that 

the reason why the pole concentration exists at the midpoint between the orientations of J1 and J3 is 

due to the number of failures that are “planar” on a larger scale, but are composed of J1 and J3 surfaces 

at the smaller scale. Therefore, the orientation of these planar surfaces is equal to the average of the 

two orientations. The dominant release plane orientation matches that of J2.  In conclusion, the mapped 

joint families J1, J2, and J3 closely match the orientation of the subplanes for rockfalls in the database, 

indicating that these joint families commonly bound rockfalls at this site. The kinematic behaviour of 

future rockfalls can therefore be reasonably predicted on the basis of the block dip angle, as per the 

results of the previously mentioned sensitivity analysis.  

4.6 Geometric Parameter Correlations 
Investigation of correlations amongst various block and sliding plane geometric parameters and 

with pre-failure deformation results was performed to enhance understanding about how these 
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properties may be related. If strong correlations are present between a rockfall’s geometric 

characteristics and pre-failure behaviour, these characteristics could be used to establish expected 

thresholds for pre-failure deformation duration or magnitude which could then be used to forecast 

future behaviour of potential rockfalls, as described in Kromer et al. (2018). If strong correlations are 

present amongst block and sliding plane geometric parameters, certain block properties measurable 

prior to failure could be used to predict likely values for sliding plane properties that are typically only 

measurable post-failure, which may be useful for forecasting purposes if sliding plane properties are 

predominantly correlated with deformation. 

4.6.1 Correlations Amongst Geometric Parameters 
Calculation of the linear correlation coefficients between the various block front and sliding 

plane geometric parameters will assist in the identification of any relationships which may exist between 

them. Additionally, the necessity of using more complex means of roughness quantification (e.g. SVTOT, 

RCI) can be determined by investigating their degree of correlation with the simpler 3D:2D surface area 

ratio. 

Amongst Roughness Parameters:  

Table 20 summarizes the Pearson linear correlation coefficients amongst the three roughness 

parameters assessed for all rockfall block fronts and sliding planes: the 3D:2D surface area ratio, total 

spherical variance of surface normal vectors (SVTOT), and the empirical curvature-independent roughness 

(RCI) (See Appendix A). 
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Table 20: Linear correlation coefficients between various roughness parameters calculated for block fronts and sliding planes 

 Block 3D:2D SA Ratio Block SVTOT Block RCI 

Block 3D:2D SA Ratio - 0.578 0.462 

Block SVTOT - - 0.854 

Block RCI - - - 

 Sliding Plane 3D:2D SA Ratio Sliding Plane SVTOT Sliding Plane RCI 

Sliding Plane 3D:2D SA Ratio - 0.853 0.845 

Sliding Plane SVTOT - - 0.986 

Sliding Plane RCI - - - 

 

There exist strong positive linear correlations between the 3D:2D surface area ratio, SVTOT, and 

RCI for sliding planes. Since RCI is derived from curvature and SVTOT, and sliding planes tended to be near-

planar, the strong linear correlation coefficient of 0.986 between sliding plane SVTOT and RCI is as 

expected. This correlation is weaker for block fronts, at 0.854, since they have on average greater 

curvature than sliding planes. These two relationships can be seen in Figure 76 and Figure 77 below. 

 

Figure 76: Correlation between the total spherical variance and RCI value for sliding planes 
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Figure 77: Correlation between the total spherical variance and RCI value for block fronts 

The greater curvature of the block fronts is also responsible for the difference in correlation 

coefficients between the 3D:2D SA ratio and SVTOT for block fronts (0.578) vs. sliding planes (0.853).  The 

3D:2D surface area ratio becomes an increasingly inaccurate measure of roughness as the best-fit 

surface increasingly deviates from a plane, resulting in a decreased correlation with spherical variance 

seen when comparing the linearity of points in Figure 78 and Figure 79.  
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Figure 78: Correlation between the total spherical variance and 3D:2D surface area ratio for sliding planes 

 

Figure 79: Correlation between the total spherical variance and 3D:2D surface area ratio for block fronts 

Amongst Other Parameters:  

Table 21 shows the linear correlation coefficients for all combinations of the block front and 

sliding plane geometric parameters, with positive coefficients shown in green and negative in red. 

Stronger correlations with a magnitude greater than 0.50 or less than -0.50 are outlined. 
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Table 21: A correlation matrix showing linear correlation coefficients for all combinations of block front and sliding plane 
geometric parameters 
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Block Volume -0.04 -0.24 0.13 -0.25 -0.05 0.03 0.00 -0.16 0.29 -0.10 -0.14 -0.10 0.13 -0.09 -0.08 0.13 0.59 0.63 0.72 0.72

Block A:B Ratio -0.03 0.35 0.00 0.05 0.23 0.13 0.05 0.18 -0.08 0.26 0.14 0.02 0.18 0.08 -0.28 -0.10 -0.09 -0.12 -0.17

Block DD/A-axis Angle -0.78 0.05 -0.14 0.19 -0.11 0.24 -0.13 0.66 -0.04 0.02 -0.19 -0.01 -0.04 -0.11 0.02 0.01 -0.05 -0.06

Block NETL -0.02 0.12 -0.10 0.14 -0.21 0.18 -0.57 0.03 -0.07 0.22 -0.03 0.08 0.03 -0.10 -0.06 -0.02 -0.04

Block 3D:2D SA Ratio 0.58 -0.41 0.47 0.18 -0.19 0.00 0.22 0.30 -0.25 0.28 -0.03 -0.07 -0.10 -0.07 -0.10 -0.14

Block SVTOT -0.69 0.86 -0.13 0.04 -0.19 0.13 0.30 -0.15 0.27 -0.29 0.12 0.08 -0.03 -0.07 -0.02

Block Cmax -0.39 0.01 -0.17 0.33 -0.03 -0.16 0.02 -0.15 0.23 -0.16 -0.23 -0.17 -0.14 -0.17

Block RCI -0.04 0.04 -0.04 0.25 0.40 -0.21 0.38 -0.20 -0.02 0.04 -0.04 -0.09 -0.08

Block Dip -0.18 0.11 0.20 0.16 -0.20 0.17 0.63 -0.55 -0.19 -0.01 -0.02 -0.12

SP A:B Ratio -0.27 0.01 0.01 -0.12 -0.01 -0.21 0.15 0.30 0.30 0.28 0.27

SP DD/A-axis Angle -0.03 0.00 0.01 -0.02 0.09 -0.14 -0.02 -0.07 -0.11 -0.09

SP 3D:2D SA 0.85 -0.38 0.84 0.33 -0.60 -0.28 -0.12 -0.19 -0.34

SP SVTOT -0.49 0.99 0.28 -0.60 -0.27 -0.10 -0.19 -0.35

SP Cmax -0.38 -0.24 0.33 0.17 0.06 0.10 0.19

SP RCI 0.27 -0.61 -0.27 -0.11 -0.19 -0.36

SP Dip -0.81 -0.56 -0.27 -0.23 -0.39

SP Downdip Fraction 0.47 0.21 0.25 0.45

SP Normal Stress (BFP) 0.89 0.88 0.94

SP Normal Stress (ESA) 0.98 0.91

SP Shear Stress (BFP) 0.95

SP Shear Stress (ESA)  

Regarding correlations between block and sliding plane shape and orientation parameters, the 

block dip direction-A-axis angle is strongly negatively correlated (-0.78) with the block normalized 

effective toppling length (NETL). This is as expected since as the dip direction-A-axis angle increases, the 

block becomes less elongate in the sliding direction, resulting in a lower NETL. The correlation between 

a block’s dip direction-A-axis angle with that of the sliding plane’s is moderately strong at 0.66, 

indicating that a rockfall’s block and sliding plane are likely to share the same orientation with respect to 

their A-axis and dip directions. This correlation also subsequently results in the negative correlation of -

0.57 between values for rockfall block NETL and the sliding plane dip direction-A-axis angle since the 

block NETL is dependent on the block dip direction-A-axis angle. Finally, the dip angle of the block is 

positively correlated with the dip angle of the sliding plane, with a correlation coefficient of 0.63. Since 
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they have near equivalent average values (70.1° and 67.3°, respectively, see Table 14 and Table 17), the 

dip angle of the block can be reasonably used to approximate the dip of the post-failure sliding plane. 

Regarding correlations between block and sliding plane roughness and curvature parameters, 

the block and sliding plane total spherical variance (SVTOT) values are negatively correlated with the 

respective block and sliding plane maximum curvature (Cmax) values. This is because as a surface 

becomes increasingly curved (i.e. as the Cmax value decreases), the spherical variance of surface normals 

will increase. The correlation of -0.69 between rockfall block Cmax values and RCI error exists because RCI 

error is largely a function of curvature (See Appendix A.2); RCI error is minimized for flat, symmetrical 

surfaces. The roughness of the sliding planes as assessed with the 3D:2D surface area ratio, SVTOT, and 

RCI are all negatively correlated with the sliding plane downdip fraction with correlations of 

approximately -0.60. As expected, the rougher the sliding plane, the greater proportion of the plane is 

composed of up-dipping facets. The gradual reduction in the down-dipping fraction of the sliding plane 

as roughness (e.g. spherical variance) increases is shown in Figure 80. 

 

Figure 80: Correlation between the sliding plane downdip fraction and total spherical variance 
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Additionally, the downdip fraction of the sliding plane is strongly negatively correlated with the 

sliding plane dip angle, with a correlation coefficient of -0.81. Therefore, steep sliding planes have a 

higher proportion of updipping "ledges" or "overhangs" than shallowly dipping sliding planes. The 

reduction in the down-dipping fraction of the sliding plane as the dip of the sliding plane increases is 

shown in Figure 81. 

 

Figure 81: Correlation between the sliding plane downdip fraction and best-fit plane dip angle 

Regarding correlations between block and sliding plane properties with shear and normal stress, 

the dip of the sliding plane is negatively correlated (-0.56) with normal stress. As expected, shallower 

sliding planes tend to have a greater proportion of normal stress due to their more horizontal 

orientation. Sliding plane normal stress is positively logarithmically related to the post-failure sliding 

plane downdip fraction as shown in Figure 82. Considering the relationships seen in both this figure and 

Figure 81, it can be concluded that a shallower sliding plane results in greater normal stress which in 

turn results in a greater post-failure downdip fraction. 
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Figure 82: Correlation between the post-failure sliding plane downdip fraction and the sliding plane normal stress 

Additionally, block volume appears to be positively correlated with both normal (0.59) and shear 

(0.72) stress (See Figure 83 and Figure 84). However, if the 157.9m3 outlier is omitted, these coefficients 

drop to 0.19 and 0.35, respectively. Despite the block volumes spanning several orders of magnitude, 

the magnitude of stress acting on the sliding planes remains approximately within the same range. 

The overall trend between normal stress exerted on the sliding plane and rockfall block volume 

is shown in Figure 83.  
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Figure 83: Correlation between sliding plane normal stress and the rockfall block volume 

The overall trend between shear stress exerted on the sliding plane and rockfall volume is 

shown in Figure 84. 

 

Figure 84: Correlation between sliding plane shear stress and the rockfall block volume 
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4.6.2 Correlations Between Geometric and Deformation Parameters 
Linear correlation coefficients between geometric block and sliding plane parameters and pre-

failure deformation duration, total detected pre-failure translation, and total detected pre-failure 

toppling are shown in Table 22. 

Table 22: Correlation coefficients between various block and sliding plane (SP) geometric characteristics and deformation 
results, considering all 55 rockfall events observed for this study 

 

Correlations between geometric and deformation parameters are weak when considering all 

events. Geometric parameters with the most notable correlations with pre-failure deformation 

duration, translation, and toppling are investigated further and discussed below.  
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Correlations with Duration: All Events  

As shown in Table 22, the sliding plane A:B axis ratio has the strongest correlation with detected 

deformation duration, with a linear correlation coefficient value of 0.38. The durations of all rockfalls 

currently in the database are plotted against their sliding plane A:B ratios in Figure 85. 

 

Figure 85: Deformation duration plotted against the sliding plane A:B axis ratio, for all rockfall events 

The apparent correlation coefficient between deformation duration and sliding plane A:B ratio 

of 0.38 is due to two outliers. When considering all other data points, an increasing linear trend is not 

seen and the coefficient value drops to 0.10 (uncorrelated) when the outliers are omitted.  

The next strongest correlations with detectable deformation duration were with sliding plane 

total spherical variance and RCI. The durations of deformation associated with all rockfall events 

currently in the database are plotted against the total spherical variance of their sliding planes in Figure 

86. 
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Figure 86: Deformation duration plotted against the total spherical variance of sliding plane normals, for all rockfall events 

Rockfall events with smoother post-failure sliding planes (SVTOT values <~0.075) appear to have 

shorter deformation durations, but this positive correlation does not continue as roughness increases. 

Overall, when considering all rockfall events simultaneously, there were no strong correlations observed 

between the measured geometric parameters and rockfall pre-failure deformation duration. 

Correlations with Translation: All Events  

As shown in Table 22, parameters for sliding plane roughness (3D:2D surface area ratio, SVTOT, 

and RCI) have the strongest correlation with detected pre-failure translation, with linear correlation 

coefficient values of approximately 0.30. The detected pre-failure translation magnitudes of all rockfalls 

currently in the database are plotted against their sliding plane SVTOT values in Figure 87. 
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Figure 87: Detected pre-failure translation magnitude plotted against the total spherical variance of sliding plane normals, for 
all rockfall events 

There appears to be a peak in the maximum detected translation at moderate levels of sliding 

plane spherical variance, with both very smooth and very rough post-failure sliding planes associated 

with reduced maximum levels of pre-failure translation. However, rockfalls with low magnitude pre-

failure translation are commonly present for all magnitudes of sliding plane SVTOT. 

Correlations with Toppling: All Events  

As shown in Table 22, various parameters for sliding plane roughness (3D:2D surface area ratio, 

SVTOT, and RCI) as well as rockfall block RCI and volume have the strongest correlations with detected pre-

failure toppling, with linear correlation coefficient values of approximately 0.30. The detected pre-

failure toppling magnitudes of all rockfalls currently in the database are plotted against the RCI values of 

their block fronts in Figure 88. 
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Figure 88: Detected pre-failure toppling magnitude plotted against the rock block RCI value, for all rockfall events 

Much of the apparent negative correlation between these two parameters is due to the 3 high 

toppling magnitude outliers. When these points are omitted, the decreasing trend is far less apparent, 

and the correlation coefficient drops to -0.24. It can be concluded that there was no correlation 

observed between block front RCI and detected pre-failure toppling magnitude. 

The detected pre-failure toppling magnitudes of all rockfalls currently in the database are 

plotted against the SVTOT values of their sliding planes in Figure 89. 

 

Figure 89: Detected pre-failure toppling magnitude plotted against the total spherical variance of sliding plane normals, for all 
rockfall events 
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There is a noticeable overall reduction in the maximum and average pre-failure toppling as 

sliding plane spherical variance increases. A slight anomaly in the pattern exists for events with SVTOT 

values <0.05, but this is likely due to the small sample size of only 4 events in this value range.  

Finally, the detected pre-failure toppling magnitudes of all rockfalls currently in the database are 

plotted against the block volume in Figure 90. 

 

Figure 90: The detected pre-failure toppling for all rockfall events, plotted against their block volume 

This correlation between block volume and detected pre-failure toppling was previously 

observed in Section 3.5.3. in Chapter 3 (See Figure 53 and Figure 54). The maximum, minimum, and 

average magnitude of pre-failure toppling steadily decreases as block volume increases. 

It can be concluded that correlations between block and sliding plane geometric characteristics 

and deformation properties are very weak or non-existent when considering all data simultaneously for 

all parameters except for block volume and sliding plane SVTOT with detected pre-failure toppling. 

Since it was previously theorized in Chapter 3 that volume may have an impact on the 

detectability of deformation with a coarse (e.g. 3 month) scan interval, the effect of volume on the 

dependency of deformation on various geometric properties was also investigated. Correlations may be 
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more apparent for smaller rockfall events since both secondary and tertiary pre-failure translation and 

toppling are more reliably captured. Due to the limited number of events, volume was broken up into 

two approximately evenly sized categories of >1m3 (25 events) and <1m3 (30 events), and correlations 

were investigated and compared in each category individually. Table 23 summarizes the linear 

correlation coefficients between geometric parameters and deformation properties for rockfall events 

>1m3 in volume. 

Table 23: Correlation coefficients between various block and sliding plane geometric characteristics and deformation results, 
considering the 25 events >1m3 in volume 
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Geometric parameters with the most notable linear correlations with pre-failure deformation 

duration, translation, and toppling for events >1m3 in volume are discussed below. Additional plots are 

shown for combinations of parameters showing other patterns despite not necessarily have outstanding 

linear correlations, since not all relationships between parameters may be linear or highlighted by the 

linear correlation coefficient. 

Correlations with Duration: >1m 3 Events 

As shown in Table 23, the rockfall block A:B axis ratio has the strongest correlation with 

detected deformation duration for >1m3 events, with a linear correlation coefficient value of 0.45. The 

durations of >1m3 rockfalls are plotted against their block A:B ratios in Figure 91. 

 

Figure 91: Deformation duration plotted against the block A:B axis ratio, for rockfall events >1m3 in volume 

The most notable observation from this plot is that out of the 4 rockfall events >1m3 with no 

detected deformation (i.e. detected deformation duration = 0), all of them have a block A:B ratio of <2. 

71% of blocks with an A:B ratio of <2 displayed detectable deformation, compared to 100% for blocks 

with an A:B ratio of >2. More elongate blocks may have a slightly increased likelihood of displaying 

detectable deformation, provided the event volume is greater than 1m3.  
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The parameter with the next most strong correlation with detected deformation duration for 

>1m3 events is the maximum curvature of the sliding plane. The durations of >1m3 rockfalls are plotted 

against their sliding plane Cmax values in Figure 92. 

 

Figure 92: Deformation duration plotted against the sliding plane Cmax value, for rockfall events >1m3 in volume 

Overall, there is little correlation between deformation duration and maximum curvature of the 

sliding plane for >1m3 rockfall events despite the above average positive linear correlation coefficient.  

Correlations with Translation: >1m 3 Events 

As shown in Table 23, the rockfall block Cmax has the strongest linear correlation with detected 

pre-failure translation for >1m3 events, with a linear correlation coefficient value of 0.46. The detected 

pre-failure translation magnitudes for >1m3 rockfalls are plotted against their block Cmax values in Figure 

93. 
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Figure 93: Detected pre-failure translation magnitude plotted against the block Cmax value, for rockfall events >1m3 in volume 

Overall, there is little correlation between pre-failure translation magnitude and maximum 

curvature of the block front for >1m3 events despite the above average positive linear correlation 

coefficient. 

The detected pre-failure translation magnitudes for >1m3 rockfalls are plotted against their 

block A:B ratios in Figure 94.  

 

Figure 94: Detected pre-failure translation magnitude plotted against the block A:B axis ratio, for rockfall events >1m3 in volume 
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The average block A:B ratio for the 9 rockfall events >1m3 displaying no pre-failure translation is 

1.63, which is lower than the average value for blocks that did (2.56). All >1m3 rockfall events with no 

detected pre-failure translation had a block A:B ratio of <2. Of the 14 >1m3 events with a block A:B ratio 

of <2, 64% of them had no detectable pre-failure translation, compared to 0% for those with a block 

ratio of >2. Additionally, there is a slight increase in the maximum observed pre-failure translation as the 

block A:B ratio increases. 

Correlations with Toppling: >1m 3 Events 

As shown in Table 23, parameters for rockfall block SVTOT and RCI have the strongest correlations 

with detected pre-failure toppling  for >1m3 events, with linear correlation coefficient values of -0.49 

and -0.43, respectively. The detected pre-failure toppling magnitudes for >1m3 rockfalls are plotted 

against their block SVTOT values in Figure 95. 

 

Figure 95: Detected pre-failure toppling magnitude plotted against spherical variance of block normals, for rockfall events >1m3 
in volume 

There appears to be an overall decrease in maximum observed toppling as block spherical 

variance increases, but if the two high-error, high toppling magnitude outliers are omitted, the 
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correlation reverses (correlation coefficient becomes 0.29). Therefore, the apparent negative correlation 

between pre-failure toppling magnitude and rockfall block SVTOT is due to outliers. 

The detected pre-failure toppling magnitudes for >1m3 rockfalls are plotted against their sliding 

plane Cmax values in Figure 96. 

 

Figure 96: Detected pre-failure toppling magnitude plotted against the sliding plane Cmax value, for rockfall events >1m3 in 
volume 

There is a slight increase in the maximum detected pre-failure toppling as sliding plane Cmax 

value increases for >1m3 events. This is similar to the pattern seen between detected pre-failure 

deformation duration and sliding plane Cmax in Figure 92. 

Table 24 summarizes the linear correlation coefficients between geometric parameters and 

deformation properties for rockfall events <1m3 in volume. 
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Table 24: Correlation coefficients between various block and sliding plane geometric characteristics and deformation results, 
considering the 30 events <1m3 in volume 

 

Geometric parameters with the most notable linear correlations with pre-failure translation, 

toppling, and deformation duration for events <1m3 in volume are discussed below. Additional plots are 

shown for combinations of parameters showing other patterns despite not necessarily having 

outstanding linear correlations, since not all relationships between parameters may be linear or 

highlighted by the linear correlation coefficient. 
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Correlations with Duration: <1m 3 Events 

As shown in Table 24, the rockfall block volume and sliding plane A:B ratio have the strongest 

correlations with detected deformation duration for <1m3 events, with linear correlation coefficient 

values of 0.67 and 0.43, respectively. The durations of <1m3 rockfalls are plotted against their block 

volumes in Figure 97. 

 

Figure 97: Detected deformation duration plotted against block volume, for rockfall events <1m3 in volume 

For rockfall events <1m3, the deformation duration appears to increase as a function of rockfall 

volume. However, low volume events with an very small exposed block surface area prevents the 

minimum point requirement for roto-translation from being met for the lower data density periods of 

Baselines 1 and 2. Therefore, they cannot have their deformation tracked prior to the start of the 

Baseline 3 period on 2017-09-01, putting a negative bias on the deformation duration results for very 

small rockfall events. Additionally, this trend of increasing duration with volume does not continue for 

events >1m3, so overall it is concluded that no meaningful correlation was observed between 

deformation duration and rockfall volume. 

The durations of <1m3 rockfalls are plotted against their sliding plane A:B ratios in Figure 98. 
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Figure 98: Detected deformation duration plotted against sliding plane A:B axis ratios, for rockfall events <1m3 in volume 

The apparent correlation coefficient between deformation duration and sliding plane A:B ratio 

of 0.43 is due to two outliers. When considering all other data points, an increasing linear trend is not 

seen and the coefficient value drops to 0.01 (uncorrelated) when the outliers are omitted.  

Correlations with Translation: <1m 3 Events 

As shown in Table 24, parameters for sliding plane roughness (as assessed via the 3D:2D surface 

area ratio, SVTOT, and RCI), downdip fraction, and shear stress have the strongest linear correlations with 

detected pre-failure translation for <1m3 events. The detected pre-failure translation magnitudes for 

<1m3 rockfalls are plotted against their sliding plane SVTOT values in Figure 99. 
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Figure 99: Detected pre-failure translation magnitude plotted against the spherical variance of sliding plane normals, for rockfall 
events <1m3 in volume 

There is an overall decrease in the maximum detected pre-failure translation as the sliding plane 

SVTOT value increases for <1m3 rockfall events. This trend is not observed when considering rockfall 

events >1m3 in volume. 

The detected pre-failure translation magnitudes for <1m3 rockfalls are plotted against their 

sliding plane downdip fraction values in Figure 100. 

 

Figure 100: Detected pre-failure translation magnitude plotted against the sliding plane downdip fraction 
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There is an increase in the maximum detected pre-failure translation values as the sliding plane 

downdip fraction increases for <1m3 rockfall events. Therefore, when the sliding planes of <1m3 rockfalls 

contain fewer up-dipping ledges and overhangs, there appears to be an increased capability for either 

the detection or occurrence of higher magnitude pre-failure translation behaviour. This pattern is largely 

absent when considering >1m3 rockfall events.  

Correlations with Toppling: <1m 3 Events 

As shown in Table 24, parameters for sliding plane roughness (as assessed via the 3D:2D surface 

area ratio, SVTOT, and RCI), downdip fraction, and normal and shear stress have the strongest correlations 

with detected pre-failure toppling for <1m3 events. The detected pre-failure toppling magnitudes for 

<1m3 rockfalls are plotted against their sliding plane SVTOT values in Figure 101. 

 

Figure 101: Detected pre-failure toppling magnitude plotted against the spherical variance of sliding plane normals, for rockfall 
events <1m3 in volume 

As the sliding plane spherical variance increases, the maximum detected toppling for <1m3 

events decreases. This trend is not observed when considering rockfall events >1m3 in volume. 

The detected pre-failure toppling magnitudes for <1m3 rockfalls are plotted against their sliding 

plane downdip fraction values in Figure 102. 
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Figure 102: Detected pre-failure toppling magnitude plotted against the sliding plane downdip fraction 

As the downdip fraction of the sliding planes for <1m3 rockfall events increases, the maximum 

amount of detected pre-failure toppling increases. Therefore, when the sliding planes of <1m3 rockfalls 

contain fewer up-dipping ledges and overhangs, there appears to be an increased capability for either 

the detection or occurrence of higher magnitude pre-failure toppling behaviour. 

The detected pre-failure toppling magnitudes for <1m3 rockfalls are plotted against their sliding 

plane shear stress (calculated using a best-fit plane) values in Figure 103. 

 

Figure 103: Detected pre-failure toppling magnitude plotted against the back surface shear stress (as assessed using a best-fit 
plane), for rockfall events <1m3 in volume 
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As shear stress on the sliding plane increases, the maximum, minimum, and average amount of 

detected pre-failure toppling appears to increase for events <1m3 in volume. No correlation exists 

between these parameters when events >1m3 are considered. 

The detected pre-failure toppling magnitudes for <1m3 rockfalls are plotted against their sliding 

plane dip values in Figure 104. Detected pre-failure toppling magnitudes of >1m3 rockfalls are also 

included for comparison.  

 

Figure 104: Detected pre-failure toppling magnitude plotted against the dip of the sliding plane, for both rockfall events less 
than and greater than 1m3 in volume 

As the dip of the sliding plane increases, the maximum amount of detected pre-failure toppling 

increases. This trend is present for both rockfalls of <1m3 and >1m3, but it is far more pronounced for 

<1m3 events due to their tendency for greater pre-failure toppling (see Figure 90). 

The detected pre-failure toppling magnitudes for <1m3 rockfalls are plotted against their normal 

stress calculated using a best-fit plane in Figure 105, and using the “effective slope angle” (See Figure 

70) in Figure 106. 
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Figure 105: Detected pre-failure toppling magnitude plotted against the back surface normal stress (as assessed using a best-fit 
plane), for rockfall events <1m3 

 

Figure 106: Detected pre-failure toppling magnitude plotted against the back surface normal stress (as assessed using the 
“effective slope angle”), for rockfall events <1m3 

Comparing Figure 105 and Figure 106, the positive trend between detected pre-failure toppling 

and normal stress for <1m3 rockfall events has a stronger correlation coefficient and is more visually 

apparent when the effective slope angle was used in the calculation. No strong correlation was seen 

between detected toppling and normal stress (calculated using either a best-fit plane or effective slope 

angle) for rockfall events >1m3 in volume. 
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4.7 Results Summary and Discussion 
This section summarizes and discusses the most noteworthy results from Section 4.5. 

Block and Sliding Plane Propert ies: 

When considering the effect of volume on the geometric properties of rockfall blocks, there are 

no extreme deviations from the average values considering all rockfall events. The largest variation is 

that rockfall blocks >1m3 are, on average, 7% more elongate with a 10% greater angle between the 

elongation direction and the dip direction of the block (See Figure 71). Overall, the average shape, 

orientation, and roughness of rockfall blocks is independent of volume.  

The geometric properties of sliding planes have a greater degree of apparent volume 

dependency, with roughness and stress being the most volume-dependent parameters. The smallest 

rockfall events 0 – 0.5m3 in volume have an average sliding plane SVTOT value that is 25% below the all-

events average, and moderate sized events 0.5 – 1m3 in volume have an average sliding plane SVTOT 

value that is 25% above the all-events average. Larger events >1m3 in volume have an average sliding 

plane SVTOT only 7% above the all-events average (See Figure 73). It is hypothesized that due to data 

density constraints imposed by the current survey design and available TLS hardware, combined with 

the small exposed surface area for 0 – 0.5m3 rockfall events, a lesser degree of roughness at a scale 

relative to the event volume was able to be captured. More roughness was captured for 0.5 – 1m3 

events, as they have greater sliding plane areas, and therefore the features present on the post-failure 

surface are of larger scale and more easily detected.  The reduction in average roughness for >1m3 

rockfalls compared to 0.5 – 1m3 rockfalls is hypothesized to be due to increased crushing of asperities 

due to increased block mass and stress levels, which results in lower remnant roughness post-failure.  

Referring to stress, >1m3 events have ~50% greater average levels of normal and shear stress on 

their sliding plane(s) compared to the average value for all events, assuming full contact between the 

block and sliding plane(s). As shown in Figure 83 and Figure 84, block volume is positively correlated 
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with normal and shear stress, but despite the block volumes spanning several orders of magnitude (0.1 – 

10m3), the magnitude of stress acting on the sliding planes typically remains within the same 

approximate range (1000 – 5000 Pa). Although larger volume events tend to have higher average stress 

levels, smaller events are also capable of exhibiting the same levels of stress. This indicates that the ratio 

of volume to sliding plane area does not increase rapidly with volume, which implies that larger blocks 

tend to be more tabular (shallow C-axis) rather than cubic. Further investigation of this relationship 

between block surface area and block depth may be useful for predicting block volume of potential 

rockfalls. 

When considering the relationship between rockfall failure modes and the geometric properties 

of their blocks and sliding planes (see Figure 72 and Figure 74), both the blocks and sliding planes of 

Mode 0 (no deformation detected) events are typically more shallowly dipping and oriented such that 

they are shortened in the dip direction, with ~15% below average best-fit plane dips and 48% above 

average sliding plane dip direction-A-axis angles. Additionally, the average Mode 0 sliding plane had 77% 

above average normal stress, and 20% above average shear stress. Therefore, shallowly dipping sliding 

planes shortened in the dip direction subjected to greater normal stress are potential indicators that a 

rockfall is more likely to have undetectable pre-failure deformation with a ~3-month scan interval. This 

is either due to a rapid (i.e. <3 month) evolution through all phases of creep or the magnitude of primary 

and secondary deformation remaining under the limit of detection. Since the higher average normal 

pressures observed for Mode 0 events reduce joint dilatancy and increase the proportion of asperities 

that are damaged during shearing (Goodman 1989), it is theorized that the detectability of rockfall pre-

failure deformation may be associated with the likelihood of asperity damage, and therefore the 

compressive strength of the rockmass.  

There are geometric similarities between the sliding planes of rockfall events that exhibit 

detectable pre-failure translation (Mode 1 and Mode 3), and those that do not (Mode 0 and Mode 2). 
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Mode 1 and Mode 3 events tend to have sliding planes oriented such that they are more elongated in 

their dip direction, with average dip direction-A-axis angles 18% and 12% below the all-events average, 

respectively. Mode 0 and Mode 2 events tend to have sliding planes oriented such that they are 

shortened in the dip direction, with average dip direction-A-axis angles 48% and 29% above the all-

events average, respectively. The detectability (i.e. magnitude and/or duration) of pre-failure 

translation, provided that is it kinematically feasible, is therefore potentially related to the length of a 

sliding plane in the sliding direction relative to its width. Mode 0 and Mode 2 rockfalls also tend to be 

slightly more symmetrical in shape, with average A:B axis ratios 7% and 20% below the all-events 

average, respectively.  

Correlations Between Roughness Parameters:  

Three different parameters were used to assess the roughness of rockfall blocks and back 

surfaces: the 3D:2D surface area ratio, the total spherical variance of surface normal vectors (SVTOT), and 

the novel, empirically derived curvature-independent roughness (RCI) (See Appendix A). Although these 

parameters quantify roughness differently, it is possible that they perform very similarly (i.e. are 

strongly correlated) for the range of block and sliding plane geometries observed for this study. If this is 

the case, it would be unnecessary to use more complex methods of roughness quantification when 

investigating roughness-dependent relationships. The comparison of SVTOT and RCI is of particular 

interest due to RCI’s additional uncertainty due to the assumptions and approximations of the various 

relationships between curvature and spherical variance. 

Linear correlations between the 3D:2D surface area ratio, SVTOT, and RCI were compared for both 

rockfall back surfaces, which tend to be more planar, and rockfall block fronts, which tend to have a 

greater degree of curvature (See Table 20). The 3D:2D surface area ratio and SVTOT are strongly linearly 

correlated for rockfall sliding planes (correlation coefficient = 0.85)(See Figure 78), but only moderately 

correlated for the more curved block fronts (correlation coefficient = 0.58)(See Figure 79). Additionally, 
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SVTOT is far more correlated to RCI (a measure of curvature independent roughness) than the 3D:2D ratio 

is for blocks, with respective correlation coefficients of 0.85 vs. 0.46. Therefore, usage of spherical 

variance-based methods as a means of roughness quantification is preferred over the 3D:2D ratio-based 

method since they are less sensitive to surface curvature and abrupt strong vertical variations of the 

surface. This corroborates Grohmann et al. (2011)’s conclusion of the superiority of vector dispersion 

methods over area ratio methods for quantifying fine terrain features. 

SVTOT and RCI are nearly perfectly linearly correlated for sliding planes (0.99), and strongly 

linearly correlated for blocks (0.85). For the application of investigating correlations between roughness 

and other geometric or deformation parameters, the increased complexity and error involved when 

assessing RCI is largely unnecessary due to its high degree of correlation with SVTOT, especially when 

curvature is low. This is confirmed by the fact that when investigating the correlation between 

roughness and other parameters, the correlations between said parameters and RCI followed the same 

patterns as the correlations with SVTOT. However, maximum curvature (Cmax) is still a useful defining 

characteristic to extract for sliding planes and blocks, and RCI will have an accuracy advantage over SVTOT 

if the noise of a highly curved surface is to be quantified. 

Correlations Between Other Geometric Parameters:  

The strongest correlations amongst all the assessed block and sliding plane geometric 

parameters as shown in Table 21 and discussed in Section 4.6.1 are between the block dip angle and 

sliding plane dip angle, and the various relationships between sliding plane dip angle, down-dipping 

fraction, and normal stress. 

The dip angle of the block is moderately positively correlated (0.63) with the dip angle of the 

sliding plane and has near equivalent average values. Therefore, the dip angle of a rockfall block prior to 

failure can be used to roughly approximate the expected dip of the post-failure sliding plane at this site.  
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The down-dipping fraction of post-failure sliding planes is strongly negatively correlated (-0.81) 

with the sliding plane dip angle, as shown in Figure 81. This means that steeper sliding planes have a 

higher proportion of up-dipping aspects of the surface than shallowly dipping sliding planes. The 

downdip fraction is also logarithmically related to the sliding plane normal stress (See Figure 82); as 

normal stress increases, the downdip fraction increases. Since dip angle is associated with the relative 

proportion of normal vs. shear stress on a surface, it can be concluded that all three of these parameters 

are related: shallowly dipping sliding planes with their resultant greater proportion of normal stress tend 

to have fewer up-dipping overhangs or ledges post-failure. Since stress distribution preferentially occurs 

at the steepest asperities (Grasselli et al. 2002), this will cause increased preferential crushing of 

asperities oriented more perpendicular to the sliding direction, resulting in a mostly down-dipping post 

failure surface.  

Correlations Between Geometric and Deformation Parameters: All Events 

When considering all rockfall events in the database simultaneously, the strength of correlations 

between geometric and deformation parameters is limited.  

No strong correlations were observed between any block or sliding plane geometric parameters 

and pre-failure deformation duration when considering all events. It is theorized that potential 

correlations with deformation duration were difficult to observe in this study due to several reasons. 

Firstly, the infrequent ~3-month scan interval in some cases represents a significant portion of the total 

rockfall deformation period. 7 rockfalls (13% of all observed events) displayed no detectable pre-failure 

deformation, likely due to deformation of detectable magnitude occurring over a period of <3 months. 

An additional 8 rockfalls had a minimum detected deformation duration (See Figure 24) of half a year or 

less. A total of 38 rockfalls (69% of all observed events) had a minimum detected deformation of less 

than one year (Figure 107). Therefore, the ~3-month scan interval is commonly as much as ~25-50% of 
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the total deformation duration magnitude, which will obscure trends due to the high signal to noise 

ratio. 

 

Figure 107: The distribution of minimum deformation durations, separated into half-year-sized bins 

Secondly, it is not possible to know if the entire deformation history of the rockfall was 

captured, as deformation may have occurred prior to the first scan. Durations may therefore be 

underestimated, especially for rockfalls observed earlier on in the data collection period. Finally, 

potential correlations between deformation duration and unchanging geometric factors will be 

obscured by the unknown effects of variable environmental conditions (rainfall, thermal cycling, ice 

formation etc.) which may condition and/or trigger rockfall activity independently of any geometric 

characteristics. 

There were no strong correlations observed between any block or sliding plane geometric 

parameters and pre-failure translation magnitude, except volume, when considering all events. As 

previously discussed in Section 3.9 and shown in Figure 55, a decreasing trend was observed between 

maximum detected pre-failure translation and rockfall event volume. 
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Trends of diminishing maximum and average detected pre-failure toppling were observed as the 

total spherical variance of the sliding plane increases (see Figure 89), as the dip of the sliding plane 

decreases (see Figure 104), and as the block volume increases (see Figure 90). Rougher and shallower 

post-failure sliding planes have diminished potential to exhibit relatively high-magnitude detectable pre-

failure toppling than smoother, steep sliding planes. As previously observed and discussed in Section 

3.9, the parameter with by far the strongest trend with pre-failure toppling magnitude is volume, with 

the maximum, minimum, and average magnitude of detected pre-failure toppling decreasing with 

increasing rockfall size. 

There is an apparent volume dependency for many of the observed correlations between 

geometric and deformation parameters. Larger volume rockfalls tend to have lower magnitude 

detectable translation (See Figure 55) and toppling (See Figure 53) before failure with the point spacing, 

error, and temporal resolution limitations imposed at this study site by both the selected TLS hardware 

and survey design. Correlations are therefore more difficult to observe for lower magnitude 

deformation results as error becomes a larger percentage of the roto-translation result. Additionally, 

there may be fundamental physical differences between large and small rockfalls which causes their 

deformation to depend on different parameters. 

Correlations Between Geometric and Deformation Parameters: >1m 3 Events 

There are some correlations between geometric and deformation parameters which are only 

present when considering rockfall events >1m3 in volume. A total of 25 events >1m3 in volume were 

observed in this study. 

For the 4 rockfall events >1m3 with no detected deformation, all of them have a block A:B ratio 

of less than 2, and all blocks >1m3 with an A:B ratio greater than 2 displayed detectable pre-failure 

deformation.  There is also a slight increasing trend between detected deformation duration and block 
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A:B ratio (See Figure 91). Therefore, for potential rockfall events with volumes >1m3, more elongate 

blocks with an A:B ratio above 2 are more likely to display detectable pre-failure deformation (either 

translation or toppling).  

This relationship between block A:B ratio and deformation is largely related to translatory 

behaviour, as there were no strong patterns observed between block dimensions and pre-failure 

toppling. All >1m3 rockfall events in the database with no detected pre-failure translation had a block 

A:B ratio of <2 (See Figure 94), with 64% of events with an A:B ratio <2 not displaying detectable pre-

failure translation. All events with a block A:B ratio of >2 had detected pre-failure translation. There is 

also a moderate increasing trend between detected pre-failure translation and block A:B ratio. 

Therefore, when using ~3 month scan intervals,  >1m3 rockfall blocks with an A:B ratio of below 2 have 

an increased chance of not showing pre-failure translation, and are highly likely to show pre-failure 

translation if the A:B ratio is >2.  

Correlations Between Geometric and Deformation Parameters: <1m 3 Events 

There are some correlations between geometric and deformation parameters which are only 

present when considering rockfall events <1m3 in volume. A total of 30 events <1m3 in volume were 

observed in this study. 

No strong correlations with duration unique to <1m3 events were observed. However, maximum 

detectable pre-failure translation and toppling magnitudes were both observed to be negatively 

correlated with the total spherical variance of sliding plane normals (See Figure 99 and Figure 101), and 

positively correlated with the sliding plane downdip fraction (See Figure 100 and Figure 102). Therefore, 

<1m3 rockfall events demonstrating higher magnitude detectable pre-failure translation and toppling 

tend to be associated with smoother and more down-dipping post-failure sliding planes. However, 
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smooth and highly down-dipping sliding planes were not observed to always be associated with high 

magnitude pre-failure deformation.  

Detected pre-failure toppling for <1m3 events was also positively correlated with the maximum 

sliding plane shear stress (See Figure 103), the dip of the sliding plane (See Figure 104), and sliding plane 

normal stress as calculated with the “effective slope angle” (See Figure 106). <1m3 events demonstrating 

higher magnitude detectable pre-failure toppling tend to be associated with higher-stress, steeply 

dipping sliding planes, but as before with the relationship with roughness, high-stress steep sliding 

planes were not always observed to be associated with high magnitude pre-failure toppling. 

It is theorized that the reason why smooth, down-dipping, high-stress, and steep sliding planes 

are not exclusively associated with high magnitude pre-failure toppling, despite the existence of a clear 

linear relationship with the maximum observed deformation as the parameter values increase, such as 

those relationships seen in Figure 89, Figure 96, and Figure 104 between pre-failure toppling and sliding 

plane SVTOT, Cmax, and dip angle, respectively is due to underestimation of the true pre-failure 

deformation in these cases.   

Due to the infrequent TLS data acquisition intervals, it is likely that a significant portion of 

rockfall pre-failure tertiary and secondary creep is commonly not captured before the blocks are 

released from the slope. The fact that accelerating tertiary deformation is only captured for 23% (11 of 

48) of deforming events is evidence of this. This will invariably result in underestimations of true pre-

failure deformation. The magnitude of the underestimation depends on what percentage of total 

deformation occurs within the more easily observable (with a relatively coarse weeks-to-months scale 

monitoring interval) secondary phase compared to the briefer tertiary phase. The comparative lengths 

of these two phases may be a complex function of properties such as block volume, as discussed 

previously in Chapter 3. High magnitude outliers for pre-failure deformation can exist if, by chance, the 
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rockfall is scanned immediately before failure at the end of the tertiary phase. As the time of the scan 

approaches the failure time of the block, the “detected” deformation approaches the theoretical “true” 

total deformation prior to failure. Provided the sample size of events was large enough, in the presence 

of this random and intermittent sampling, strong linear correlations would present themselves with a 

clear linear upper limit (since random sampling will always underestimate, cannot overestimate). This 

concept is illustrated in Figure 108. 

 

Figure 108: Obscuration of linear relationships between geometric and deformation parameters due to the underestimation of 
total true deformation 

This figure shows the theoretical linear correlation between a pair of geometric and 

deformation parameters, if always sampled immediately prior to failure (i.e. if the full amount of “true” 

deformation was captured), this correlation would be apparent, as shown by the red dots in Figure 108 

(left). This would require near-constant monitoring. However, in the case where monitoring is periodic, 

the cumulative deformation detected at the time of the final measurement (e.g. the orange dots) will be 

an underestimation of the true pre-failure deformation magnitude. As a result, when the apparent 

deformations are plotted against the geometric parameter value, the linear correlation will be obscured 
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by underestimated values. If enough events are investigated such that a sufficient number of rockfalls 

were observed a short time before failure, the linear correlation will present itself as a linear upper limit 

to the data points. This effect may explain why correlations with maximum values are commonly seen, 

with correlations with the average value less common, and correlations with the minimum value near-

nonexistent. A correlation with a maximum value may therefore indicate the potential presence of a 

stronger correlation, but this cannot be proven without a more frequent scan interval. For example, the 

linear correlation between maximum “detected” pre-failure toppling and shear stress for <1m3 events 

may indicate a stronger trend exists between “true” pre-failure toppling and shear stress for <1m3 

events (See Figure 109). 

 

Figure 109: Theoretical interpretation of the common pattern seen between geometric and deformation parameters 

Table 25 summarizes the strongest correlations seen between geometric and deformation 

parameters when considering all events simultaneously, only >1m3 events, and only <1m3 events. The 

presence of a strong correlation with maximum values is also noted, which may indicate that a stronger 

correlation may be expected if TLS data collection intervals were shortened. 
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Table 25: A summary of the strongest correlations between geometric and rockfall pre-failure deformation parameters. Text 
highlighted in red indicates the presence of a strong correlation with maximum values. 

Summary of Observed Correlations between Geometric and Deformation Parameters 

 All Rockfall Events >1m3 Only <1m3 Only 

Positive 
Correlations 

with Detected 
Deformation 
Parameters 

• Toppling & Sliding Plane 
Dip (Figure 104) 

• Translation & 
Block A:B Ratio 
(Figure 94) 

• Translation & Sliding 
Plane Downdip Fraction 
(Figure 100) 

• Toppling & Sliding Plane 
Downdip Fraction 
(Figure 102) 

• Toppling & Sliding Plane 
Shear Stress (Figure 
103) 

• Toppling & Sliding Plane 
Dip (Figure 104) 

• Toppling & Sliding Plane 
Normal Stress (ESA) 
(Figure 106) 

Negative 
Correlations 

with Detected 
Deformation 
Parameters 

• Translation & Rockfall 
Volume (Figure 55) 

• Toppling & Rockfall 
Volume (Figure 90) 

• Toppling & Sliding Plane 
SVTOT (Figure 89) 

• N/A 

• Translation & Sliding 
Plane SVTOT (Figure 99) 

• Toppling & Sliding Plane 
SVTOT (Figure 101) 

*Red Text:  Strong correlation with maximum values observed 

Since these correlations are not extremely strong, derived from a relatively small database of 55 

rockfall events, and limited by the coarse scan time interval, precise predictions cannot be made 

regarding expected deformation given several parameters and their values. However, a combination of 

factors that indicate that a potential or still-deforming rockfall could be expected to have more or less 

pre-failure deformation can be identified. In the event that stronger correlations are observed, such as 

those between volume and toppling magnitude, likely thresholds for deformation binned by parameter 

value such as those shown in Figure 54 can be identified.  

Rockfalls from this slope with shallowly dipping sliding planes and high volume will in general be 

expected to have comparatively lower levels of detectable (with a ~3 month scan interval) pre-failure 

deformation (especially toppling), and will leave behind a relatively smooth sliding plane if significant 
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pre-failure toppling occurs. If the rockfall block is >1m3 in volume with a low A:B axis ratio, it is even 

more likely to fall with little to no detectable pre-failure deformation. If the rockfall block is <1m3 in 

volume, more detectable pre-failure toppling is expected for higher levels of shear and normal stress on 

the sliding plane. If more translation or toppling occurs, a higher portion of the post-failure sliding plane 

is expected to be composed of down-dipping facets. The majority of the correlations observed for <1m3 

events are with maximum values, which may either indicate that correlations with geometric 

parameters are stronger for smaller rockfalls or that the correlations are more observable for smaller 

rockfalls since a greater amount of their deformation is reliably captured with the given scan interval of 

~3 months.  

4.8 Conclusions 
This section summarizes the main conclusions regarding the results for rockfall block and sliding 

plane geometric properties by volume and by failure mode, correlations between roughness parameters 

for block fronts and sliding planes, correlations amongst geometric parameters, and correlations 

between geometric and deformation parameters, as previously discussed in this chapter. 

4.8.1 Rockfall Block and Sliding Plane Properties by Volume and Failure Mode 
Overall, parameters relating to the shape, orientation, and roughness of rockfall blocks were 

observed to be independent of volume. However, the roughness and stress exerted on sliding planes 

appear to have a moderate degree of volume dependency. The post-failure sliding planes of smallest 

rockfalls 0 – 0.5m3 in volume have the lowest average levels of roughness, theorized to be due to data 

density constraints and the resultant reduced ability to capture roughness at a scale significant to the 

event volume. Larger rockfalls >1m3 in volume have smoother sliding planes compared to 0.5 – 1m3 

events, theorized to be due to increased crushing of asperities due to higher levels of normal and shear 

stress, since >1m3 rockfall events have approximately 50% greater average stress levels compared to the 

average for smaller events. 
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When considering the relationship between rockfall failure modes and the geometric properties 

of their blocks and sliding planes, both the blocks and sliding planes of Mode 0 rockfalls are typically 

more shallowly dipping and oriented such that they are shortened in the dip direction. Additionally, the 

average Mode 0 sliding plane has 77% higher normal stress compared to the all-events average. 

Shallowly dipping sliding planes shortened in the dip direction and subjected to greater normal stress 

are therefore more likely to fail without demonstrating detectable pre-failure deformation with a ~3-

month scan interval. Mode 1 and Mode 3 events (which display pre-failure translation) tend to have 

sliding planes oriented such that they are more elongated in their dip direction, and Mode 0 and Mode 2 

(which do not display pre-failure translation) events tend to have sliding planes oriented such that they 

are shortened in the dip direction. The presence of detectable pre-failure translation, provided that is it 

kinematically feasible, is therefore potentially related to a sliding plane’s dip direction-A-axis angle.  

4.8.2 Correlations Between Roughness Parameters 
Three different parameters were used to assess the roughness of rockfall blocks and back 

surfaces: the 3D:2D surface area ratio, the total spherical variance of surface normal vectors (SVTOT), and 

the novel, empirically derived curvature-independent roughness (RCI) (See Appendix A). The usage of 

spherical variance-based methods (SVTOT and RCI) was preferred since they were found to be less 

sensitive to surface curvature and strong vertical variations. Since SVTOT and RCI were found to be 

strongly linearly correlated for both planar sliding planes and curved blocks, the increased complexity, 

limitations, and error involved when assessing a point cloud’s RCI value was deemed unnecessary for the 

purpose of approximating correlations between roughness and other parameters. However, RCI’s Cmax 

and R curvature parameters are still useful defining characteristics to extract for a rock block or sliding 

plane, and RCI will be more accurate than SVTOT if the small-scale surficial roughness of a highly curved 

surface is to be quantified. 
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4.8.3 Correlations Between Geometric Parameters 
The strongest correlations amongst all the assessed block and sliding plane geometric 

parameters are between the block dip angle and sliding plane dip angle, and the various relationships 

seen between sliding plane dip angle, down-dipping fraction, and normal stress.  

Due to their moderate positive correlation (0.63) and near equivalent average values, the dip 

angle of a rockfall block prior to failure tends to be equal to the dip of the post-failure sliding plane, and 

thus one value can be used to approximate the other for this slope. The down-dipping fraction of post-

failure sliding planes is strongly negatively correlated (-0.81) with the sliding plane dip angle and is 

positively logarithmically related to the sliding plane normal stress. Therefore, post-failure sliding planes 

with fewer remnant overhangs or ledges tend to be shallower and have higher levels of normal stress. 

4.8.4 Correlations Between Geometric and Deformation Parameters 
When considering all rockfall events in the database simultaneously, the strength of correlations 

between geometric and deformation parameters is limited. No strong correlations were observed 

between any block or sliding plane geometric parameters and pre-failure deformation duration, likely 

due to the challenges of having a scan interval representing a large percentage of the overall 

deformation duration, and the unknown effects of variable triggering and conditioning factors such as 

rainfall or thermal events. Correlations with pre-failure toppling were overall more frequently observed 

than correlations with pre-failure translation. 

Rockfalls at this site with shallowly dipping sliding planes and high volume will in general be 

expected to have comparatively lower levels of detectable (with a ~3 month scan interval) pre-failure 

deformation, especially toppling if the sliding plane is shallow, and will leave behind a relatively smooth 

sliding plane if higher magnitude pre-failure toppling occurs. 

Additional correlations are present if <1m3 or >1m3 rockfall events are considered separately. If 

the rockfall block is >1m3 in volume with a low A:B axis ratio, it is more likely to fall with little to no 
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detectable pre-failure deformation. If the rockfall block is <1m3 in volume, more detectable pre-failure 

toppling is expected for higher levels of shear and normal stress on the sliding plane. If more translation 

or toppling occurs, a higher portion of the post-failure sliding plane is expected to be composed of 

down-dipping facets. The majority of the correlations observed for <1m3 events are with maximum 

values, which may either indicate that correlations with geometric parameters are stronger for smaller 

rockfalls or that the correlations are more observable for smaller rockfalls since a greater amount of 

their deformation is reliably captured with the given scan interval of ~3 months.  
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Chapter 5: Final Discussion and Recommended Future Work 
This chapter presents a final overall discussion of the synthesis of observations and conclusions 

made in both Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis and what implication these results have upon both the 

direction of future investigations into rockfall pre-failure deformation behaviour, and the application of 

TLS-based change detection methods for rockfall forecasting and linear infrastructure risk management. 

5.1 Final Discussion 
Even with infrequent TLS scanning intervals of approximately 3 months, and an approximate 

overall average limit of detection of 1.5cm for translation and 0.3° for toppling, 87% (48 out of 55) of the 

rockfall events investigated in this study exhibited some form of detectable pre-failure deformation 

using the methodologies for roto-translation assessment as described in Chapter 3. The likelihood of 

detection decreases as the volume of the rockfall increases, with deformation seen for 100% of events 

<0.5m3, 84% of events >1m3, and 75% of events >5m3 (See Figure 42). The likelihood of a rockfall’s pre-

failure translation vector directly matching the kinematic prediction based on sliding plane orientations 

also increases with volume, with 87% of rockfalls >1m3 having translation vector azimuths in accordance 

(±30°) with those expected from the kinematic analysis. 

Therefore, long-term, i.e. monthly to yearly-scale, pre-failure deformation is very commonly 

exhibited by rockfalls at this site, especially for small rockfall events (<0.5m3). This deformation is readily 

detectable via ICP roto-translation techniques applied to a TLS dataset with a modest temporal and 

spatial resolution. If deformation is detected prior to failure for a block with predicted volume of >1m3, a 

kinematic analysis of the expected back surface geometry from joint set orientations should produce the 

likely translation vector, which may be useful input for 2D or 3D trajectory models. 

Although the presence of deformation long before failure may be frequently detected with a 

coarse scan interval for most rockfalls, predicting the time to failure presents a more significant 

challenge. With this study’s ~3-month scan interval, linear trends in detected pre-failure translation and 
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toppling were commonly observed, present in approximately 60% of all rockfall events with detectable 

deformation before failure. Detection of the acceleration of either translation or toppling behaviour as 

creep entered the tertiary phase was far less common, observed for only 12% and 18% of events, 

respectively, and all of these accelerating events were in the volume range of 0 – 0.5m3. Additionally, 

“stepped” (i.e. discontinuous) rates of translation and toppling were observed for 30% and 24% of 

events, respectively, with the likelihood increasing slightly for larger volume events (See Figure 48).  

Therefore, under these monitoring conditions, inverse velocity methods are not possible to 

reliably apply, especially for larger events, since tertiary-phase acceleration is rarely seen, and 

discontinuous deformation is also quite common. If inverse velocity methods are to be applied to 

rockfall deformation as quantified with the methods used in this study, especially larger (>0.5m3) 

volume rockfalls, a scan interval of considerably less than 3 months would be required. Methodologies 

dependent upon extrapolating current deformation trends are not suitable for predictions over long 

periods (Rose and Hungr 2007) and therefore require frequent data collection in order to stay updated 

with apparent trend changes. If acceleration of deformation occurs over the course of a few weeks, such 

as the 2600m3 rockfall scenario observed by Kromer et al. (2015) (See Figure 62)  it may be feasibly 

detectable via periodic TLS. If acceleration occurs over a daily or hourly time frame, a continuous 

monitoring solution would be required for reliable time-to-failure estimates. 

Defining the critical thresholds of deformation parameters, which may be conditional on the 

value of other slope properties, that indicate a change in the stability conditions of a slope can still be 

considered a type of forecasting, despite not delivering specific time-of-failure predictions. Threshold-

based forecasting may require less frequent data collection but will only offer qualitative conclusions 

regarding relative likelihoods of failure in the near future. Correlations between deformation and 

geometric parameters were investigated in Chapter 4, with the strongest ones summarized in Table 25. 
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Although several trends were observed between geometric and deformation characteristics, the 

only correlation strong enough to permit potential parametric thresholds with deformation to be stated 

was between pre-failure toppling magnitude and rockfall volume. There is a clear trend in the minimum, 

average, and maximum pre-failure toppling values as a function of volume as previously shown in Figure 

54 in Section 3.5.3 and shown again here in Figure 110. 

 

Figure 110: Example of the range of detectable pre-failure toppling behaviour observed in this study, as a function of volume 

Detectable pre-failure toppling is commonly observed in the rockfall inventory collected for this 

study, present in 40 out of 55 (73%) cases. The likelihood of pre-failure toppling being present decreases 

with volume, present in 100% of events <0.5m3, 64% of events 0.5-1m3, and 56% of events >1m3. If 

toppling is detected for a rockfall prior to its failure and the event volume is estimated, the current state 

of toppling can be compared to historical toppling magnitudes for the relevant volume category. 

Provided that the rockfall is still in the secondary linear phase of creep, an event with a current pre-

failure toppling magnitude equal to or greater than the category average is likely closer to failure than 

an event with pre-failure toppling below the category average (but greater than 0). A complete lack of 

detectable pre-failure toppling does not imply that an event is more stable, especially for larger events 

since a higher proportion tend to fail without any detectable pre-failure toppling.  
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Despite being unable to define specific deformation thresholds as a function of a parameter 

value for the other correlations summarized in Table 25, they may still useful when comparing the 

relative amounts of expected deformation of two otherwise equivalent rockfall events. In addition to 

the previously mentioned correlation with volume, rockfalls at this site with more steeply dipping sliding 

planes are expected to have comparatively higher levels of detectable (with a ~3 month scan interval) 

pre-failure deformation, especially toppling. If the rockfall block is predicted to be <1m3 in volume, 

higher magnitude detectable pre-failure toppling is expected for higher levels of shear and normal stress 

on the sliding plane. Correlations between sliding plane roughness and deformation are also seen, but 

since the sliding plane surface is not exposed prior to failure, this relationship is not useful for 

forecasting purposes. 

Assessment of whether a currently stable region of the rockmass is more or less likely to 

demonstrate detectable pre-failure deformation in the future is also important if relative hazard is to be 

assessed. The most notable difference of Mode 0 events (no deformation detected) is that they have 

sliding planes with markedly above average normal stress (See Figure 111).  

 

Figure 111: The difference in maximum, average, and minimum sliding plane normal stress for Mode 0 events vs. events 
displaying detectable pre-failure deformation 
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Despite there being considerable overlap between the range of sliding plane normal stresses 

seen for Mode 0 and Mode 1-3 rockfalls, the likelihood of an event being Mode 0 is increased if the 

predicted sliding plane normal stress is above ~15.5 kPa, and the likelihood of an event demonstrating 

detectable deformation (Mode 1-3) is increased if it is below ~1.07 kPa. Ambiguity exists for normal 

stress levels between these two values. Additionally, If the rockfall block is predicted to be >1m3 in 

volume, there is a strong correlation between whether detectable translation occurs and the block A:B 

axis ratio. All >1m3 rockfalls with an A:B axis ratio above 2 demonstrated pre-failure translation, and if 

the A:B axis ratio was below 2, 64% of them were Mode 0 (See Figure 94). 

In summary, such observations and correlations can be incorporated into the following general 

procedure to assess a rockfall’s likely relative progression towards failure based on the current state of 

its deformation and various observable or predictable physical parameters:  

1. Assess the roto-translation over time of a region of slope expected to develop into a 

rockfall event, such as regions demonstrating potential precursor rockfall activity. 

2. Assess the value of parameters that have been demonstrated to be strongly correlated 

with detectable pre-failure translation or toppling magnitude, and also with Mode 0 

events. 

3. If deformation is not currently present, assess if there is an increased chance that this 

event is a Mode 0 by comparing the event’s parameters to those representative of a 

Mode 0 rockfall. If a rockfall does not contain any traits of a Mode 0 rockfall and 

currently does not display deformation, progression towards failure is considered very 

low.  

4. If deformation is present, compare the current value of translation or toppling to the 

maximum, average, and minimum historical values for events with a similar value of a 

chosen strongly correlated parameter. If the deformation value exceeds the historical 
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maximum, progression towards failure is considered very high, and if it is less than the 

historical minimum, progression towards failure is considered very low. If the 

deformation value is within the historical range but above or below average, 

progression towards failure is considered high and low, respectively. When comparing 

the likely relative progression towards failure of two rockfalls with similar values of the 

strongly correlated parameter(s), other weaker correlations may be used to 

differentiate them. If acceleration is seen, progression towards failure is considered very 

high, regardless of parameter values. 

5.2 Recommended Future Work 
The current workflow for assessment of rockfall pre-failure deformation via roto-translation, as 

described in Chapter 3, is intended for rockfalls that have already occurred. Since forecasting naturally 

would require assessment of deformation for rockfalls that have not yet failed, a methodology for the 

identification of deforming regions of the slope needs to be developed. Vector-based change detection 

methods such as M3C2 can characterize out-of-slope change but have limited ability to accurately 

capture slope-parallel motion. Since the algorithms for the assessment of roto-translation over time 

have been largely automated and verified to perform well under a wide range of geometric and 

deformation scenarios (see Section 3.4.1), roto-translation could be systematically applied to a regular 

grid or voxel network spanning an entire slope. Selecting an appropriate grid size and dealing with errors 

associated with volume loss or gain within each individual region are anticipated to be the most 

significant challenges with this analysis. 

Precursor rockfall events may be present before precursor deformation is detectable, and the 

rate of precursor rockfall, like deformation, may accelerate prior to failure. The likelihood of detectable 

precursor rockfall activity at this study site appears to increase linearly as the parent rockfall volume 

threshold increases (Figure 60), and Mode 0 events are not less likely to exhibit precursor rockfalls. 
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Therefore, precursor rockfall may be useful for forecasting the behaviour of larger rockfalls, which are 

more likely to fail discontinuously or without a detectable acceleration phase, once a methodology for 

the identification of precursor rockfalls and proof of their association with rockfall activity has been 

established.  

A period of more frequent monitoring would potentially enable a greater understanding of the 

impacts of known temperature and precipitation-related environmental triggers on pre-failure 

deformation patterns. Although past studies may indicate that rockfall pre-failure deformation occurs 

independent of environmental factors (Rosser et al. 2007), the relationship could be more complex than 

a direct correlation. For example, environmental conditions could trigger the tertiary acceleration phase 

of rockfalls that are already deforming, with the duration of the acceleration period being a function of 

block volume and other factors. This would result in a lag period which would not be directly correlated 

with any specific weather event but would result in the seasonal patterns seen by Peckover and Kerr 

(1977), Hungr et al. (1999), and Rowe (2017). Understanding the effects of triggering conditions and 

tertiary phase behaviour is critical for reliable forecasting of rockfall time-to-failure. 

Adding more rockfall events to the deformation database will enable investigation of 

deformation statistics for more specific subsets of events (e.g. deformation of Mode 1, >1m3, A:B Ratio 

>2 events). Currently, if such filtering criteria are applied simultaneously, a statistically insignificant 

number of events remain. This would enable the identification of stronger correlations that may exist 

only when multiple parameters are involved. There is also a current relative lack of understanding of 

very large events (>10m3), due to their rarity of occurrence at the selected study site. The higher hazard 

potential of larger volume events places increased priority on understanding their behaviour for 

effective risk management. Inclusion of information for rockfall events from other study sites will also 

provide insight as to whether the conclusions made regarding rockfall pre-failure deformation are 

unique or more generally applicable to similar slopes in the region. 
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Appendix A: Curvature-Independent Roughness Assessment: 

Development of the RCI Parameter 
Spherical variance can be used as a measure of roughness via variability of surface normal 

orientation, but variability in normal vector orientation can either be due to large-scale surficial 

curvature, or small-scale noise. For example, a smooth curved plane can have the same spherical 

variance as a flat, noisy plane. To resolve this ambiguity, the “RCI” parameter was empirically derived via 

an investigation of how spherical variance changes for a series of synthetically generated clouds with 

varying curvature and surficial noise. RCI describes the magnitude of spherical variance of the normal 

vectors of a series of points defining a 3D surface, with an empirical correction for increased vector 

variance due to large-scale surficial curvature. It is therefore an approximate measure of small-scale 

surficial noise. RCI can be calculated for real rockfall block geometries obtained via terrestrial laser 

scanning by measuring the cloud’s total spherical variance (SVTOT), its curvature (Cmax), and its degree of 

curvature symmetry (R). 

A.1 Synthetic Surface Creation and the Derivation of RCI 
Synthetic Surface Creation:  

In order to derive the RCI parameter, it must be understood how spherical variance changes as a 

function of both larger-scale curvature and smaller-scale surficial noise. To investigate this, a series of 

synthetic paraboloidal point clouds were created with varying degrees of curvature, curvature 

symmetry, and surficial noise using the surfcreate.m and Surface_Creation.m scripts (See Appendix F.2.1 

and F.2.2).  

Maximum curvature and curvature symmetry of the synthetic point cloud were varied by 

selecting different “a” and “b” parameters in the below equation for a paraboloidal surface: 

 

 
(12) 
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Surficial noise of these paraboloidal point clouds was systematically increased by applying 

random positive or negative vertical shifts to each point in the cloud with a magnitude according to a 

zero-mean normal distribution with increasing variance. The value of RCI for each synthetic cloud is equal 

to the variance of this distribution. The limits for the values of the roughness (maximum value: 2) and 

curvature parameters (minimum value: 6, maximum value: 20 (near planar)) were selected subjectively 

based on the observed range of rock block shapes and roughnesses seen at this study site. 

To generate surfaces with more realistic (i.e. less “spiky”) geometry from these synthetically 

generated point clouds, they were subsequently meshed via Poisson surface reconstruction (octree 

depth: 10, boundaries: Drichlet, samples per node: 1.50) in CloudCompare (See Figure 25 in Section 

3.4.1 for an illustration of the appearance of these Poisson meshes). The spherical variance of the 

surface normals of these surfaces was then calculated under the varying curvature and roughness 

conditions. 

Derivation of the RCI  Equation:  

The first step in deriving the empirical formula for RCI was to understand how spherical variance 

increases as a function of surficial noise and curvature for a symmetric (i.e. a = b) paraboloid. 96 

synthetically generated point clouds representing all combinations of 8 varying degrees of curvature and 

12 varying degrees of surficial noise were meshed via Poisson surface reconstruction and had their 

normals and spherical variances calculated. The results are shown in Figure 112 below. 
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Figure 112: A plot showing how the spherical variance of point cloud normals increases as a function of curvature and RCI for 
symmetric paraboloids 

Spherical variance increases as the curvature value decreases (i.e. as curvature increases, since 

this parameter is in the denominator of the paraboloid equation) and as the RCI value increases, as 

expected. It can be observed in Figure 112 that an approximate linear relationship exists between RCI 

and SVTOT, with y-intercepts and slopes that are also a function of the point cloud’s curvature. Finding 

models for the y-intercept and slopes as a function of curvature would enable creation of an equation 

which describes the expected SVTOT value for any given point cloud’s RCI (0 ≤ RCI ≤ 2) and curvature (6 ≤ C 

≤ 20). This equation can then be rearranged to provide the expected RCI given the point cloud’s SVTOT and 

curvature, both of which can be measured for real rockfall geometries. 

The pattern of SVTOT intercepts (i.e. when RCI = 0) most closely matches a 4th degree polynomial 

relationship, with the domain restricted such that 5≤C≤20 (See Figure 113). This model was selected 

because an exponential decay model did not provide an adequate fit, and the domain of 5≤C≤20 was 

found to capture all the curvature magnitudes seen for real rockfall block front geometries in this study.  
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Additionally, as the curvature parameter decreases, increasing the RCI has a diminishing effect on the 

overall spherical variance (i.e. reduced slope), as shown by the approximate logarithmic trend seen in 

Figure 114. 

 

Figure 113:The effect of decreasing symmetric curvature on the point cloud normal spherical variance value, holding RCI constant 
at 0 

 

Figure 114: The approximate logarithmic relationship of the increased effect of RCI on the total spherical variance value as 
symmetric curvature decreases 
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These two models for the slope and intercept as a function of curvature representing any given 

best-fit line in SVTOT - RCI space can be combined into the following linear equation: 

 

 

  (13) 

When plotted, this model for symmetrical case spherical variance is as shown in Figure 115. It is valid for 

0 ≤ RCI ≤ 2 and 6 ≤ C ≤ 20. 

 

Figure 115: Modelled effect of RCI and curvature on spherical variance, if the paraboloid is symmetrical (a = b) 

This equation becomes as follows when rearranged for RCI: 

 

 
(14) 

This form of the RCI equation is only valid if the curvature of the surface is symmetric in both the 

X and Y dimensions. If the paraboloid has a lesser degree of curvature about either the X or the Y axis, 
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which is guaranteed to be the case for a real rockfall block front cloud, the spherical variance will be 

decreased due to reduced overall curvature.  

To investigate the effects of asymmetry, a series of synthetic clouds with the curvature applied 

to only the X dimension (See Figure 116) were created for comparison with the previously generated 

clouds which had symmetric curvature.  

 

Figure 116: Comparison of a surface with symmetric curvature (C = 10) (top), with near asymmetric curvature (bottom) 

The magnitude of decrease in spherical variance when curvature is only in one dimension is 

dependent on the maximum amount of curvature (Cmax) and the amount of surficial noise (RCI). For a 

highly curved paraboloidal surface, reducing curvature in one dimension would result in a large change 

to the overall normal vector spherical variance, but for a near planar surface, the change would be near 

non-existent (See Figure 121). For a rough surface, the majority of spherical variance is due to surficial 

noise and reducing the amount of curvature has less of an impact on the overall normal spherical 

variance (See Figure 117).  
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Figure 117: Experimental reduction of SVTOT due to asymmetry, as a function of curvature and surficial noise (RCI) 
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As done before with the symmetric cases, models for the slopes and intercepts for the 

trendlines in SVTOT – RCI space as a function of curvature for the asymmetric curvature cases were also 

derived. The trend in best-fit line y-intercepts was found to be closely approximated by an exponential 

relationship, and the slopes were found to be largely linearly increasing with curvature. 

 

Figure 118: The effect of decreasing asymmetric curvature on the point cloud normal spherical variance value, holding RCI 
constant at 0 

 

Figure 119: The approximate linear relationship of the increased effect of RCI on the total spherical variance value as 
asymmetric curvature decreases 
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From these models, an SVTOT equation was derived for purely asymmetrical cases: 

 

  (15) 

When plotted, this model for the purely asymmetrical (curvature only exists about one axis of the 

paraboloid) case spherical variance is as shown in Figure 120. It is valid for 0 ≤ RCI ≤ 2 and 6 ≤ C ≤ 20. 

 

Figure 120: Modelled effect of RCI and curvature on spherical variance, if the paraboloid is purely asymmetrical (a>0, b→∞) 

These two models (symmetric and asymmetric) for point cloud normal spherical variance as a 

function of RCI and curvature represent the two end-member scenarios of the ratio of minimum to 

maximum curvature (R) for the paraboloidal surface. Before a generalized model for RCI can be made, it 

must be understood how the spherical variance value transitions from the modelled result for the 

asymmetrical case to the modelled result for the symmetrical case as the R ratio approaches 1. 
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Figure 121: Comparison of the effect of eliminating one axis’s curvature on point cloud normal spherical variance as a function 
of the degree of curvature 

The two data series in Figure 121 represent the reduction in point cloud normal spherical 

variance as curvature decreases for both a symmetric and purely asymmetric case. As expected, the 

spherical variance for a symmetric case is always greater than that for an asymmetric case when 

roughness and curvature is held constant, due to reduced overall curvature of the cloud. The magnitude 

of the difference is almost solely a function of curvature, increasing roughness by a specific amount has 

a similar impact on the total spherical variance value, regardless of whether the curvature is 

symmetrical. The convergence of these two curves in Figure 121 also indicates that asymmetry has less 

of an impact on normal spherical variance as curvature decreases, with the difference negligible for 

values of C >~18.  

For a given degree of curvature and roughness, and as the R ratio increases from 1 (symmetric), 

the spherical variance value will progress in some manner from the expected “symmetric” value to the 

“asymmetric” value. The absolute reduction of SVTOT due to asymmetry is a function of both curvature 

and the R ratio, but it was found through measuring the surface normal spherical variances of surfaces 

with varying curvature and R ratios (See Figure 122) that the percentage reduction of the symmetrical 
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SVTOT value towards the asymmetrical SVTOT value as the R ratio increased was largely independent of 

curvature.  

 

Figure 122: The decay of point cloud normal spherical variance values from the symmetric case (R = 1) to the asymmetric case as 
the R ratio increases, as a function of curvature 

This plot (Figure 122) shows the decay of spherical variance towards the asymmetric case as the 

R Ratio increases. All SVTOT values decay to the asymmetric case value for R ratios greater than 

approximately 5. The average percentage reduction towards the asymmetric SVTOT value from the 

symmetric SVTOT value as a function of R ratio for the various curvatures is shown and modelled in Figure 

123. 

Symmetric SVTOT 

Asymmetric SVTOT 
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Figure 123: The average percentage decay of the point cloud normal spherical variance as the R ratio increases 

The decay behaviour followed by a horizontal asymptote was found to be best modelled by a 5th 

degree polynomial with the domain strictly limited to 1<R<5. This limitation of 5 for the maximum value 

of R is acceptable because there is negligible change to the spherical variance result as R increases 

beyond this value. Point clouds with values of R greater than 5 are effectively purely asymmetrical. This 

model is referred to as the % Reduction equation. 

In conclusion, we have 3 formulas that are used to calculate RCI for a point cloud with a given 

normal spherical variance, curvature, and R ratio: 

1. The Symmetry Equation: (0<RCI<2, 6<C<20) 

This describes the expected normal spherical variance as a function of RCI and curvature for a 

point cloud with symmetric curvature. 

 

 

 

(16) 

2. The Asymmetry Equation: (0<RCI<2, 6<C<20) 

(Domain limited to 1<R<5) 
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This describes the expected normal spherical variance as a function of RCI and curvature for a 

point cloud with pure asymmetric curvature (R>5). 

  (17) 

3. The % Reduction Equation: (1<R<5) 

This describes how the normal spherical variance decays from the expected symmetrical case 

value to the expected asymmetrical case value for intermediate cases, as a function of the R ratio. When 

R is 1, the reduction from the symmetrical case is 0% (i.e. equal to the symmetric case), and when R>5, 

the reduction towards the asymmetrical case is 100% of the difference (i.e. equal to the asymmetric 

case). 

  (18) 

Therefore, to calculate the final expected spherical variance for any case with a given Cmax, RCI, and R 

ratio: 

 
 

(19) 

For brevity, let the coefficients of the linear equations for the symmetric and asymmetric forms of the 

SVTOT equation take the shortened forms of (A)*RCI+(B), and (C)*RCI+(D), respectively: 

  (20) 

Rearranging for RCI: 

 

 

 
(21) 
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A.2 Derivation of an Empirical Formula for RCI Error 
The uncertainty in RCI must be quantified as it propagates into calculations for other parameters 

which are roughness-dependent and use the RCI result for a point cloud as input (e.g. the random 

sampling-induced error model). Uncertainty in the RCI model exists due to approximations and 

assumptions made during the development of empirical models, as well as slight variability in SVTOT 

results due to the randomness of the noise introduced into synthetic calibration cases from which the 

RCI parameter was derived. To assess the final RCI model’s accuracy, multiple new synthetic cases were 

re-created with known Cmax, RCI, and R values (R = 1,2,6, Cmax = 6,10,20, RCI = 0,0.5,1,2), their spherical 

variances measured, and their RCI values (according to the models) were calculated. These modelled RCI 

results were compared with the “true” RCI’s defined when the surfaces were generated in order to 

assess the magnitude of deviance under various curvature, symmetry, and surficial noise conditions. 

It was found that there was an weak correlation of RCI with the magnitude of RCI error (absolute 

difference between the modelled and “true” values), but the error had a general increasing trend with 

increasing curvature (decreasing Cmax) and a moderate correlation with increasing R ratio. Additionally, 

the rate of error increase as curvature increases is greater for surfaces with a larger R ratio. Therefore, 

symmetrical, near-planar point clouds have the lowest expected error associated with determining their 

RCI value, and highly curved, highly asymmetrical surfaces have the highest degree of error (See Figure 

124).  
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Figure 124: Average differences between “modelled” and “true” RCI values for cases with varying curvature and R ratio 

The average RCI error trends, as a function of curvature shown in Figure 124, can be roughly 

modelled using linear equations, with the trends in their slopes and intercepts as a function of the R 

ratio also modelled linearly,  shown in Figure 125 and Figure 126 below. 

 

Figure 125: Y-intercepts of the trendlines modelling RCI error trends as a function of curvature, as a function of the R ratio 
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Figure 126: Slopes of the trendlines modelling RCI error trends as a function of curvature, as a function of the R ratio 

Combination of these two models for RCI error trendline y-intercept and slope results in the 

following equation to roughly approximate RCI error as a function of curvature and R ratio (6<Cmax<20, 

1<R<6): 

  (22) 

Figure 127 is a graphical representation of this error model, showing R ratios of 1,2, and 6 as an 

example. 

 

Figure 127: Modelled RCI errors as a function of curvature and R ratio 
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A.3 Applying the Empirical RCI Formulae to Non-synthetic Geometries 
When the synthetic cases were used to derive the RCI formula, maximum curvature (Cmax), 

curvature symmetry (R) and surficial noise (RCI) were defined and spherical variance (SVTOT) was 

measured in order to understand the relationship between these variables. Calculating RCI and related 

empirical parameters such as RCI error for real rock block front point clouds using the empirical 

equations previously derived therefore requires a robust means of calculating spherical variance of 

surface normals, curvature, and curvature symmetry. The RCI_Calculation.m script found in Appendix 

F.4 is used to calculate these parameters and then subsequently input these values into the empirically 

derived equations for RCI.  

This script requires a series of point clouds in .pcd format with surface normals calculated via 

triangulation as input, rotated such that their least-squares best-fit planes are parallel to the +Z 

direction. Spherical variance of surface normals is calculated for each point cloud according to: 

 

 
(23) 

Where N is the number of vectors and R is the magnitude of the resultant, as discussed 

previously in Section 4.2.1. In this study, curvature and curvature symmetry were measured for point 

clouds using the second-degree polynomial surface fit function in MATLAB’s curve fitting toolbox. To 

identify the maximum curvature of each point cloud (Cmax) and the ratio of maximum to minimum 

curvature (i.e. curvature asymmetry (R)), the RCI_Calculation.m script incrementally rotates each cloud 

about the Z-axis, extracts the X and Y curvature coefficients of the paraboloidal surface fit (“P20” and 

“P02”, respectively), and finds the orientation at which the difference is maximized. For consistency with 

the synthetically generated cases, this axis perpendicular to the direction of maximum curvature is 

oriented towards +Y. With the clouds in this orientation, the Cmax parameter used to define the degree 
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of curvature for the synthetically generated cases is related to the coefficients “P20” and “P02” from the 

polynomial surface according to: 

 

 
(24) 

 

 
(25) 

 

 

(26) 

R is equal to the ratio of the X curvature coefficient to the Y curvature coefficient from the 

MATLAB polynomial surface fit:  

 

 
(27) 

However, these definitions of Cmax and R are not entirely correct, as it was observed that the P20 

and P02 coefficient results from MATLAB’s paraboloidal surface fitting algorithm are dependent on the 

overall dimensions of the inputted point clouds, even if their overall shapes are identical at their given 

scale. Figure 128 compares the average X (P20) and Y (P02) curvature coefficients for synthetically 

created symmetric point clouds with identical geometric parameters (Cmax of 10 and RCI of 2) but with 

overall dimensions varying from 4 x 4 to 80 x 80 units. A highly rough surface was chosen to prove that 

the surface fits are accurate even for higher levels of surficial noise.  
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Figure 128: The power law relationship between decreasing polynomial surface fitting coefficients as point cloud extent 
increases 

This power-law scale dependency exists because the Z-coordinates of a paraboloid are a 

function of the square of the X and Y co-ordinates. If a paraboloid with a given curvature in the X and Y 

dimensions is reduced to a smaller size, preserving all angles (Figure 129), the magnitude of the P20 and 

P02 coefficients required to achieve the necessary Z value at each point will increase, due to the 

exponentially reduced product of the lower magnitude X and Y co-ordinates.  

 

 

Figure 129: An example of the same symmetrical paraboloidal surface (Cmax = 10, RCI = 2), at various scales 
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This relationship is weak because the synthetic cases from which the empirical RCI equations 

were derived are fundamentally not of the same scale as all natural rockfall block front geometries. 

Therefore, the P20 and P02 coefficients obtained from performing the surface fits to real rockfall fronts 

must be corrected in order to get the values in the same terms as those used in the empirical equations. 

This requires the additional step of extracting the X and Y extent of each point cloud after they have 

been rotated such that the maximum curvature axis is oriented towards +Y, as previously mentioned. 

These extents are used to correct the X and Y curvature results according to the relationship displayed in 

Figure 130. P20(E) refers to the uncorrected coefficient value from a surface fit for a point cloud of any 

size, and P20(80) is the corrected value for what that coefficient would be if the extent was 80 units (the 

extent of the synthetic cases used to derive the empirical RCI equations). 

 

Figure 130: The required corrections that must be applied to P20 and P02 values, as a function of cloud extent, such that they 
are congruent with the definition of Cmax used for the 80x80 synthetic cases 

The power law fit to this plot confirms the theoretically expected corrective divisor of 80/E (i.e. a 

multiplier of E/80), with slight error existing due to the noise introduced to the point clouds. Therefore, 

P20 and P02 are individually corrected for scale by multiplying by Ex/80 or Ey/80, respectively. The 

previous equations for Cmax and R can now be updated to consider these corrections for scale 

dependency: 
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(28) 

 

 
(29) 

 

 

(30) 

 

 

(31) 

RCI and RCI error can now be correctly calculated for a point cloud of any X extent (Ex) and Y extent (Ey) 

using these formulas. 

A.4 Relating RCI to Asperity Amplitude and the JRC 
In order to give the RCI values context in terms of the scale of roughness being captured, the 

asperity amplitudes and JRC (Barton 1973) values for a series of 12 different synthetically generated 

(using Surface_Creation.m, see Appendix F.2)  1m x 1m symmetric planar surfaces with RCI values 

ranging from 0 to 2 were calculated. Asperity amplitude is defined as the unsigned (i.e. absolute value) 

distance of a given point from a best fit plane or surface to the entire point cloud. The point clouds were 

meshed via Poisson surface reconstruction and a least-squares best-fit plane was fit to the resultant 

surface in CloudCompare. The average, maximum, and 99% confidence interval distances of the mesh 

nodes from the best-fit planes were computed as a function of RCI. Additionally, JRC was approximated 

according to the maximum asperity amplitude (a) and profile length (L) (Palmstrøm 1995) and compared 

to those for RCI: 

 
 

(32) 
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In addition to the primary spherical variance and curvature-based definition, RCI can be 

alternatively described according to the asperity amplitude statistics shown in the following plots and 

associated linear equations. 

 

Figure 131: Effect of increasing RCI on the mean and maximum asperity amplitude for a planar surface 

As RCI increases, there is a linear increase in the mean and maximum asperity amplitude, as 

shown for a 1m profile in Figure 131. The error bars for mean amplitude are equal to the 99% 

confidence interval (Figure 133). The values for maximum and mean absolute amplitude also increase 

linearly as a function of profile length (L), resulting in the equations: 

  (33) 

  (34) 

To further define the distribution of asperity amplitudes, standard error (SE) of the mean as a function 

of RCI was also calculated, according to the below equation and shown in Figure 132. σ is the standard 

deviation and n is the number of points.  
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(35) 

 

 

Figure 132: Standard error of the mean asperity amplitude, as a function of RCI 

Standard deviation and standard error linearly increase with the RCI value, indicating increased 

variability in the asperity amplitude as RCI increases. From this standard error, a 99% confidence interval 

can also be calculated for the mean for each value of RCI according to: 

 

 
(36) 
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Figure 133: 99% confidence intervals for the mean absolute asperity amplitude 

It can be concluded that there is overall low variability in the asperity amplitude for the 

synthetically generated surfaces, with the maximum asperity amplitudes representing significant 

outliers. 

For reference to a well-known pre-existing system used to measure joint roughness, the RCI 

value was also related to JRC by cross referencing their maximum asperity amplitude-based definitions: 

JRC is related to maximum asperity amplitude according to (Palmstrøm 1995): 

 

RCI is related to maximum asperity amplitude according to (see Figure 131): 

  (37) 

For profile length (L) of 1, and solving for JRC: 

  (38) 
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Figure 134: The linear relationship between JRC and RCI 

Therefore, both RCI and JRC are linearly related to maximum asperity amplitude and can also be 

related to each other linearly. An RCI value of 2 approximately corresponds to a JRC value of 20 when 

maximum asperity amplitude is used as the comparative metric. However, this does not mean any given 

surface with an RCI of ~2 will have a JRC of ~20, since RCI ultimately relies on a fundamentally different 

underlying definition of roughness: spherical variance. A surface that has one large asperity but is 

otherwise smooth would have a lower RCI but a high JRC, for example.  
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Appendix B: The Minimum Point Requirement for Roto-translation 
Section 3.4.2 outlines the derivation of an error model for random-sampling induced roto-

translation errors. It was found that the degree of random sampling-induced error (RSI error) was a 

function of both the roughness of the point cloud as well as the amount of data collected on the surface. 

When testing 1m x 1m regions (See Figure 26 in Section 3.4.2) RSI error was observed to have a sharp 

increase in magnitude and randomness, especially for smoother surfaces, when the point spacing was 

set to be coarser than 6cm, which corresponded to approximately 200 total points for that 1m2 region. 

However, if only one region size is tested, it is ambiguous whether it is a matter of data density or the 

absolute number of points defining this threshold of sudden increase in random sampling error. This 

sudden threshold where error dramatically increases to magnitudes equal to or greater than a typical 

deformation signal was deemed to be the “minimum requirement” for reliable roto-translation. 

B.1 Dependence on Number of Points vs. Point Density 
To resolve this ambiguity, an additional test to investigate the effects of false random-sampling 

induced roto-translation for varying degrees of roughness was performed for a series of 3m x 3m 

surfaces for comparison with the results for a series of 1m x 1m surfaces. From the same set of scans 

used for the 1m x 1m RSI tests in Section 3.4.2, a series of 3m x 3m regions with similar varying degrees 

of roughness (RCI) were extracted. These regions were subsampled to even point spacings of 2, 4, 6, 8, 

and 10cm, for direct comparison with the 1m x 1m cases, and were also evenly subsampled to the same 

number of points as the corresponding 1m x 1m cases with the same point densities (1350, 450, 250, 

150, and 100 points). False random sampling-induced translation and toppling as a function of RCI was 

measured under these varying number of points and point density scenarios for comparison with the 1m 

x 1m cases, following the procedures described in Section 3.4.2. 
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When point spacing is held consistent between the 1m x 1m cases (Figure 135, top) and the 3m 

x 3m cases (Figure 135, bottom), the latter has markedly lower amounts of false induced translation and 

toppling. When comparing the 1m x 1m and 3m x 3m cases that have an equivalent number of points 

(Figure 135 top vs. middle), the amount of induced translation and toppling as a function of RCI are also 

approximately equivalent. This trend was observed for all tested point densities and point spacings; 

Figure 135 shows the 4cm spacing / ~460-point case as an example. This indicates that the reduction in 

RSI error as the amount of data increases is due to an increased number of points, not an increased 

cloud density. “Number of points” is therefore the appropriate scale-independent metric to use when 

stating the magnitude of RSI error as a function of the quantity of data collected and RCI.   
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Figure 135: Comparison of false random sampling induced translation and toppling for 1m x 1m test cases to 3m x 3m cases of 
an equal number of points and equal point density 

An additional test with two real rockfall geometries of differing scale and their actual 

deformation time series was conducted in order to further confirm this conclusion that RSI error is 

“number of points” dependent and not point spacing dependent. Rockfall events “RB302” and “RB303” 
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were used for this test, as they have distinct, fairly linear cumulative deformation trends in accordance 

with kinematics, and their block fronts also consist of many points (1000+), permitting subsampling. 

RB302 is a larger rockfall event (0.88m3), with approximately 3 times the exposed surface area of RB303 

(0.13m3). Both events have a similar block roughness (RCI) of 1.56±0.19 and 0.94±0.18, respectively. All 

point clouds in both the RB302 and RB303 deformation time series were evenly subsampled to 4, 6, 8, 

10, and 16cm and the cumulative roto-translation analysis was re-performed for each degree of point 

spacing for comparison with the deformation results obtained when using the full density clouds. The 

usage of two events of significantly differing size permits the disambiguation of whether the observed 

deviations from the full density case is due to point density, or number of points. “Error” was calculated 

by measuring the difference between the “true” (no subsampling) and the “subsampled” cumulative 

translation and toppling magnitude results. Figure 136 shows the effect of subsampling on the average 

deviation of the subsampled cloud’s cumulative translation and toppling from the un-subsampled case, 

both in terms of number of points and point density. 
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Figure 136: Comparison of the average deviation of cumulative translation and toppling from the un-subsampled case when the 
point cloud time series for RB302 and RB303 were subsampled at varying degrees (on both a “number of points” basis, and a 
“point density” basis) 

By investigating the upper two plots (which refer to number of points) in Figure 136, it can be 

seen that the trends for the RB302 and RB303 averages are nearly identical, with the error in both 

cumulative translation and toppling increasing markedly when the clouds contained fewer than ~200 

points. However, when point density is instead used as a metric, the errors for RB303 are higher, with 

the marked increase in error occurring at a higher point density threshold than for RB302. This is due to 

RB303’s smaller size, and therefore lower number of total points at a given density. Therefore, number 

of points is a more appropriate scale-independent metric than point density for RSI error, confirmed 

with both stationary and deforming block geometries. 
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B.2 Determination of the Minimum Point Threshold for Roto-translation 
The previous tests in Appendix B.1 using RB302 and RB302 (Figure 136) appear to indicate that 

RSI error drastically increases below a threshold of approximately 200 points, regardless of block size. To 

further prove this and more confidently define the minimum point threshold required to minimize roto-

translation errors, the false RSI-induced translation and toppling results from the 1m x 1m tests for 

regions of various roughness and point density described in Section 3.4.2 were plotted in Figure 137 and 

Figure 138, respectively.  

 

Figure 137: Average RSI-induced translation as a function of the number of points for several 1m x 1m surfaces of varying 
roughness 
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Figure 138: Average RSI-induced toppling as a function of the number of points for several 1m x 1m surfaces of varying 
roughness 

Several conclusions can be drawn from these two graphs. Firstly, RSI translation and toppling 

error is dramatically larger and much more variable for surfaces with very low RCI (<~0.3) (e.g. data 

series “S1” and “S5” in Figure 137 and Figure 138). However, the lowest recorded RCI of a rockfall front 

currently in the database is 0.52±0.13, so this increased error scenario is unlikely to be encountered 

when tracking deformation of a real rock block front. Secondly, as RCI increases, the rate of growth of RSI 

error magnitude and variability as a function of the number of points decreases. Finally, the transition 

point at which error starts to increase rapidly is consistent regardless of RCI and can be considered to 

occur at between ~200 points (conservative) and ~150 points (less conservative) (See Figure 139 for a 

clearer illustration of the trends for higher RCI surfaces present in Figure 137). 
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Figure 139: Average RSI-induced translation as a function of the number of points for several 1m x 1m surfaces of varying 
roughness, omitting cases with very low RCI 

In conclusion, RSI error is a function of number of points, not point density, and for this error to 

be small compared to the magnitude of expected rock block deformation signals, the block geometry 

being roto-translated should have at least ~200 points. Provided that the rock block geometry is not of 

exceptionally low roughness (RCI <~0.3), exceeding this point threshold will ensure that RSI translation 

error remains <1cm, and that RSI toppling error remains less than <0.2°, regardless of the scale of the 

event. When the block geometry contains  fewer than 200 points, RSI error becomes of prohibitively 

large magnitude and no longer predictably obeys the empirical RSI-induced error curves previously 

derived in Section 3.4.2. 
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Appendix C: Deformation Vector Addition 
This Appendix outlines the inputs, logic, and outputs behind the vectoradditon.m (See Appendix 

F.6.1) and Deformation_Vector_Addition.m (See Appendix F.6.2) scripts. These scripts are used to take 

two separate translation and toppling vectors and sum them together to find a resultant translation and 

toppling vector which describes total deformation with respect to the first vector’s starting point. This 

calculation is required to determine a value for overall translation or overall toppling if a rock block 

exhibits detectable deformation across multiple baselines. 

“Translation” refers to motion of a block’s centroid through space, with the centroid location 

calculated according to the median value of the point cloud’s X, Y, and Z co-ordinates. “Toppling” refers 

to the component of rotation with respect to the positive-Z axis. It should be noted that the term 

“toppling magnitude” refers to the value of this angle with the Z-axis, and not the length of the vector, 

which is undefined. These translation and toppling components are extracted from the transformation 

matrix solution to the application of MATLAB’s iterative closest point registration of the final point cloud 

in each baseline to the first cloud in that baseline. 

C.1 Translation and Toppling Addition 
The following inputs are required by the Deformation_Vector_Addition.m script in order to 

perform addition of translation vectors: a translation vector .txt file, with two rows (one for each 

translation vector, “TR1” and “TR2”), of the following columns in the following order: translation 

magnitude, elevation angle, azimuth, and translation magnitude error. To perform addition of toppling 

vectors: a toppling vector .txt file, with two rows (one for each toppling vector, “TO1” and “TO2”), of the 

following columns in the following order: toppling magnitude, azimuth, and toppling magnitude error. 
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C.1.1 Translation Addition 
To find a block’s final centroid position at the end of a second baseline with respect to the initial 

centroid position at the start of the first baseline, the vectors TR1 and TR2 were added tip-to-tail and the 

magnitude, elevation angle, and azimuth of the resultant were reported. To perform this vector 

addition, the magnitude, elevation, and azimuth components of TR1 and TR2 were first converted from 

spherical to Cartesian co-ordinates. These two sets of X, Y and Z values were added together, 

component-wise, resulting in an end position (See Figure 140). This Cartesian end position was then 

converted back into spherical co-ordinates, allowing the cumulative translation magnitude and direction 

across both baselines to be determined. 

 

Figure 140: A diagram illustrating the addition of translation vectors TR1 and TR2 

C.1.2 Toppling Addition 
To find a block’s cumulative toppling magnitude and resultant direction, these components 

must be considered separately. Converting toppling vectors to Cartesian co-ordinates and performing 

vector addition does not produce the correct resultant because here, their “magnitude” is defined as 

not their length, but rather their angle with respect to the Z axis. In fact, their length is undefined, as 

they are describing a transformation rather than a true vector quantity. For example, adding together 
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two identical toppling vectors with “magnitude” 25° towards 000° should produce a resultant with 

“magnitude” 50° towards 000°. Conversion to Cartesian co-ordinates and subsequent traditional vector 

addition (assuming unit vectors) would result in a vector with “magnitude” 25° towards 000°, but twice 

the length, which is meaningless (See Figure 141). This does not accurately capture the cumulative 

toppling effect. 

 

Figure 141: A diagram illustrating the issue with vector addition for cumulative toppling magnitude 

C.1.3 Cumulative Toppling Magnitude 
Cumulative toppling magnitude is a function of the two individual toppling magnitudes of TO1 

and TO2 as well as the angle between them: the magnitudes of two toppling vectors with a similar 

direction will have an additive effect, with this effect diminishing and eventually becoming negative as 

their acute angle exceeds 90 degrees, with a sinusoidal relationship. This effect is demonstrated in 

Figure 142.  
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Figure 142: A graphical illustration of the effect that the angle between the two toppling vectors has on the total toppling 
magnitude 

Negative values for cumulative toppling magnitude are possible if the product (  is negative 

and exceeds the magnitude of TO1: this indicates that a reversal of the initial toppling direction has 

occurred. It should also be noted that when TO2 is exactly perpendicular to TO1, despite not increasing 

or decreasing the cumulative magnitude of toppling, it does still have an impact upon the cumulative 

toppling direction. 

C.1.4 Cumulative Toppling Azimuth 
The cumulative toppling azimuth is the magnitude-weighted average of the TO1 and TO2 

azimuths. If the two toppling vectors are of equal magnitude, the resultant direction will be the average 

of the two azimuths. As the ratio R of the TO1 and TO2 magnitudes (i.e. their angles with respect to the 

Z-axis) increases or decreases, the cumulative direction will shift from the average towards the direction 

of the vector of greater toppling magnitude. This effect is demonstrated in Figure 143.  
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Figure 143: A diagram illustrating the calculation of the cumulative magnitude-weighted toppling azimuth when adding 
together two toppling vectors 

The shift from the average angle is positive or negative depending on if TO1 is counterclockwise (Ostate = 

1) or clockwise (Ostate = 2) from TO2, and the magnitude of this shift is equal to some multiplier of half 

the angle between TO1 and TO2 (β). This multiplier (Rmod in Figure 143) is a piecewise function of the 

toppling magnitude ratio, shown in Equations 1-4 in Figure 143. Therefore, the cumulative toppling 

direction is equal to the average angle between TO1 and TO2, plus the product of Rmod and half the 

acute angle between TO1 and TO2. 
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C.2 Error Consideration 
The previous sections describe how to add together two translation and toppling vectors to find 

a resultant position and cumulative toppling magnitude and direction, but error propagation due to 

magnitude uncertainty must also be considered. Translation and toppling magnitude uncertainty are 

assessed on a by-rockfall basis according to random-sampling induced errors, which is unique to each 

rockfall’s geometry, and other more systematic errors such as those due to alignment errors or 

atmospheric effects. Therefore, when two vectors are added together, the various combinations of the 

positive and negative endmembers of the two inputted vectors must be considered in order to 

determine the range of possible resultant vectors. The magnitude error of the input vectors results in a 

range of both magnitudes and orientations of the resultant vector, illustrated in Figure 144.  
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Figure 144: A diagram illustrating how translation and toppling vector magnitude error results in a range of potential resultant 
vector magnitudes and orientations 

In order to calculate the range of magnitudes and orientations of the resultant, the 

Deformation_Vector_Addition.m script performs translation and toppling addition calculations 

considering the 4 endmember magnitude combinations (maximum and minimum values within error for 

each vector to be added) within error. For translation, the maximum, minimum and average values for 

resultant translation magnitude, elevation, and azimuth are calculated, and for toppling, so are the 

maximum, minimum, and average values for toppling magnitude and azimuth. 
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Appendix D: Summary of Workflow for Geometry and Roto-translation 

Analysis for Rockfall Events   
This Appendix summarizes the full list of general procedures used to identify rockfall events, 

extract their geometries, apply the roto-translation algorithm, and extract various geometric properties 

about the rockfall block front and back surface. This information is stored and organized in a database as 

described in Appendix E. 

D.1 Identification of Rockfall Events 
The first step in measuring a rockfall’s properties and pre-failure deformation characteristics is 

identifying its precise extent in addition to the time and location at which it occurred. 

1. Collect a series of repeated terrestrial laser scans from a slope of interest over a period long enough 

for rockfall events to occur. 

2. Parse and import the data into point cloud management software such as RiSCAN PRO or 

CloudCompare. 

3. Identify regions of low-quality data subject to high levels of noise, such as heavily vegetated regions, 

and delete these points from the rest of the slope’s point cloud. This cleaning will improve registration 

quality. 

4. Perform coarse (point-matching based) and fine (ICP-based) registration of each point cloud in the 

series back to a reference scan. Due to incremental changes to the slope, registration quality will decay 

over time. Once the decay has reached unacceptable levels with respect to the scale of the change 

desired to be detected, a new reference point should be established. Scans observed to have poor 

alignment due to increased error in the cloud due to factors such as harsh temperature conditions, 
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increased slope moisture, or atmospheric interference should be omitted or flagged from the rest of the 

dataset. 

5. Compute point cloud normals and perform a M3C2 (Lague et al. 2013) distance calculation between 

each successive cloud in the time series. Identify regions of lost volume, utilizing an appropriate scalar 

field colour scale and statistic outlier removal filtering to assist with interpretation. Cross reference 

regions of volume loss interpreted as rockfall events with visual changes observed in the gigapixel 

photographs taken before and after the event occurred. 

D.2 Time Series Extraction and Data Preparation 
After the time and location of each rockfall event has been identified, the rock block fronts over 

time and the back surfaces exposed by the failure must be extracted for further roto-translation and 

geometric analysis. 

1. For each identified rockfall event, and with all previous clouds in the time series aligned, clip out the 

region defining the portion of rockmass that ultimately breaks free of the slope. Leave a slight boundary 

to ensure that stable rockmass is not accidentally selected. 

2. Perform change detection (M3C2) between the first and last rockfall front in the series to check if 

there have been any changes to the geometry of the block front over time, such as partial volume loss. If 

a region of change is identified, re-select the boundary of the rock block front, omitting this region. 

Inclusion of regions of change will introduce considerable errors in the roto-translation results, due to 

the inherent rigid-body assumption. 

3. From the time series of the rock block fronts, take the block front geometry from the densest scan, 

compute its point cloud normals, and fit a best fit plane. Measure the orientation of this best fit plane 

for use in the later kinematic analysis, and then rotate the cloud so that the best-fit plane is parallel with 

the XY plane for use in the RCI_Calculation.m script for RCI roughness analysis.  
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4. From the scan where the failure is first observed, extract the region of the slope from which the rock 

block detached (i.e. the “back surface”). Identify distinct planar regions of this back surface and measure 

their orientations via fitting of least-squares best-fit planes. 

5. Perform a kinematic analysis to determine expected failure modes and sliding/release planes using 

the slope orientation obtained in Step 3, and the back surface orientations obtained in Step 4. 

D.3. Roto-translation and Error Assessment 
Once the time series of aligned rock block fronts has been extracted, they can be successively 

matched back to the reference via an ICP/RT analysis, enabling measurement of cumulative translation 

and toppling over time. These translation and toppling vectors can be cross referenced with the 

expected deformation directions from the kinematic analysis as a means of quasi-validation of the 

deformation results. Error can be quantified by performing roto-translation analyses on stable regions of 

the slope, and factoring in the effects of roughness and point quantity-dependent RSI error. 

1. To measure cumulative pre-failure translation and toppling over time for the identified rockfall events 

using the Multi_Automatic_RT_Assessment.m script, create a parent folder containing “m” subfolders, 

where “m” is the number of rockfall events for which you have a time series of clouds. Each of these 

“m” subfolders will contain “n” point clouds in .pcd format, where “n” is the number of scans taken of 

the block front prior to failure. The point clouds must be in order chronologically from oldest to most 

recent. 

2. Use the empirical RSI error formulas (Section 3.4.2) to calculate expected random sampling induced 

translation and toppling error for each rockfall geometry. This requires assessment of the number of 

points and roughness (RCI_Calculation.m). When considering RCI error, use the lowest value within error 

so that RSI error is not underestimated.  
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3. To quantify the registration-related component of error over time, identify several regions of the 

slope that demonstrate no volume flux between the first and last LiDAR scans. This is determined via a 

M3C2 distance calculation. Segment these regions out from each point cloud dataset in the current 

baseline’s time series and create a series of nested folders containing the files in .pcd format. As in Step 

1, run the Multi_Automatic_RT_Assessment.m on these regions. Use the empirical RSI error formulas 

(Section 3.4.2) to calculate the random sampling related component of the resultant translation and 

toppling results for each region. Subtract these RSI translation and toppling magnitudes from the total 

deformation result to isolate the registration-related component of error. Registration-related 

translation and toppling error for each scan date is therefore the average remaining magnitude of 

translation and toppling across the stable regions after RSI error has been subtracted. 

4. The error bars for the cumulative translation and toppling results for each block on each scan date 

(Step 1) are therefore the sum of that individual block’s RSI error (Step 2) and the average registration-

related translation and toppling error for that date (Step 3). The limit of detection for deformation at 

each scan interval is therefore dependent on the number of points and roughness of the block being 

tracked, as well as the registration-related error for that scan. 

5. If deformation occurs across several baselines, sum the translation and toppling deformation vectors 

using the Deformation_Vector_Addition.m script (Appendix F.6.2) 

6. Cross reference the final deformation vector orientations with the expected deformation directions 

obtained from each block’s kinematic analysis, and also consider the deformation magnitude with 

respect to the error bar size when interpreting the date on which deformation initiated. 

D.4 Geometric Analysis of Rockfall Block and Back Surfaces 
Following deformation analysis and interpretation, a variety of useful properties of the rockfall 

block front and back surface can be extracted for correlation with deformation behaviours. These 
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properties were measured either using CloudCompare or the series of scripts included in Appendix F. 

The required inputs and procedures used to measure the following main properties for the block front 

and/or back surfaces are as follows. 

D.4.1 Rockfall Volume 
1. For each rockfall event, import the previously identified and extracted block front and back surface 

point clouds into CloudCompare. 

2. Fit a least-squares best fit plane to the rockfall back surface and rotate the cloud so that this plane is 

parallel to the XY plane. Save this transformation matrix and apply the same transformation to the 

rockfall block front. 

3. Select both clouds and use the “Compute 2.5D Volume” tool. Set the projection direction to “Z” and 

select the smallest cell size that does not result in any significant holes in the grid (approx. 5-10cm). 

D.4.2 Block and Back Surface Orientations 
1. For each rockfall event, import the previously identified and extracted block front and back surface 

point clouds into CloudCompare. 

2. Fit a least squares plane to the entire rockfall back surface and block front and record these 

orientations. 

3. Identify major planar features composing the back surface (i.e. subplanes), fit a least squares plane to 

each of these surfaces, and record their orientations. 

D.4.3 Surface Area 
1. For each rockfall event, import the previously identified and extracted rockfall back surface point 

cloud into CloudCompare. 
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2. To measure 2D projected surface area, select the point cloud and use the “Fit 2D polygon (facet)” 

tool. Set a maximum edge length small enough to minimize the connection of adjacent features, but 

large enough that all regions of the point cloud are included. 

3. To measure 3D surface area, use the “Delaunay 2.5D (best-fitting plane)” function. Set a maximum 

edge length small enough to minimize the connection of adjacent features, but large enough to prevent 

the mesh from containing holes. 

D.4.4 Roughness (RCI) 
1. Create a folder containing a series of point clouds (in .pcd format) whose roughness is to be assessed. 

These clouds must have normals calculated via triangulation, and must be rotated such that the 

dominant curvature direction is towards the +Z axis. 

2. Run the RCI_Calculation.m script (See Appendix F.4) on this folder. Output includes spherical variance, 

RCI, RCI error, maximum curvature, and curvature symmetry. 

D.4.5 Block Shape and Orientation  
1. Create a folder containing a series of “n” point clouds (in .pcd format) whose shape and orientation is 

to be assessed. Additionally, create a .txt file with “n” rows and two columns that contain the dip and 

dip direction values for the best-fit planes to each cloud. 

2. Run the Shape_Orientation_Assessment.m script (See Appendix F.7) on this folder and select the 

relevant .txt file. Output includes the A:B ratio of the best-fit ellipse, the dip direction-a-axis angle, and 

the normalized effective toppling length (NETL). 

D.4.6 Shear and Normal Stress-related Parameters 
1. Create a folder containing a series of “n” point clouds with computed normals (in .pcd format) 

representing a rockfall’s sliding planes as identified via kinematic analysis. Additionally, create a .txt file 

containing “n” rows and 5 columns corresponding to the block’s ID number, volume, 3D surface area, 
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best fit plane dip, and best fit plane dip direction, all obtained from various functions available in 

CloudCompare. 

2. Run the Shear_Normal_Stress_Estimation.m script (See Appendix F.8) on this folder and select the 

relevant .txt file. Output includes the estimated shear and normal stress according to both the best-fit 

plane and the “effective slope angle”, as well as the fraction of surface facets that are down- vs. up-

dipping.  
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Appendix E: Rockfall deformation database structure and contents 
Interpretation and investigation of various correlations between the deformation and 

parameter extraction results was facilitated via an organization of the results into a database structure. 

This chapter describes the structure of the database created for this study, a full description and 

summary of all information extracted for each rockfall event, and the various ways the data was 

categorized and assessed statistically.  

E.1 Database Contents Description 
This database is organized into 6 tables, related to each other according to Figure 145. Date of 

occurrence, deformation duration and magnitude, volume, shape, orientation, roughness and other 

properties of the block front and its deformation are contained in the “Block Properties” table. The 

“Sub-planes” table contains orientation and other information for all major planar surfaces of a given 

rockfall’s back surface, as input for kinematic analysis. The “Block Kinematics” table contains 

orientations of kinematically interpreted sliding planes and intersection lineations and information 

about whether these orientations are in accordance with the roto-translation results. The results from 

the Shape_Orientation_Assessment.m, RCI_Calculation,m, and Shear_Normal_Stress_Estimation.m 

scripts (See Appendix F) as applied to each rockfall’s base planes (i.e. planes involved in a critical slide, 

topple, or wedge) are contained in the Base Plane Shape/Orientation, Roughness, and Stress tables, 

respectively. 
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Figure 145: The structure of the rockfall database used in this study 

 

E.1.1 “Block Properties” Table 
The Block Properties table contains geometric and deformation information for the entire block 

front or back for each rockfall event. A description of the fields in this table which are populated for 

each of the 55 rockfalls events currently in the database is included below. 

Basic Block Property Fields:  

These following properties were extracted using pre-existing tools in CloudCompare (“CloudCompare 

(version 2.10.2)” 2019). 
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RBID (“Rock Block Identification Number”): 

This is the rock block ID, a unique identification number given to each event. The numbering 

scheme is consistent with the one used for previous deformation analysis work with this dataset (Rowe 

2017). Events with an RBID >300 occurred within the RIEGL baseline (i.e. after 2017-09-01). 

Dataset: 

This is field either contains “OP” or “R”, depending on whether the event was detected using 

either the Optech ILRIS 3D (2013-05-18—2017-09-01), or the RIEGL VZ-400i (2017-09-01 – present), 

respectively. This enables differentiation of potential systematic effects due to hardware differences, 

such as laser beam divergence (Figure 18 in Section 3.2.1)  between the two scanners. 

Section #: 

This field is either equal to 1, 2, or 3, depending which section of the slope the event occurred in 

(see Figure 2 and Figure 3 in Section 1.3). This enables the analysis of any broadly location-dependent 

variability of rockfall behaviours at this site. 

Start Date (Lower temporal failure limit): 

This is the date of the scan prior to the scan in which the failure was first identified via a M3C2 

distance calculation. Immediately after this date is the earliest point in time that the failure could have 

occurred.  

End Date (Upper temporal failure limit): 

This is the date of the scan in which failure was first identified via a M3C2 distance calculation. 

Immediately prior to this date is the latest point in time that failure could have occurred. These lower 
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and upper temporal failure limits define the error bars for deformation duration (See Figure 24 in 

Section 3.3.3). 

X, Y, and Z Co-ordinates: 

These coordinates represent the position of the centroid of the post-failure rockfall back scar, in 

local co-ordinates. Sections 1, 2, and 3 have been aligned together, and therefore the local coordinate 

system is consistent for all three regions of the slope.  

Volume: 

This is the 2.5D volume between the pre- and post-failure rockfall point clouds (i.e. the rockfall 

“front” and “back”) for the given rockfall event, calculated using CloudCompare’s 2.5D volume tool (see 

Figure 64 in Section 4.1.1).  

Total 2D Back Surface Area: 

This is the area contained within the projected outline of the entire rockfall back surface onto a 

best-fit plane to the point cloud of that back surface (See Figure 66 in Section 4.2.2).  

Total 3D Back Surface Area: 

This is the summed area of all the triangular facets of a mesh (via 2.5D Delaunay triangulation in 

CloudCompare) of the entire rockfall back surface (See Figure 66 in Section 4.2.2). The deviation of the 

back surface’s geometry from planarity can be calculated by computing the ratio of 2D to 3D surface 

area. 

Block Dip and Dip Direction: 
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This is the orientation of a least-squares best-fit plane to the rockfall block front point cloud. 

This plane is used as the “slope orientation” for the block-specific kinematic analyses as part of the 

deformation interpretation workflow shown in Figure 19 in Section 3.3. 

Advanced” Block Property Fie lds: 

The following properties are extracted using the MATLAB scripts previously mentioned in 

Chapter 4 and included in Appendix F. 

Block A:B Ratio (Shape_Orientation_Assessment.m): 

This is the ratio of the maximum and minimum axes of an elliptical fit to the non-distorted 2D 

projection of the given rockfall’s block front point cloud. This is a measure of how equilateral or elongate 

in shape the rock block is. 

Dip Direction - A-axis angle (Shape_Orientation_Assessment.m): 

This is the angle between the dip direction of the block and that block’s A-axis, as traced in the 

best-fit plane to the block’s point cloud. This is a measure of the block’s orientation with respect to its 

shape (i.e. is the direction of elongation largely perpendicular or parallel to the dip direction?). 

Normalized Effective Toppling Length (Shape_Orientation_Assessment.m): 

This is a parameter which captures the combined effects of A:B Ratio and the Dip Direction / A-

axis angle in terms of expected out-of-slope deformation per degree of toppling, assuming the pivot 

point is at the bottom of the block (See Figure 67 in Section 4.3). This enables testing of the hypothesis 

that blocks that are elongated with their A-axes near parallel to the dip direction will exhibit greater 

detectable toppling deformation than those with their A-axes perpendicular to the dip direction, due to 

greater resultant out-of-slope deformation. This assumes the dominant toppling occurs with respect to 

the Z axis.  
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Block Spherical Variance (S) (RCI_Calculation.m): 

 This is the spherical variance (See Figure 65 in Section 4.2.1) of point cloud normals calculated 

via triangulation for the rockfall block front point cloud. This is a measure roughness via normal vector 

similarity; a higher value represents higher variability. 

Block Maximum Curvature (Cmax) (RCI_Calculation.m): 

This is the maximum curvature parameter “Cmax” (See Section 4.2.1) obtained via 2nd degree 

polynomial surface fitting to the rockfall block front point cloud, as calculated by the RCI_Calculation.m 

script (See Appendix F.4). 

Block Ratio of Max to Min Curvature (R) (RCI_Calculation.m): 

This is the maximum to minimum curvature ratio parameter “R” (See Section 4.2.1), as 

calculated by the RCI_Calculation.m script for the rock block front point cloud (See Appendix F.4).  

Block RCI / RCI Error (RCI_Calculation.m): 

This is the curvature-independent roughness parameter and its associated empirically calculated 

error for the rock block point cloud, which is a function of total spherical variance (S), maximum 

curvature (Cmax), and the ratio of maximum to minimum curvature (R). See Appendix F.4 for the 

RCI_Calculation.m script, and Appendix A for how RCI was empirically derived. 

Kinematic Failure Mode: 

This is the assigned kinematic failure mode for the given rockfall (See Table 5 in Section 3.3.2) 

according to the results of the kinematic analysis using the block and post-failure back surface subplane 

orientations as inputs. 
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E.1.2 Deformation Properties 

Translation and Toppling Onset Dates: 

These dates represent the scan date upon which translation and toppling, respectively, was 

interpreted as initiating, according to the procedure for deformation interpretation discussed in Section 

3.3.3. 

Minimum Deformation Duration: 

This is the minimum possible deformation duration for the given block, according to the 

identified deformation onset date (See Figure 24 in Section 3.3.3). 

Maximum Detectable Deformation Duration: 

This is the maximum detectable deformation duration for the given block, according to the 

identified deformation onset date (See Figure 24 in Section 3.3.3). 

Total Translation / Translation Error: 

This is the total amount of translation (motion of block point cloud centroid) detected with 

respect to the earliest available valid reference point. This may be a sum of translation across multiple 

baselines. Translation error is the sum of the effects of random sampling and registration on the roto-

translation results as discussed in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3. 

Total Toppling / Toppling Error: 

This is the total amount of toppling (block point cloud change in angle with respect to the Z axis) 

detected with respect to the earliest available valid reference point. This may be a sum of toppling 

across multiple baselines. Toppling error is the sum of the effects of random sampling and registration 

on the roto-translation results as discussed in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3. 
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Deformation Mode: 

This is a description of detected deformation for a rockfall event in terms of whether or not 

translation or toppling was detected, and if these deformation behaviours are in accordance with those 

predicted via kinematic analysis (See Table 6 in Section 3.3.3). 

E.1.3 Binary Categories  

This series of binary descriptors for specific aspects of a rockfall’s deformation behaviour (e.g. 

Does the deformation initiate with translation only?) enables more granular analysis of the relationships 

that may exist between geometric characteristics and deformation.  

Was translation detected?: 

The deformation interpretation includes some degree of detectable centroid translation at some 

point within any baseline. 

Is there a direct kinematic match to translatory deformation?: 

The detected translation has an azimuth within 30 degrees of that of a base plane or 

intersection lineation. A direct kinematic match is an indicator of increased confidence in the roto-

translation result. 

Does deformation end with increasing translation?: 

The cumulative translation trend is increasing immediately prior to failure. This allows 

differentiation of cases that exhibit acceleration or immediate pre-failure translation from cases which 

exhibit translation for a short period of time before failure but are then stationary up until their failure 

date (i.e. discontinuous and sudden failure, vs. continuous creeping failure). 

Was toppling detected?: 
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The deformation interpretation includes some degree of rotation with respect to the +Z 

(vertical) axis. Rotation can be positive or negative. 

Is there a direct kinematic match to toppling deformation?: 

The detected toppling has an azimuth within 30 degrees of that of a base plane or intersection 

lineation. A direct kinematic match is an indicator of increased confidence in the roto-translation result. 

Does deformation end with increasing toppling?: 

The cumulative toppling trend is increasing immediately prior to failure. This allows 

differentiation of cases that exhibit acceleration or immediate pre-failure toppling from cases which 

exhibit toppling for a short period of time before failure but were then stationary up until their failure 

date.  

Does deformation initiate with translation only?: 

The initially detected pre-failure deformation for the rockfall consists of translation only.  

Does deformation initiate with toppling only?: 

The initially detected pre-failure deformation for the rockfall consists of toppling only. 

Does deformation initiate with translation and toppling simultaneously?: 

The initially detected pre-failure deformation for the rockfall consists of both a translation and a 

toppling motion. 

Was no deformation detected?: 

No pre-failure deformation was detected for the rockfall, either due to translation and toppling 

magnitudes remaining within error limits and lacking a clear trend, and/or due to a high degree of 
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inconsistency and nonsensicality in the translation or toppling azimuth results (as per the deformation 

interpretation workflow discussed in Section 3.3.3).  

Is part of the deformation history missing due to insufficient point density?: 

The block front geometry consistently contains fewer than the minimum number of points 

needed for reliable roto-translation analysis (See Appendix B) across one baseline, but has sufficient 

point density for other periods of time. This condition is most commonly met for point clouds within the 

first baseline (BL1: 2013-05-18 to 2015-02-22), as coarser scan parameters were defined for this period. 

This enables identification of which rockfalls have a lower confidence cumulative deformation duration 

and magnitude result due to a higher likelihood that the original onset of deformation was missed. 

These events may be selectively omitted from the rest of the dataset if needed. 

Was there change to the block front prior to failure?: 

Some rockfall block geometries exhibit small regions of loss prior to the later, larger-scale 

failure. These smaller failures can be interpreted as precursor rockfall activity and may be correlated in 

some way to the deformation behaviour of the associated larger event. Presence of change was 

identified via a M3C2 distance calculation between the first and final clouds in each rockfall block front 

time series. 

Was this rockfall a “High Confidence” case?: 

For a rockfall’s deformation interpretation to be considered “High Confidence”, it must meet 

three criteria: (1) It must have a clear deformation onset date, determined via a sudden increase of 

cumulative translation or toppling magnitudes exceeding error, with a simultaneous reduction in 

variability of deformation vector azimuths. (2) Deformation magnitude trends must be logical and 

consistently increasing. (3) The azimuth of either the translation or toppling vector must preferably 
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match (i.e. be within ±30°) that of a kinematic feature, such as a back surface plane or intersection 

lineation. However, cases with no direct kinematic match can still be considered high confidence cases if 

azimuths are highly consistent and realistic (i.e. pointing away from slope). 

Cases are excluded from being high confidence cases if the event was classified as “no 

deformation detected” due to nonsensical deformation vector azimuths despite magnitudes being 

above error. “No deformation detected” cases can still be High Confidence if translation and toppling 

magnitudes remain smaller than the respective error bars. Cases are not excluded from being high 

confidence cases if their deformation history prior to the failure is cut short due to occlusion or 

insufficient points in one or more baselines. 

Was this rockfall an “Optimal” case?: 

For a rockfall’s deformation interpretation to be considered “Optimal”, it first must meet all the 

criteria for a “High Confidence” case, as mentioned previously. Additionally, ideally, a period of several 

hundred days of no deformation activity must be observed before the identified onset of deformation. A 

high number of points (>500) is also preferred in order to minimize random sampling induced errors. 

The purpose of this separate designation is to identify the subset of events for which there is increased 

confidence that the entire deformation history was captured and the stated durations and magnitudes 

are more likely to be the true total. 

 Was this rockfall an “Uncovered” case?: 

An “Uncovered” case is an event whose entire front surface was initially exposed at some point 

after the first baseline scan on 2013-05-18, by failure of a block from in front of it. These cases are of 

note because it can be assumed that we are more likely to be capturing the entire deformation history 

of this block, as the rock mass which previously covered it may have prevented deformation. 

Was deformation vector addition performed across multiple baselines?: 
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This refers to a case whose final translation and/or toppling result was determined via vector 

addition across multiple baselines.  

E.1.4 Block Kinematics 

The Block Kinematics table contains information regarding the orientation of each block’s back 

surface sliding plane and plane intersection lineations, representing potential sliding directions, and 

whether or not the azimuth of each feature matches the roto-translation translation or toppling results. 

A description of the fields in this table is included below. 

Feature Type: 

This field can either contain “Intersection” or “Sliding Plane”, referring to whether the 

associated orientation information in the adjacent fields is for a critical intersection vector between two 

back surface planes, or for a back surface plane upon which sliding or toppling is kinematically expected. 

The orientation of the intersection vectors and determination of criticality of back surface planes is 

achieved via kinematic analysis (See Section 2.1.2). 

Dip/Dip Direction: 

This is the orientation information for a given critical intersection vector or sliding plane. 

Does the azimuth match the RT translation result?: 

The azimuth of the feature matches the azimuth of the RT translation result (±30°), representing 

a “kinematic match”. This criterion can be used to investigate how often blocks translate along a critical 

intersection, if present, compared to an associated critical plane.  

Does the azimuth match the RT topple result?: 
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The azimuth of the feature matches the azimuth of the RT toppling result (±30°), representing a 

“kinematic match”. This criterion can be used to investigate how often blocks topple along a critical 

intersection, if present, compared to an associated critical plane. 

Does the azimuth match neither the RT translation or topple result?: 

The azimuth of the feature does not match either the RT translation or RT toppling result. 

Did the corresponding rockfall have no deformation detected?: 

The associated block had no detectable deformation, and therefore whether or not the 

intersection vectors or sliding planes agree with the deformation result is not applicable. 

E.1.5 Base Plane Shape/Orientation 

The Base Plane Shape/Orientation table contains the outputs of the 

Shape_Orientation_Assessment.m script (See Appendix F.7) as applied to each rockfall back surface’s 

base planes. Base planes, as defined previously in Section 3.3.2, are major planar features of a rockfall 

back surface that are kinematically involved in a critical slide, wedge, or topple. 

Base Plane A:B Ratio: 

This is the ratio of the maximum and minimum axes of an elliptical fit to the non-distorted 2D 

projection of the base plane’s point cloud. This is a measure of how equilateral or elongate in shape the 

planar surface is (See Figure 68 in Section 4.3). 

Base Plane Dip Direction – A-axis angle: 

This is the angle between the dip direction of the base plane and that surface’s A-axis, as traced 

in the best-fit plane to the surface’s point cloud. This is a measure of the surface’s orientation with 
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respect to its shape, i.e. is the direction of elongation largely perpendicular or parallel to the dip 

direction? 

E.1.6 Base Plane Roughness 

The Base Plane Roughness table contains the outputs of the RCI_Calculation.m script (See 

Appendix F.4) as applied to each rockfall back surface’s base planes. 

Base Plane Spherical Variance: 

This is the spherical variance of point cloud normals calculated via triangulation for the given 

base plane point cloud. This is a measure of how similar the normal vectors are; a higher number 

represents higher variability (See Figure 65 in Section 4.2.1). 

Base Plane Maximum Curvature: 

This is the maximum curvature parameter calculated by the RCI_Calculation.m script for the 

given base plane point cloud.  

Base Plane Ratio of Maximum to Minimum Curvature: 

This is the R parameter calculated by the RCI_Calcuation.m script for the given base plane point 

cloud. This is a measure of the ratio of maximum to minimum curvature for a least-squares fitted 

paraboloid.  

Base Plane RCI / RCI Error: 

This is the curvature-independent roughness parameter (RCI) for the given base plane point 

cloud, which is a function of total spherical variance (S), maximum curvature (Cmax), and the ratio of 

maximum to minimum curvature (R).  

Back Surface Occluded?: 
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Some back surface subplanes are partially occluded due to their orientation, resulting in uneven 

or partial sampling of the surface. This lack of information means that the resulting values of spherical 

variance and RCI may not be representative of the true surface. This criterion allows these cases to be 

omitted if desired. 

E.1.7 Base Plane Stress 
The Base Plane Stress table contains the outputs of the Shear_Normal_Stress_Estimation.m 

script (See Appendix F.8) as applied to each rockfall back surface’s base planes. 

Average Facet Azimuth: 

This is the average azimuth of the vector perpendicular to triangulated normals for all the points 

composing the given base plane. 

Average Facet Apparent Dip: 

For each base plane point cloud normal, the apparent dip was calculated according to a cross 

section taken in the direction of the best-fit plane to the entire base plane (See Figure 70 in Section 4.4). 

This value is the average result of those apparent dips. 

Downdip Fraction: 

This is the percentage of a given base plane’s mesh facets whose apparent dips are down-

dipping. This is a measure of the degree of overhanging or the frequency of step-like features on the 

surface.  

Shear Stress – Effective Slope Angle 

This is the shear component of stress acting on the given base plane, calculated using the 

“effective slope angle” derived from the average apparent dip of the surface for a cross section taken in 

the sliding direction (See Figure 69 and Figure 70 in Section 4.4).  
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Normal Stress – Effective Slope Angle 

This is the normal component of stress acting on the given base plane, calculated using the 

“effective slope angle” (See Figure 69 and Figure 70 in Section 4.4).  

Shear Stress – Best-fit Plane 

This is the shear component of stress acting on the given base plane, calculated using the dip of 

the least-squares best-fit plane for the surface (See Figure 69 in Section 4.4). 

Normal Stress – Best-fit Plane 

This is the normal component of stress acting on the given base plane, calculated using the dip 

of the least-squares best-fit plane for the surface (See Figure 69 in Section 4.4). 

Appendix F: MATLAB Scripts  
This Appendix outlines the inputs, MATLAB commands, and outputs for the various scripts used 

in this study to assess and validate rockfall pre-failure deformation, as well as measure various rockfall 

and scar properties. 

F.1: Assessment of Point Cloud Roto-translation 

F.1.1 Conversion of ICP Transformation Matrices to Translation and Rotation Parameters 
Script Name: RT_Convert.m 

Other function dependencies: None. 

Input: The center point of the reference cloud, and the RT matrix defining the transformation of the 

current cloud back to the reference. 

Output: 6 roto-translation parameters: translation length, translation plunge, translation azimuth, 

toppling angle, toppling azimuth, and tilt angle.  

Script: 
%%RT_Convert: Conversion of ICP transformation matrices to translation and 

rotation parameters 
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% Originally written By Ryan Kromer Sept. 15, 2014, modified by Alex Graham  

  
function [Results] = RT_Convert(CP,RT) 

  
%Translation vector between initial CP and final CP 

  
    T=RT*CP-CP; 
    Tlength=(T(1)^2+T(2)^2+T(3)^2)^0.5; % calculates the length of the 

translation vector from the center point to new center point 

    
%Trend Translation vector (T)  
    if T(1)>=0 && T(2)>=0   
        Trend=atan(T(1)/T(2))*180/pi; % calculates trend of translation if 

vector is in Quadrant I - +y being North (0-90 degrees)  

  
    elseif T(1)<= 0&& T(2)>=0  
        Trend=atan(T(1)/T(2))*180/pi+360; % calculates trend if translation 

vector is in Quadrant II (270-360) 

    
    else  
        Trend=atan(T(1)/T(2))*180/pi+180; % calculates trend if translation 

vector is in Quandrant III or IV (90-180 & 180-270) 

  
    end  

  
% Calculate Plunge of Displacement: 

       
         PlungeT=asin(dot(T,[0;0;1;0])/(norm(T)*norm([0;0;1;0])))*180/pi; 

          
% Topple Angle Conversion:   

  
    Mrot=[RT(:,1),RT(:,2),RT(:,3),[0;0;0;1]]; % Align initial state scan to 

sucessive scan 

     
    vtop=Mrot*[0;0;1;0]; % Calculates toppling vector from rotation matrix  

     
    Topangle=acos(dot(vtop,[0;0;1;0])/(norm(vtop)*norm([0;0;1;0])))*180/pi; % 

divide the dot product of the two vectors (vtop and vertical) by the products 

of magnitudes - gives the cosine angle between the two vectors 

[AdotB=magA*magBcosAng] 

     
 % Azimuth of topple vector: 

  
    if vtop(1)>=0 && vtop(2)>=0   

         
        Aztop=atan(vtop(1)/vtop(2))*180/pi;  % calculates azimuth if topple 

vector is in Quandrant I - +y being north  

     
    elseif vtop(1)<= 0&&vtop(2)>=0  

         
        Aztop=atan(vtop(1)/vtop(2))*180/pi+360; % calculates azimuth if 

topple vector is in Quandrant II 
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    else  
        Aztop =atan(vtop(1)/vtop(2))*180/pi+180;% calculates azimuth if 

topple vector is in Quandrant III or IV          
    end  

  
% Tilt Angle Conversion  

  
    alpha=-asin(vtop(2)/((vtop(2)^2+vtop(3)^2)^0.5));% Alpha angle required 

for topple matrix calculation  

  
    Beta=asin(vtop(1)/((vtop(1)^2+vtop(3)^2)^0.5));% Beta angle required for 

topple matrix calculation  

  
    Mtopple=[cos(Beta),0,-

sin(Beta),0;0,1,0,0;sin(Beta),0,cos(Beta),0;0,0,0,1]*[1,0,0,0;0,cos(alpha),si

n(alpha),0;0,-sin(alpha),cos(alpha),0;0,0,0,1];% Topple matrix   

  
    Mtilt=inv(Mtopple)*Mrot; % Tilt matrix is the product of the inverse 

topple matrix with the rotation matrix  

  
    xt=vtop(1); % x component of toppling vector  

  
    yt=vtop(2); % y component of toppling vector  

  
    zt=vtop(3); % z component of toppling vector  

  
    % F1 to F9 correspond to the differences of each element of the two 
    % Mtilt matrices  

  
    f1=@(Kappa)  (1+(1-cos(Kappa))*((xt^2)-1)- Mtilt(1,1)); 

  
    f2=@(Kappa) (-zt*sin(Kappa)+(1-cos(Kappa))*xt*yt-Mtilt(1,2)); 

  
    f3=@(Kappa)  (yt*sin(Kappa)+(1-cos(Kappa))*xt*zt-Mtilt(1,3)); 

  
    f4=@(Kappa)  (zt*sin(Kappa)+(1-cos(Kappa))*xt*yt-Mtilt(2,1)); 

  
    f5=@(Kappa)  (1+(1-cos(Kappa))*((yt^2)-1)-Mtilt(2,2)); 

  
    f6=@(Kappa)  (-xt*sin(Kappa)+(1-cos(Kappa))*yt*zt-Mtilt(2,3));  

  
    f7=@(Kappa)  (-yt*sin(Kappa)+(1-cos(Kappa))*xt*zt-Mtilt(3,1)); 

  
    f8=@(Kappa)  (xt*sin(Kappa)+(1-cos(Kappa))*yt*zt-Mtilt(3,2)); 

  
    f9=@(Kappa)  (1+(1-cos(Kappa))*((zt^2)-1)-Mtilt(3,3)); 

     
% squared difference function for least squares minimization  
    f=@(Kappa) 

f1(Kappa).^2+f2(Kappa).^2+f3(Kappa).^2+f4(Kappa).^2+f5(Kappa).^2+f6(Kappa).^2

+f7(Kappa).^2+f8(Kappa).^2+f9(Kappa).^2;  
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    options=optimset('TolX',1e-8); 
    Tiltangle=fminsearch(f,0,options)*180/pi; % search for min around 0  

  

            
    Results=[Tlength,PlungeT,Trend,Topangle,Aztop,Tiltangle]; 

        
end 

 

 

F.1.2 Assessment of Point Cloud Roto-translation via ICP Fitting 
Script Name: Automatic_RT_Assessment 

Other function dependencies: RT_Convert.m 

Input: Folder containing the time series of .pcd files for a given rock block front. 

Output: a set of length “n”-1 of of the 6 roto-translation parameters from RT_Convert.m, where “n” is 

the number of point clouds contained within the folder. 

Script: 

%%Automatic_RT_Assessment.m: Assessment of point cloud roto-translation 

  
%This script takes a folder containing a time series of imported rock block 

.pcd files and performs a series of ICP fits back to the original. The 

outputted RT matrices from these ICP fits are inputted into the RT_Convert 

script to get cumulative translation and rotation parameters for each time 

step 

  
function [RT_Results] = Automatic_RT_Assessment(folderpath) %requires input 

of the folder containing your rock block subfolders 
%For all .pcd files in a given folder, import the point clouds and calculate 

their center points 
myDir = folderpath; 
myFiles = dir(fullfile(myDir,'*.pcd')); %gets all .pcd files in struct 
for i = 1:length(myFiles) 
  baseFileName = myFiles(i).name; 
  fullFileName = fullfile(myDir, baseFileName);    
%Shift the system to the origin in order to avoid near-singular precision 

errors with the pcregistericp pointToPlane metric 
  pointclouds{i,1} = baseFileName; 
  pointclouds{i,2} = pcread(fullFileName); %create cell array containing 

pointclouds 
  pointclouds{i,3}.CP = [median(pointclouds{i,2}.Location(:,1)); 

median(pointclouds{i,2}.Location(:,2)); 

median(pointclouds{i,2}.Location(:,3));1];  %calculate the center point of 

each imported cloud 
  pointclouds{1,4} =  affine3d([1,0,0,0;0,1,0,0;0,0,1,0;-

1*pointclouds{1,3}.CP(1,1),-1*pointclouds{1,3}.CP(2,1),-

1*pointclouds{1,3}.CP(3,1),1]);%create the transformation matrix to shift 

center point of the oldest cloud to the origin 
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  pointclouds{i,5} = pctransform(pointclouds{i,2},pointclouds{1,4});%shift 

the current point cloud by the same shift applied to the original cloud 
end 

  
%Loop through the imported clouds and perform an ICP back to the original 

using pcregistericp 
for i = 1:size(pointclouds,1)-1 %number of timesteps = number of rows -1 
    [ICP_Results{i,1},cloud,ICP_Results{i,2}] = 

pcregistericp(pointclouds{1,5},pointclouds{i+1,5},'Tolerance',[0.001,0.01],'M

axIterations',50,'Metric','pointToPlane'); %fit the oldest cloud to the "i"th 

oldest cloud and save the RT matrix and RMSE 
    [RT_Results{i,1}] = RT_Convert([0;0;0;1], 

flip(rot90(ICP_Results{i,1}.T))); %call the RT algorithm, inputting the CP of 

the oldest point cloud and the RT matrices for all ICP's back to this point 

cloud 
end 

 

F.1.3 Application of Roto-translation Assessment to Multiple Folders Simultaneously 
Script Name: Multi_Automatic_RT_Assessment.m 

Other function dependencies: Automatic_RT_Assessment.m, which also requires RT_Convert 

Input: Parent folder, containing a list of subfolders which contain the time series of .pcd files for a given 

rockfall’s block front. 

Output: a nested array containing the 6 roto-translation parameters of dimension “m” by “n”, where 

“m” is the number of subfolders, and “n” is the number of point clouds in the time series in each 

subfolder. 

Script: 

%%Multi_Automatic_RT_Assessment: Simultaneous assessment of point cloud 

rototranslation 

  
%This script applies the Automatic_RT_Assessment function to all subfolders 

within a specified parent folder and saves all of the RT results in the 

All_RT_Results matrix 

  
%Browse for the parent folder and save the names and paths of all the 

subfolders 
myParentDir = uigetdir('','Pick your parent folder containing all time series 

mesh subfolders'); %gets parent directory 
subfolders = dir(fullfile(myParentDir)); 

  
for i = 3:size(subfolders,1) %loop through all of the subfolders in your 

parent folder 
    full_subfolder_path = fullfile(subfolders(i).folder,subfolders(i).name); 

%get the full path of the subfolder 
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    [All_RT_Results{i,1}] = Automatic_RT_Assessment(full_subfolder_path); 

%call the RT Assessment function for the current subfolder 
end 

 

 

F.2: Creating Synthetic Point Clouds with Varying Curvature and Roughness 
For use in the derivation of the RCI parameter and for the synthetic assessment of roto-

translation algorithm performance. 

F.2.1 Creating a Single Synthetic Cloud 
Script Name: surfcreate.m 

Other function dependencies: None. 

Inputs: curvature, roughness mean, roughness variance values 

Outputs: an 80x80 paraboloidal point cloud with the defined curvature and roughness characteristics. 

Script: 

%%surfcreate: create a paraboloidal point cloud with a defined amount of 

curvature and roughness 

  
%This function creates a rough paraboloidal surface (point cloud) according 

to inputted curvature, mean roughness, and roughness variance parameters. 

Point clouds created by this script are to be imported into CloudCompare and 

meshed with Poisson Surface Reconstruction to create realistic surfaces 

  
function [coors] = surfcreate(curvature, roughness_mean, roughness_variance) 
%create the base surface (paraboloid symmetric in the x-y) (80 x 80 

resolution) 
for i = 1:80 
xcoor(i) = i-40; 
ycoor(i) = i-40; 
end 
coors = combvec(xcoor,ycoor); %create the x-y grid of points  
coors = coors';       
for i = 1:length(coors) 
coors(i,3) = (coors(i,1)^2/curvature^2)+(coors(i,2)^2/curvature^2); 

%calculate the z-coor for each x-y grid point according to the paraboloid 

equation 
end 

  
%generate random values from the normal distribution function 
z_modifier = normrnd(roughness_mean,roughness_variance,[10000,1]); 
for i = 1:length(coors) 
    coors(i,3) = coors(i,3) + z_modifier(i); 
end 

  
%output the point cloud text file with a self-describing title 
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formatSpec = 'curv%0.2f_rmean%0.2f_rvar%0.2f.txt'; 
filename = sprintf(formatSpec,curvature,roughness_mean,roughness_variance); 
dlmwrite(filename,coors); %exports the point cloud as a text file to the 

current folder 

  
end 

  

F.2.2 Creating a Series of Synthetic Clouds 
Script Name: Surface_Creation.m 

Other function dependencies: surfcreate.m 

Inputs: series of curvature values, series of roughness variance values 

Outputs: A list of length “m” times “n” of 80x80 point clouds with all combinations of the defined 

curvature and roughness, where “m” is the length of the curvature array, and “n” is the length of the 

roughness_variance array. 

Script: 

%%Surface_Creation: Create a series of point clouds with varying 

curvature and roughness 

 

%Calls the surfcreate.m function repeatedly for a series of userdefined 

curvature and roughness values 

 

curvature = [10,12,13,14,16,18,20]; %place your desired curvatures 

here, any number of entries 

roughness_variance = 

[0.1,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0,1.2,1.4,1.6,1.8,2.0]; %place your desired 

levels of noise here, any number of entries 

 

for i = 1:length(curvature) %range of curvature values 

for j = 1:length(roughness_variance) %range of roughness variance 

values 

surfcreate(curvature(i),0,roughness_variance(j)); 

end  

end 

F.3: Synthetic Assessment of Roto-translation Algorithm Performance 
Script Name: Synthetic_Assessment.m 

Other function dependencies: RT_Convert.m 

Inputs: list of X and Z rotation and translation values, folder of .pcd files containing the various point 

clouds to which the synthetic deformations and ICP will be applied. 
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Outputs: For each point cloud and each synthetic transformation, outputs the RMSE, transformation 

matrix, and resultant 6 RT parameters from the ICP back to the original cloud.  

Script: 

%%Synthetic_Assessment.m: Assess accuracy of selected ICP parameters by 
%%comparing results to known transformations 

  
%This script applies a series of known transformations to an imported 

symmetric synthetic test case point cloud and applies an ICP algorithm to 

back-analyze the applied transformation. Accuracy of the ICP solution is 

assessed by inputting its RT matrix  into the RT_convert script and comparing 

the resultant translation and toppling vectors  those obtained when inputting 

the RT matrix for the known "true" transformation 
clc 
clear all 

  
%Create known transformation matrices 
X_rot = [0,1,2,3]; %define rotation values 
X_trans = [0,0.01,0.02,0.05];%[0,0.2,0.5,1]; %define translation values (<, 

~=, > point spacing) 
Z_rot = [0,1,2,3]; 
Z_trans = [0,0.01,0.02,0.05]; 
    %create affine transformation matrices, loop through all combinations 

with an X rotation  
    index = 1; 
    for i = 1:length(X_rot) 
        for j = 1:length(X_trans) %apply all combinations of the X and Z 

translations with the current X rotation 
             for k = 1:length(Z_trans) 
                    formatSpec = 'Xrot%0.2f_Xtrans%0.2f_Zrot0_Ztrans%0.2f'; 
                    X_matrix_name = 

sprintf(formatSpec,X_rot(i),X_trans(j),Z_trans(k)); 
                    X_rot_matrices{index,1} = X_matrix_name; 
                    X_rot_matrices{index,2} = X_rot(i); %save the values in 

their own cell for graphing purposes later 
                    X_rot_matrices{index,3} = X_trans(j); 
                    X_rot_matrices{index,4} = 0; %Z rot = 0 
                    X_rot_matrices{index,5} = Z_trans(k); 
                    X_rot_matrices{index,6} = 

[1,0,0,X_trans(j);0,cosd(X_rot(i)),-1*sind(X_rot(i)),0; 

0,sind(X_rot(i)),cosd(X_rot(i)),Z_trans(k);0,0,0,1]; %define the 

transformation matrix: standard form  
                    X_rot_matrices{index,7} = 

affine3d(flip(rot90(X_rot_matrices{index,6}))); %create the affine3d object 

needed for pctransform: requires mirrored form of standard transformation 

matrix 
                    index = index+1; 
            end 
        end 
    end 

            
    %create affine transformation matrices, loop through all combinations 

with a Z rotation 
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    index = 1; 
    for i = 1:length(Z_rot) 
        for j = 1:length(X_trans) %apply all combinations of the X and Z 

translations with the current Z rotation 
            for k = 1:length(Z_trans) 
                    formatSpec = 'Xrot0_Xtrans%0.2f_Zrot%0.2f_Ztrans%0.2f'; 
                    Z_matrix_name = 

sprintf(formatSpec,X_trans(j),Z_rot(i),Z_trans(k)); 
                    Z_rot_matrices{index,1} = Z_matrix_name; 
                    Z_rot_matrices{index,2} = 0; %X rot = 0 
                    Z_rot_matrices{index,3} = X_trans(j); 
                    Z_rot_matrices{index,4} = Z_rot(i); 
                    Z_rot_matrices{index,5} = Z_trans(k); 
                    Z_rot_matrices{index,6} = [cosd(Z_rot(i)),-

1*sind(Z_rot(i)),0,X_trans(j);sind(Z_rot(i)),cosd(Z_rot(i)),0,0;0,0,1,Z_trans

(k);0,0,0,1]; 
                    Z_rot_matrices{index,7} = 

affine3d(flip(rot90(Z_rot_matrices{index,6}))); 
                    index = index+1; 
            end 
        end 
    end 

     
%For all .pcd files in the given folder, import the point clouds 
myDir = uigetdir('','Pick folder containing your clouds'); %gets directory 
myFiles = dir(fullfile(myDir,'*.pcd')); %gets all .pcd files in struct 
for i = 1:length(myFiles) 
  baseFileName = myFiles(i).name; 
  fullFileName = fullfile(myDir, baseFileName); 
  num = importdata(fullFileName);    

  
  pointclouds{i,1} = baseFileName; 
  pointclouds{i,2} = pcread(fullFileName); %create cell array containing 

pointclouds 
  pointclouds{i,3}.CP = [median(pointclouds{i,2}.Location(:,1)); 

median(pointclouds{i,2}.Location(:,2)); 

median(pointclouds{i,2}.Location(:,3));1];  %calculate the center point of 

the original cloud 
  pointclouds{i,4} =  affine3d([1,0,0,0;0,1,0,0;0,0,1,0;-

1*pointclouds{i,3}.CP(1,1),-1*pointclouds{i,3}.CP(2,1),-

1*pointclouds{i,3}.CP(3,1),1]);%create the transformation matrix to shift 

center point to the origin 
  pointclouds{i,5} = pctransform(pointclouds{i,2},pointclouds{i,4});%shift 

the center point to the origin so pure rotations can be properly applied 
end 
%Apply the transformation one at a time to each imported point cloud using 
%pctransform and perform an ICP back to the original using pcregistericp. 

  
%Loop through all imported clouds and apply the X_rot transformations and 
%perform the ICPs back to the originals and call the RT function 
for i = 1:length(pointclouds) 
    for j = 1:length(X_rot_matrices) 
        ptCloudOut_Xrot = pctransform(pointclouds{i,5}, 

X_rot_matrices{j,7});%transform the current cloud with the current 

transformation 
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        [X_rot_matrices{j,8}(i,1), cloud, X_rot_matrices{j,9}(i,1)] = 

pcregistericp(pointclouds{i,5},ptCloudOut_Xrot,'Tolerance',[0.001,0.01],'MaxI

terations',50,'Metric','pointToPlane'); %ICP the transformed cloud back to 

the original cloud and save the transformation matrix and rmse as new columns 

in the X_rot_matrices cell array  
        %call RT_Convert for the true case and save the output as a nested 

cell array in a new column in the X_rot_matrices cell array 
        [X_rot_matrices{j,10}{i,1}] = 

RT_Convert([0;0;0;1],X_rot_matrices{j,6}); %nx1 cell containing all the RT 

algorithm outputs for the given transformation, where n is the number of 

imported clouds     
        %call RT_Convert for the ICP case and save the output as a nested 

cell array in a new column in the X_rot_matrices cell array 
        [X_rot_matrices{j,11}{i,1}] = 

RT_Convert([0;0;0;1],flip(rot90(X_rot_matrices{j,8}(i,1).T))); %must rotate 

the transformation matrix back into normal form for RT from affine3d form 

      
    end 
end 

  
%Loop through all imported clouds and apply the Z_rot transformations and 
%perform the ICPs back to the originals and call the RT function 
for i = 1:length(pointclouds) 
    for j = 1:length(Z_rot_matrices) 
        ptCloudOut_Zrot = pctransform(pointclouds{i,5}, 

Z_rot_matrices{j,7});%transform the current cloud with the current 

transformation 
        [Z_rot_matrices{j,8}(i,1),cloud,Z_rot_matrices{j,9}(i,1)] = 

pcregistericp(pointclouds{i,5},ptCloudOut_Zrot,'Tolerance',[0.001,0.01],'MaxI

terations',50,'Metric','pointToPlane'); %ICP the transformed cloud back to 

the original cloud and save the transformation matrix and rmse as new columns 

in the Z_rot_matrices cell array 
        %call RT_Convert for the true case and save the output as a nested 

cell array in a new column in the X_rot_matrices cell array 
        [Z_rot_matrices{j,10}{i,1}] = 

RT_Convert([0;0;0;1],Z_rot_matrices{j,6}); %nx1 cell containing all the RT 

algorithm outputs for the given transformation, where n is the number of 

imported clouds     
        %call RT_Convert for the ICP case and save the output as a nested 

cell array in a new column in the X_rot_matrices cell array 
        [Z_rot_matrices{j,11}{i,1}] = 

RT_Convert([0;0;0;1],flip(rot90(Z_rot_matrices{j,8}(i,1).T))); %must rotate 

the transformation matrix back into normal form for RT from affine3d form 

     
    end 
end 

F.4: Calculating Point Cloud Surficial Noise with the Empirical RCI Parameter 
Script Name: RCI_Calculation.m 

Other function dependencies: None. 

Inputs: folder containing .pcd files with normals calculated, with cloud oriented such that the dominant 

curvature direction is towards the positive Z axis. 
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Outputs: empirical RCI value and RCI error, spherical variance, maximum curvature, and ratio of 

maximum to minimum curvature 

Script: 

%%RCI_Calcuation.m: Calculates the RCI roughness parameter for a series of 

inputted point clouds 

  
%This script calculates the RCI value for all point clouds in a selected 

folder. This includes calculating the Y-Extent (E), the spherical variance 

(SVtot), and the ratio (R) of minimum to maximum curvature (Cmax) (which 

includes automatic re-orienting of the cloud so the maximum curvature 

direction is towards +Y). RCI is then calculated according to the previously 

derived empirical formulas, as a function of E, SVtot, R, and Cmax 

  
%Required format for input files: .pcd format including calculated normals or 

.ply mesh, with cloud/mesh oriented with dominant curvature direction +Z 

  
myDir = uigetdir('','Pick folder containing your back surface 

clouds/meshes'); %gets directory 
myFiles = dir(fullfile(myDir,'*.pcd')); %gets all pcd files in struct (or 

.ply files, change the extension to '*.ply') 
for i = 1:length(myFiles) %loop through all .pcd files in the selected folder 
  baseFileName = myFiles(i).name; 
  fullFileName = fullfile(myDir, baseFileName); 
  cloud = pcread(fullFileName); %load in the "i"th point cloud 

   
XYZ_coor = [cloud.Location(:,1),cloud.Location(:,2),cloud.Location(:,3)]; 

%extract the XYZ coors 

  
results(i).filename = baseFileName; %name of the current cloud 

  
%-----------calculate the spherical variance------------- 

  
XYZ_normals = [cloud.Normal(:,1),cloud.Normal(:,2),cloud.Normal(:,3)]; 
R = 

sqrt((sum(XYZ_normals(:,1))^2)+(sum(XYZ_normals(:,2))^2)+(sum(XYZ_normals(:,3

))^2)); %magnitude of resultant normal vectors 
N = length(cloud.Normal); %number of facets 
results(i).spherical_variance = (N-R)/N; %calculate spherical variance 

  
%-------------move to origin, orient maximum curvature towards +Y, and find 

max X/Y extents at this orientation--------- 

  
%calculate center point and move cloud to origin 
centerpoint = [median(XYZ_coor(:,1)); median(XYZ_coor(:,2)); 

median(XYZ_coor(:,3));1]; %calculate the centerpoint of the current point 

cloud 
originshift_matrix = affine3d([1,0,0,0;0,1,0,0;0,0,1,0;-1*centerpoint(1,1),-

1*centerpoint(2,1),-1*centerpoint(3,1),1]); %create matrix that shifts the CP 

to the origin 
cloud_atorigin = pctransform(cloud,originshift_matrix); %shift the current 

point cloud to the origin 
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cloud_rot = cloud_atorigin; 
%orient the direction of maximum curvature towards +Y by successively 

rotating about the Z-axis and testing the X-Y curvature differential  
for k = 1:359 %rotate by 1 degree and quantify the difference between P20 and 

P02 values 
%find the orientation at which P20 - P02 is at its maximum: apply this 

transformation 
surf_fit =  

fit([cloud_rot.Location(:,1),cloud_rot.Location(:,2)],cloud_rot.Location(:,3)

,'poly22');%perform a secondary polynomial surface fit 
coeffs = coeffvalues(surf_fit); %extract the coefficients 
p20(k) = coeffs(1,4); 
p02(k) = coeffs(1,6); 
p20_p02_difference(k) = coeffs(1,4) - coeffs(1,6); %find the difference 

between P20 and P02 magnitudes 

  
%as you rotate, also record the x and y extents so they can be measured once 

the cloud is aligned with max/min curvature axis pointed towards Y/X  
x_max_extent(k)= max(cloud_rot.Location(:,1));  
x_min_extent(k)= min(cloud_rot.Location(:,1)); 
x_extent_difference(k) = x_max_extent(k) - x_min_extent(k); %find the 

difference between the max and min x coordinates 

  
y_max_extent(k) = max(cloud_rot.Location(:,2));  
y_min_extent(k) = min(cloud_rot.Location(:,2)); 
y_extent_difference(k) = y_max_extent(k) - y_min_extent(k); %find the 

difference between the max and min y coordinates 

  
%rotate the cloud about the Z axis by 1 degree before it loops again 
rotation_matrix = affine3d([cosd(1),sind(1),0,0;-

1*sind(1),cosd(1),0,0;0,0,1,0;0,0,0,1]); 
cloud_rot = pctransform(cloud_rot,rotation_matrix); 

  
end 

  
%find the index where p20 is maximized and p02 is minimized (max curvature 

axis pointing towards +Y) 
[max_diffp20p02, index_p20_p02] = max(p20_p02_difference);  

  
%find x extent when p20_p02 difference is at its maximum (Ex) 
results(i).X_extent = x_extent_difference(index_p20_p02); 

  
%find y extent when p20_p02 differences is at its maximum (Ey) 
results(i).Y_extent = y_extent_difference(index_p20_p02); 

  
%-------------calculate the R ratio------------- 

  
%must normalize P20 and P02 by multiplying by Ex/80 or Ey/80, respectively 
%this accounts for scale effects if X extent =/= Y extent and puts the 
%p20/p02 values in the same terms as the 80x80 synthetic cases 
%results(i).p20_raw = p20(index_p20_p02); 
results(i).p20_normalized = p20(index_p20_p02)*(results(i).X_extent/80); 
%results(i).p02_raw = p02(index_p20_p02); 
results(i).p02_normalized = p02(index_p20_p02)*(results(i).Y_extent/80); 
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%This is the maximum ratio of normalized P20/P02  
results(i).Rratio = abs(results(i).p20_normalized/results(i).p02_normalized); 

  
if abs(results(i).p02_normalized) > abs(results(i).p20_normalized) && 

results(i).p02_normalized < 0 %account for the case of strong negative 

curvature (pringle) 
results(i).Rratio = abs(results(i).p02_normalized/results(i).p20_normalized); 

%find the correct R ratio (positive, =>1) 
end 

  
%------------calculate the Cmax parameter------------ 

  
%This is the curvature parameter the X extent-adjusted value of P20 
results(i).Cmax = sqrt(80/(results(i).X_extent*p20(index_p20_p02))); 

  
%-----------calculate RCI------------------- 
%calculate A,B,C,D and %R parameters for the RCI calculation 
results(i).A = (0.0408*log(results(i).Cmax))-0.0375; 
results(i).B = 0.00002903646*results(i).Cmax^4-

0.00183641*results(i).Cmax^3+0.0439554*results(i).Cmax^2-

0.4798856*results(i).Cmax+2.06312; 
results(i).C = 0.0008*results(i).Cmax+0.0705; 
results(i).D = 521.44*results(i).Cmax^-4.192; 
results(i).percent_R = 0.00054041*results(i).Rratio^5-

0.016333*results(i).Rratio^4+0.18852*results(i).Rratio^3-

1.03872*results(i).Rratio^2+2.7531*results(i).Rratio-1.8561;  

  
%apply conditional logic to constrain values to those accepted by the 

empirical model 
if abs(results(i).Rratio)>5  
    results(i).percent_R = 1; %1<R<5 
end 

  
if results(i).Cmax > 20 
    results(i).Cmax = 20; %6<Cmax<20 
end 
if results(i).Cmax < 6 
    results(i).Cmax = 6;   
end 
%bring all these values together into the RCI formula 
results(i).RCI = (results(i).spherical_variance-

results(i).B+results(i).percent_R*results(i).B-

results(i).percent_R*results(i).D)/(results(i).A-

results(i).percent_R*results(i).A+results(i).percent_R*results(i).C); 

  
%if Cmax is >20 and the R ratio is <5, use the simplified case for planar 
%symmetrical surfaces (found by plugging in Cmax = 20 to the symmetry 
%equation 
if results(i).Cmax == 20 && abs(results(i).Rratio)<5 
    results(i).RCI = (results(i).spherical_variance - 0.00206)/0.0847259; 
end 

  
%calcuate RCI error using the empirical formula 
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%check formula restrictions: 1<R<6, 6<Cmax<20. Set R to 6 or Cmax to 6 or 20 

if values exceed the range. 
if abs(results(i).Rratio)>6  
    results(i).RCI_Error = ((-0.0025*6-

0.0026)*results(i).Cmax)+(0.0564*6+0.1763); 
else  
    results(i).RCI_Error = ((-0.0025*abs(results(i).Rratio)-

0.0026)*results(i).Cmax)+(0.0564*abs(results(i).Rratio)+0.1763);    
end 

  
end 

 

F.5: Calculating Random-sampling Induced Error with the Empirical RSI Parameter 
Script Name: RSI_Calculation.m 

Other function dependencies: None. 

Inputs: RCI value for the selected region, .txt file containing a list of the various number of points for 

clouds in the series. 

Outputs: RSI translation and toppling errors, according to interpolation between empirical models. 

Script: 

%%RSI_Calculation.m: Calculates the RSI (random sampling induced) average 

false translation and toppling for a series of point clouds with a given RCI 

and variable number of points 

  
%Enter your RCI value for the surface 
%This is a singular RCI from the scan with the highest density ("true" RCI) 
prompt = 'What is the surface RCI?'; 
RCI = input(prompt); 

  
%Select your .txt file containing the list of number of points 
%single column of values 
filename = uigetfile('.txt'); 
point_count = importdata(filename); 

  
%Calculate RSI translation and toppling error: f(RCI, #points) 
%Linearly interpolate between relevant point spacing models 

  
for i= 1:length(point_count) 
%if point count >1350 
if point_count(i) >=1350 %overestimate error according to 1350 point model 
    RSI_translation(i) = 0.0021*RCI^-0.364; 
    RSI_topple(i) = 0.0936*RCI^-0.518; 
elseif point_count(i)>=460 && point_count(i)<1350 %clouds b/w 460 and 1350 
    RSI_translation_lowbound = 0.0021*RCI^-0.364; %1350 point model 
    RSI_topple_lowbound = 0.0936*RCI^-0.518; %1350 point model 
    RSI_translation_hibound = 0.002*RCI^-0.679; %460 point model 
    RSI_topple_hibound = 0.1587*RCI^-0.639; %460 point model 
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    %take the weighted average between the low and hi bounds 
    %interp_fraction = point count - hibound/difference(lowbound/highbound) 
    interp_fraction = (point_count(i)-460)/890; 

         
    RSI_translation(i) = interp_fraction*RSI_translation_lowbound + (1-

interp_fraction)*RSI_translation_hibound; 
    RSI_topple(i) = interp_fraction*RSI_topple_lowbound + (1-

interp_fraction)*RSI_topple_hibound; 

     

           
elseif point_count(i)>=230 && point_count(i)<460 %clouds b/w 230 and 460 
    RSI_translation_lowbound = 0.002*RCI^-0.679; 
    RSI_topple_lowbound = 0.1587*RCI^-0.639; 
    RSI_translation_hibound = 0.0031*RCI^-0.783; 
    RSI_topple_hibound = 0.2835*RCI^-0.527; 

     
    %take the weighted average between the hi and lo bounds 
    interp_fraction = (point_count(i)-230)/230; 

     
    RSI_translation(i) = interp_fraction*RSI_translation_lowbound + (1-

interp_fraction)*RSI_translation_hibound; 
    RSI_topple(i) = interp_fraction*RSI_topple_lowbound + (1-

interp_fraction)*RSI_topple_hibound; 

  
elseif point_count(i)>=140 && point_count(i)<230 %clouds b/w 140 and 230 
    RSI_translation_lowbound = 0.0031*RCI^-0.783; 
    RSI_topple_lowbound = 0.2835*RCI^-0.527; 
    RSI_translation_hibound = 0.006*RCI^-0.583; 
    RSI_topple_hibound = 0.6069*RCI^-0.578; 

     
    %take the weighted average between the hi and lo bounds 
    interp_fraction = (point_count(i)-140)/90; 

     
    RSI_translation(i) = interp_fraction*RSI_translation_lowbound + (1-

interp_fraction)*RSI_translation_hibound; 
    RSI_topple(i) = interp_fraction*RSI_topple_lowbound + (1-

interp_fraction)*RSI_topple_hibound; 

  
elseif point_count(i)>=90 && point_count(i)<140 %clouds b/w 90 and 140 
    RSI_translation_lowbound = 0.006*RCI^-0.583; 
    RSI_topple_lowbound = 0.6069*RCI^-0.578; 
    RSI_translation_hibound = 0.0109*RCI^-0.517; 
    RSI_topple_hibound = 0.7079*RCI^-0.658; 

     
    %take the weighted average between the hi and lo bounds 
    interp_fraction = (point_count(i)-90)/50; 

     
    RSI_translation(i) = interp_fraction*RSI_translation_lowbound + (1-

interp_fraction)*RSI_translation_hibound; 
    RSI_topple(i) = interp_fraction*RSI_topple_lowbound + (1-

interp_fraction)*RSI_topple_hibound; 
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else %empirical equations not proven for points <90. However, potentially 

underestimate error according to the 90 point model. 
    RSI_translation(i) = 0.0109*RCI^-0.517;  
    RSI_topple(i) = 0.7079*RCI^-0.658; 

  
end 
end 
%transpose  
RSI_translation = RSI_translation'; 
RSI_topple = RSI_topple'; 

 

F.6: Deformation Vector Addition, with Error 

F.6.1 Addition of Translation and Toppling Vectors 
Script Name: vectoraddition.m 

Other function dependencies: None. 

Inputs: two matrices containing translation and toppling vector magnitude and direction quantities. 

Translation vector matrix: two rows, three columns. Column order: magnitude, elevation, azimuth. 

Toppling vector matrix: two rows, two columns. Column order: magnitude, azimuth. The two rows 

represent the two vectors to be added. 

Outputs: Cumulative translation and toppling direction and magnitude 

Script: 

%%vectoraddition.m: sums together a pair of translation vectors, and a pair 

of toppling vectors, and reports the resultant magnitude and direction for 

each 

  
function 

[final_trans_mag,final_trans_azim,final_trans_elev,final_toppling_magnitude,c

umulative_azimuth] = vectoraddition(trans_vectors,topple_vectors)  
%define translation vector components 
trans_mag_V1 = trans_vectors(1,1); 
trans_elev_V1 = deg2rad(trans_vectors(1,2)); %sph2cart requires radians 
trans_azim_V1 = deg2rad(trans_vectors(1,3)); 

  
trans_mag_V2 = trans_vectors(2,1);  
trans_elev_V2 = deg2rad(trans_vectors(2,2)); 
trans_azim_V2 = deg2rad(trans_vectors(2,3)); 

  
%convert from spherical (CC) to Cartesian coordinates 
[X1,Y1,Z1] = sph2cart(trans_azim_V1,trans_elev_V1,trans_mag_V1); 
[X2,Y2,Z2] = sph2cart(trans_azim_V2,trans_elev_V2,trans_mag_V2); 

  
%add the vectors X,Y,Z components and convert back to spherical (CC) 

coordinates and report the resultant  
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[final_trans_azim,final_trans_elev,final_trans_mag] = 

cart2sph(X1+X2,Y1+Y2,Z1+Z2); 
final_trans_azim = rad2deg(final_trans_azim); %convert azim back to degrees 
final_trans_elev = rad2deg(final_trans_elev); %convert elev back to degrees 

  
if final_trans_azim < 0  
    final_trans_azim = final_trans_azim+360; %cart2sph reports -180 to 180, 

change to 0-360 
end 

  
%define vector components 
topple_mag_V1 = deg2rad(topple_vectors(1,1)); %sph2cart requires radians for 

elevation angle 
azim_V1 = topple_vectors(1,2); %V1 azimuth in degrees for convenience later 
topple_mag_V2 = deg2rad(topple_vectors(2,1)); 
azim_V2 = topple_vectors(2,2); %V2 azimuth in degrees for convenience later 

  
%Step 1: Calculate the cumulative toppling magnitude. The magnitude of 
%cumulative toppling is a function of the individual toppling magnitudes 
%and the azimuthal angle between the two vectors. 

  
    %convert toppling vectors to Cartesian coordinates (with magnitude such 

that projected vector on XY plane has magnitude 1) 
    %However, first requires toppling vector azimuths to be modified from CC 

nomenclature (N is 0, increasing clockwise) to sph2cart nomenclature (E is 0, 

increasing counterclockwise) 
        if azim_V1 < 90 || azim_V1 ==90 
            azim_V1_corr = -1*azim_V1 + 90; 
        else 
            azim_V1_corr = -1*azim_V1 + 450; %correct the V1 azimuth 
        end 

         
        if azim_V2 < 90 || azim_V2 ==90 
            azim_V2_corr = -1*azim_V2 + 90; 
        else 
            azim_V2_corr = -1*azim_V2 + 450; %correct the V2 azimuth 
        end 

         
    topple_azim_V1 = deg2rad(azim_V1_corr); %convert the corrected azimuths 

to radians for sph2cart 
    topple_azim_V2 = deg2rad(azim_V2_corr); 

     
    [x1,y1,z1] = sph2cart(topple_azim_V1,(pi/2)-topple_mag_V1,1/cos((pi/2)-

topple_mag_V1)); %convert topple to elevation angle: 90 deg - topple 

magnitude 
    [x2,y2,z2] = sph2cart(topple_azim_V2, (pi/2)-topple_mag_V2,1/cos((pi/2)-

topple_mag_V2)); 

     
    %define the V1 and V2 vectors (XY-plane projections of the toppling 

vectors, magnitude 1) 
    V1 = [x1,y1,0]; 
    V2 = [x2,y2,0]; 

     
    %calculate the angle between V1 and V2    
    V1_V2_angle = atan2d(norm(cross(V1,V2)),dot(V1,V2)); 
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    %calculate the cumulative toppling magnitude (degrees) with respect to 

the +Z axis 
    final_toppling_magnitude = topple_vectors(1,1) + 

cosd(V1_V2_angle)*topple_vectors(2,1); 

  
%Step 2: Calculate the cumulative toppling direction. The cumulative 
%toppling direction is equal to the magnitude-weighted average azimuths of 
%the two toppling vectors 

     
    %find the average angle between V1 and V2 
       sum_sines = sind(azim_V1) + sind(azim_V2); 
       sum_cosines = cosd(azim_V1) + cosd(azim_V2); 
       avg_angle = atan2d(sum_sines,sum_cosines); %from -180 to 180 

        

       %convert negative angles to positive angles (0 to 360) 
        if avg_angle < 0  
            avg_angle = avg_angle +360; 
        end 

  
    %calculate the magnitude-weighted average of the V1 and V2 azimuths 
        %find the V1/V2 magnitude ratio (R) and take the angle between V1 and 

V2 and divide by 2 
        %add or subtract some percentage of this value from the avg_angle 

according to the V1/V2 magnitude ratio and whether or not V1 is clockwise of 

V2 

         
        R = topple_vectors(1,1)/topple_vectors(2,1);     

         
        %determine the V1-V2 orientation state 
        %o_state = 1 means V1 is ccw of V2, o_state = 2 means V2 is ccw of V1 
          if azim_V1 < azim_V2 
                o_state = 1; 
          end 
          if azim_V2 < azim_V1 
                o_state = 2; 
          end 
        %must consider special case where V1 and V2 straddle 0 degrees, azim 

conditions for o_state are flipped    

             
          if azim_V1 < azim_V2 && 180<azim_V2 && 360>azim_V2 && 0<azim_V1 

&&(azim_V2-180)>azim_V1  
                o_state = 2; 
          end 

             
          if azim_V2 < azim_V1 && 180<azim_V1 && 360>azim_V1 && 0<azim_V2 

&&(azim_V1-180)>azim_V2 
                o_state = 1;  
          end     

             
        %Apply the modifiers for the weighted average (linear %-based) 
        %e.g. if R = 2 (V1 magnitude is 2x V2 magnitude), the cumulative 
        %azimith is shifted 50% of the angle towards V1 from the V1-V2 
        %average angle. if R = 4, its shifted 75%. if R = 1/2, its shifted 
        %50% towards V2. etc. 
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        if R > 1 && o_state == 1 
            ratio_mod = -1 + 1/R;  
        end 
        if R < 1 && o_state == 1 
            ratio_mod = 1-R; 
        end 
        if R > 1 && o_state == 2 
            ratio_mod = 1 - 1/R; 
        end 
        if R < 1 && o_state == 2 
            ratio_mod = R-1; 
        end 
        if R == 1  
            ratio_mod = 0; %cumulative azimuth becomes equal to average 

azimuth if magnitudes are equal 
        end 

         
        cumulative_azimuth = avg_angle + (ratio_mod)*(V1_V2_angle/2); 

         
        %correct resulant angles >360 to their proper value 
        if cumulative_azimuth > 360 
            cumulative_azimuth = cumulative_azimuth - 360; 
        end 

         
        %correct resultant angles <0 to their proper value 
        if cumulative_azimuth < 0  
            cumulative_azimuth = cumulative_azimuth + 360; 
        end 

         
end 

 

F.6.2 Addition of Translation and Toppling Vectors, Considering Error 
Script Name: Deformation_Vector_Addition.m 

Other function dependencies: vectoraddition.m 

Inputs: .txt files containing translation and toppling vector and error information. Translation vector .txt 

file: 2 rows, 4 columns. Column order: translation magnitude, plunge, azimuth, error. Toppling vector 

.txt file: 2 rows, 3 columns. Column order: toppling magnitude, azimuth, error. The two rows represent 

the two vectors to be added. 

Outputs: Cumulative translation magnitude, azimuth, and elevation (plus positive and negative errors), 

cumulative toppling magnitude and azimuth (plus positive and negative errors). 

Script: 
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%%Deformation_Vector_Addition.m: Calculates the positive and negative errors 

in the cumulative translation and toppling vector magnitudes and directions 

resulting from magnitude uncertainty in the original two translation and 

toppling vectors 

  
%Import the translation and toppling vectors to be summed 
filename = uigetfile('.txt', 'Select your .txt containing translation vector 

information'); 
trans_vectors = importdata(filename); 
filename2 = uigetfile('.txt', 'Select your .txt containing toppling vector 

information'); 
topple_vectors = importdata(filename2); 

  
%NOTE: INPUT RESTRICTIONS:  
%cannot have the exact same value for V1 and V2 for the following values: 
%translation azimuth, translation error, toppling magnitude, toppling azimuth 
%add 0.0001 if needed 

  
%cumulative negative toppling magnitude result indicates a direction reversal 

about the +Z axis 

  
%create the series of trans_vectors and topple_vectors matrices inputs to the 

vectoraddition script.  
%create the 5 translation scenarios representing various combinations of 

V1/V2 min/max values within error, as well as the midpoint 
trans_scenarios = cell(1,5); 
trans_scenarios{1,1} = trans_vectors; %scenario 1 is the midpoint case 

  
trans_scenarios{1,2} = trans_vectors; %scenario 2: V1 MAX, V2 MAX 
trans_scenarios{1,2}(1,1) = trans_scenarios{1,2}(1,1) + 

trans_scenarios{1,2}(1,4); 
trans_scenarios{1,2}(2,1) = trans_scenarios{1,2}(2,1) + 

trans_scenarios{1,2}(2,4); 

  
trans_scenarios{1,3} = trans_vectors; %scenario 3: V1 MAX, V2 MIN 
trans_scenarios{1,3}(1,1) = trans_scenarios{1,3}(1,1) + 

trans_scenarios{1,3}(1,4); 
trans_scenarios{1,3}(2,1) = trans_scenarios{1,3}(2,1) - 

trans_scenarios{1,3}(2,4); 

  
trans_scenarios{1,4} = trans_vectors; %scenario 4: V1 MIN, V2 MAX 
trans_scenarios{1,4}(1,1) = trans_scenarios{1,4}(1,1) - 

trans_scenarios{1,4}(1,4); 
trans_scenarios{1,4}(2,1) = trans_scenarios{1,4}(2,1) + 

trans_scenarios{1,4}(2,4); 

  
trans_scenarios{1,5} = trans_vectors; %scenario 5: V1 MIN, V2 MIN 
trans_scenarios{1,5}(1,1) = trans_scenarios{1,5}(1,1) - 

trans_scenarios{1,5}(1,4); 
trans_scenarios{1,5}(2,1) = trans_scenarios{1,5}(2,1) - 

trans_scenarios{1,5}(2,4); 

  
%create the 5 toppling scenarios representing various combinations of V1/V2 
%min/max values within error, as well as the midpoint 
topple_scenarios = cell(1,5); 
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topple_scenarios{1,1} = topple_vectors; %scenario 1 is the midpoint case 

  
topple_scenarios{1,2} = topple_vectors; %scenario 2: V1 MAX, V2 MAX 
topple_scenarios{1,2}(1,1) = topple_scenarios{1,2}(1,1) + 

topple_scenarios{1,2}(1,3); 
topple_scenarios{1,2}(2,1) = topple_scenarios{1,2}(2,1) + 

topple_scenarios{1,2}(2,3); 

  
topple_scenarios{1,3} = topple_vectors; %scenario 3: V1 MAX, V2 MIN 
topple_scenarios{1,3}(1,1) = topple_scenarios{1,3}(1,1) + 

topple_scenarios{1,3}(1,3); 
topple_scenarios{1,3}(2,1) = topple_scenarios{1,3}(2,1) - 

topple_scenarios{1,3}(2,3); 

  
topple_scenarios{1,4} = topple_vectors; %scenario 4: V1 MIN, V2 MAX 
topple_scenarios{1,4}(1,1) = topple_scenarios{1,4}(1,1) - 

topple_scenarios{1,4}(1,3); 
topple_scenarios{1,4}(2,1) = topple_scenarios{1,4}(2,1) + 

topple_scenarios{1,4}(2,3); 

  
topple_scenarios{1,5} = topple_vectors; %scenario 5: V1 MIN, V2 MIN 
topple_scenarios{1,5}(1,1) = topple_scenarios{1,5}(1,1) - 

topple_scenarios{1,5}(1,3); 
topple_scenarios{1,5}(2,1) = topple_scenarios{1,5}(2,1) - 

topple_scenarios{1,5}(2,3); 

  
%call the vectoraddition function for each scenario 
for i = 1:5 

     
    trans_input = trans_scenarios{1,i}; 
    topple_input = topple_scenarios{1,i}; 
    [results(i).trans_mag, results(i).trans_azim, results(i).trans_elev, 

results(i).topple_mag, results(i).topple_azim] = vectoraddition(trans_input, 

topple_input); 
end 

  
%State the final cumulative translation and toppling results (averages) and 

positive and negative error bars 

  
%---------AVERAGE CUMULATIVE TRANSLATION MAGNITUDE AND ERROR BARS--------- 

  
results_matrix = reshape(cell2mat(struct2cell(results)),[5 5])'; %convert 

struct to matrix 

  
avg_cumul_trans = mean(results_matrix(:,1)); 
pos_cumul_trans_errbar = max(results_matrix(:,1)) - 

mean(results_matrix(:,1)); %difference between max and avg 
neg_cumul_trans_errbar = mean(results_matrix(:,1)) - 

min(results_matrix(:,1)); %difference between min and avg 

  
%---------AVERAGE CUMULATIVE TRANSLATION AZIMUTH AND ERROR BARS--------- 
%find average angle, find angle between the farthest cw angle and average 

(pos error 
%bar), find angle between the farthest ccw angle and average (negative error 

bar) 
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%Find the average cumulative translation azimuth angle 
sum_sines1 = 

sind(results_matrix(1,2))+sind(results_matrix(2,2))+sind(results_matrix(3,2))

+sind(results_matrix(4,2))+sind(results_matrix(5,2)); 
sum_cosines1 = 

cosd(results_matrix(1,2))+cosd(results_matrix(2,2))+cosd(results_matrix(3,2))

+cosd(results_matrix(4,2))+cosd(results_matrix(5,2)); 
avg_angle_cumul_trans = atan2d(sum_sines1,sum_cosines1); %atan2d outputs from 

-180 to 180      

  
%Convert negative angles to positive angles (conversion to 0 to 360 

nomenclature) 
if avg_angle_cumul_trans < 0  
    avg_angle_cumul_trans = avg_angle_cumul_trans +360; 
end 

     
%Must identify which vectors are clockwise or counterclockwise wrt. the 

average    
%o_state = 1: vector is ccw of average (neg err bar), o_state = 2: average is 

ccw of vector (pos err bar) 

       
for i = 1:5 %(all combinations of average and vectors 1-5) 
    if results_matrix(i,2) < avg_angle_cumul_trans 
        o_state(i) = 1; 
    end 
    if avg_angle_cumul_trans < results_matrix(i,2) 
        o_state(i) = 2; 
    end 
%must consider special case where vector and average straddle 0 degrees, azim 

conditions for o_state become flipped: 
    if avg_angle_cumul_trans < results_matrix(i,2) && 180<results_matrix(i,2) 

&& 360>results_matrix(i,2) && 0<avg_angle_cumul_trans &&(results_matrix(i,2)-

180)>avg_angle_cumul_trans 
        o_state(i) = 1; 
    end 
    if results_matrix(i,2) < avg_angle_cumul_trans && 

180<avg_angle_cumul_trans && 360>avg_angle_cumul_trans && 

0<results_matrix(i,2) &&(avg_angle_cumul_trans-180)>results_matrix(i,2) 
        o_state(i) = 2; 
    end 
end 
%Find the acute angles between the 5 angles and the average (atan2,cross and 

dot product calculation) 
    %must convert angles (average, angles 1-5) to cartesian co-ordinates 
    %this requires modification of translation vector azimuths from CC 

nomenclature to sph2cart nomenclature 

     
    %Correct the 5 vector azimuths (convert from CC (N is 0, inc. clockwise) 

to sph2cart nomenclature (E is 0, inc. counterclockwise)) 
    for i = 1:5 
    if results_matrix(i,2) < 90 || results_matrix(i,2) ==90 
            trans_azim_V1_corr(i) = deg2rad(-1*results_matrix(i,2) + 90); 

%convert the result to radians 
        else 
            trans_azim_V1_corr(i) = deg2rad(-1*results_matrix(i,2) + 450);  
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    end 
            [x1(i),y1(i),z1(i)] = sph2cart(trans_azim_V1_corr(i),0,1); 

%convert to Cartesian coordinates 
            trans_vec_azim_cart{i} = [x1(i),y1(i),z1(i)]; %save the results 

in one cell 
    end 
    %Correct the average azimuth (convert from CC to sph2cart nomenclature) 
        if avg_angle_cumul_trans < 90 || avg_angle_cumul_trans ==90 
            trans_azim_V2_corr = deg2rad(-1*avg_angle_cumul_trans + 90); 
        else 
            trans_azim_V2_corr = deg2rad(-1*avg_angle_cumul_trans + 450);  
        end 

            
            [x2,y2,z2] = sph2cart(trans_azim_V2_corr,0,1); %convert to 

Cartesian coordinates 
            avg_angle_cumul_trans_cart = [x2,y2,z2]; %save the results in one 

cell 

     
     %Find angles between x1(i),y1(i),z1(i)and x2,y2,z2 (vectors 1-5 and the 

average) 
          for i = 1:5  
            avg_vector_angle_trans(i) = 

atan2d(norm(cross(trans_vec_azim_cart{i},avg_angle_cumul_trans_cart)),dot(tra

ns_vec_azim_cart{i},avg_angle_cumul_trans_cart)); 
          end  

         
    %Find the largest counterclockwise angle and the largest clockwise angle 

using the previously calculated "o_states" 
    %"positive" error bar: largest clockwise angle, "negative" error bar: 

largest counterclockwise angle 

     
    for i = 1:5 
        if o_state(i) == 2 
            pos_angles_trans(i) = avg_vector_angle_trans(i); %find all 

positive angles 
        else 
            pos_angles_trans(i) = 0; 
        end 
    end 

     
    for i = 1:5 
        if o_state(i) == 1 
            neg_angles_trans(i) = avg_vector_angle_trans(i); %find all 

negative angles 
        else 
            neg_angles_trans(i) = 0; 
        end 
    end 

       
    pos_cumul_trans_azim_errbar = max(pos_angles_trans); %find the max 

positive angle 
    neg_cumul_trans_azim_errbar = max(neg_angles_trans); %find the max 

negative angle 

  
%--------AVERAGE CUMULATIVE TRANSLATION ELEVATION AND ERROR BARS--------- 
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avg_cumul_transelev = mean(results_matrix(:,3)); 
pos_cumul_transelev_errbar = max(results_matrix(:,3)) - 

mean(results_matrix(:,3)); 
neg_cumul_transelev_errbar = mean(results_matrix(:,3)) - 

min(results_matrix(:,3)); 

  
%---------AVERAGE CUMULATIVE TOPPLING MAGNITUDE AND ERROR BARS--------- 
avg_cumul_topple = mean(results_matrix(:,4)); 
pos_cumul_topple_errbar = max(results_matrix(:,4)) - 

mean(results_matrix(:,4)); 
neg_cumul_topple_errbar = mean(results_matrix(:,4)) - 

min(results_matrix(:,4)); 

  
%--------AVERAGE CUMULATIVE TOPPLING AZIMUTH AND ERROR BARS-------- 

  

%The same process used to find the average translation azimuth and error bars 

is repeated here    

  
%find average angle, find angle between the farthest cw angle and average 

(pos error 
    %bar), find angle between the farthest ccw angle and average (negative 

error bar) 

  
    %average angle code: sum all 5 angles 
    sum_sines2 = 

sind(results_matrix(1,5))+sind(results_matrix(2,5))+sind(results_matrix(3,5))

+sind(results_matrix(4,5))+sind(results_matrix(5,5)); 
    sum_cosines2 = 

cosd(results_matrix(1,5))+cosd(results_matrix(2,5))+cosd(results_matrix(3,5))

+cosd(results_matrix(4,5))+cosd(results_matrix(5,5)); 
    avg_angle_cumul_top = atan2d(sum_sines2,sum_cosines2); %from -180 to 180      
    %convert negative angles to positive angles (0 to 360) 
    if avg_angle_cumul_top < 0  
        avg_angle_cumul_top = avg_angle_cumul_top +360; 
    end 

        
%Must identify which vectors are clockwise or counterclockwise wrt. the 

average    
%o_state = 1: vector is ccw of average (neg err bar), o_state = 2: average is 

ccw of vector (pos err bar) 

      
    o_state = []; %reset 
for i = 1:5 %(all combinations of average and vectors 1-5) 
    if results_matrix(i,5) < avg_angle_cumul_top 
        o_state(i) = 1; 
    end 
    if avg_angle_cumul_top < results_matrix(i,5) 
        o_state(i) = 2; 
    end 
%must consider special case where vector and average straddle 0 degrees, azim 

conditions for o_state become flipped: 

            
    if avg_angle_cumul_top < results_matrix(i,5) && 180<results_matrix(i,5) 

&& 360>results_matrix(i,5) && 0<avg_angle_cumul_top &&(results_matrix(i,5)-

180)>avg_angle_cumul_top 
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        o_state(i) = 1; 
    end 
    if results_matrix(i,5) < avg_angle_cumul_top && 180<avg_angle_cumul_top 

&& 360>avg_angle_cumul_top && 0<results_matrix(i,5) &&(avg_angle_cumul_top-

180)>results_matrix(i,5) 
        o_state(i) = 2; 
    end 

     
end 
%Find the acute angles between the 5 angles and the average (atan2,cross and 

dot product calculation) 
    %must convert angles (average, angles 1-5) to cartesian co-ordinates 
    %this requires modification of toppling vector azimuths from CC 

nomenclature to sph2cart nomenclature 

     
    %Correct the 5 vector azimuths (convert from CC (N is 0, inc. clockwise) 

to sph2cart nomenclature (E is 0, inc. counterclockwise)) 
    for i = 1:5 
    if results_matrix(i,5) < 90 || results_matrix(i,5) ==90 
            top_azim_V1_corr(i) = deg2rad(-1*results_matrix(i,5) + 90); 

%convert the result to radians 
        else 
            top_azim_V1_corr(i) = deg2rad(-1*results_matrix(i,5) + 450);  
    end 
            [x3(i),y3(i),z3(i)] = sph2cart(top_azim_V1_corr(i),0,1); %convert 

to Cartesian coordinates 
            top_vec_azim_cart{i} = [x3(i),y3(i),z3(i)]; %save the results in 

one cell 
    end 
    %Correct the average azimuth (convert from CC to sph2cart nomenclature) 
        if avg_angle_cumul_top < 90 || avg_angle_cumul_top ==90 
            top_azim_V2_corr = deg2rad(-1*avg_angle_cumul_top + 90); 
        else 
            top_azim_V2_corr = deg2rad(-1*avg_angle_cumul_top + 450);  
        end 

            
            [x4,y4,z4] = sph2cart(top_azim_V2_corr,0,1); %convert to 

Cartesian coordinates 
            avg_angle_cumul_top_cart = [x4,y4,z4]; %save the results in one 

cell 

     
     %Find angles between x3(i),y3(i),z3(i)and x4,y4,z4 (vectors 1-5 and the 

average) 
          for i = 1:5  
            avg_vector_angle_top(i) = 

atan2d(norm(cross(top_vec_azim_cart{i},avg_angle_cumul_top_cart)),dot(top_vec

_azim_cart{i},avg_angle_cumul_top_cart)); 
          end  

         
    %Find the largest counterclockwise angle and the largest clockwise angle 

using the previously calculated "o_states" 
    %"positive" error bar: largest clockwise angle, "negative" error bar: 

largest counterclockwise angle 

     
    for i = 1:5 
        if o_state(i) == 2 
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            pos_angles_top(i) = avg_vector_angle_top(i); %find all positive 

angles 
        else 
            pos_angles_top(i) = 0; 
        end 
    end 

     
    for i = 1:5 
        if o_state(i) == 1 
            neg_angles_top(i) = avg_vector_angle_top(i); %find all negative 

angles 
        else 
            neg_angles_top(i) = 0; 
        end 
    end 

       
    pos_cumul_top_azim_errbar = max(pos_angles_top); %find the max positive 

angle 
    neg_cumul_top_azim_errbar = max(neg_angles_top); %find the max negative 

angle 

         
    %Organize final results: 
    FINAL_RESULTS.Cumulative_Translation_Magnitude = avg_cumul_trans; 
    FINAL_RESULTS.CTransM_Positive_Error = pos_cumul_trans_errbar; 
    FINAL_RESULTS.CTransM_Negative_Error = neg_cumul_trans_errbar; 
    FINAL_RESULTS.Cumulative_Translation_Azimuth = avg_angle_cumul_trans; 
    FINAL_RESULTS.CTransA_Positive_Error = pos_cumul_trans_azim_errbar; 
    FINAL_RESULTS.CTransA_Negative_Error = neg_cumul_trans_azim_errbar; 
    FINAL_RESULTS.Cumulative_Translation_Elevation = avg_cumul_transelev; 
    FINAL_RESULTS.CTransE_Positive_Error = pos_cumul_transelev_errbar; 
    FINAL_RESULTS.CTransE_Negative_Error = neg_cumul_transelev_errbar; 
    FINAL_RESULTS.Cumulative_Toppling_Magnitude = avg_cumul_topple; 
    FINAL_RESULTS.CTopM_Positive_Error = pos_cumul_topple_errbar; 
    FINAL_RESULTS.CTopM_Negative_Error = neg_cumul_topple_errbar; 
    FINAL_RESULTS.Cumulative_Toppling_Azimuth = avg_angle_cumul_top; 
    FINAL_RESULTS.CTopA_Positive_Error = pos_cumul_top_azim_errbar; 
    FINAL_RESULTS.CTopA_Negative_Error = neg_cumul_top_azim_errbar; 

     

F.7: Calculating Parameters Related to Shape and Orientation 

F.7.1 Calculating the Best-fit Ellipse Dimensions 
Script Name: errellipse.m 

Other function dependencies: None. 

Inputs: X and Y co-ordinates of the points composing a point cloud parallel to the XY plane (non-

distorted fit) 

Outputs: minimum and maximum eigenvector lengths, as well as the angle between the x-axis and the 

maximum eigenvector. 
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Script: 

%%errellipse.m: find the best fit ellipse dimensions to a point cloud via 

eigenvector analysis 
function [minEV, maxEV, a_xaxis_angle] = errellipse(data)  

  
% Calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues 
covariance = cov(data); 
[eigenvec, eigenval ] = eig(covariance); 

  
% Get the index of the largest eigenvector 
[largest_eigenvec_ind_c, r] = find(eigenval == max(max(eigenval))); 
largest_eigenvec = eigenvec(:, largest_eigenvec_ind_c); 

  
% Get the largest eigenvalue 
largest_eigenval = max(max(eigenval)); 

  
% Get the smallest eigenvector and eigenvalue 
if(largest_eigenvec_ind_c == 1) 
    smallest_eigenval = max(eigenval(:,2)); 
    smallest_eigenvec = eigenvec(:,2); 
else 
    smallest_eigenval = max(eigenval(:,1)); 
    smallest_eigenvec = eigenvec(1,:); 
end 

  
% Calculate the angle between the x-axis and the largest eigenvector 
angle = atan2(largest_eigenvec(2), largest_eigenvec(1)); 

  
% This angle is between -pi and pi. 
% Let's shift it such that the angle is between 0 and 2pi 
if(angle < 0) 
    angle = angle + 2*pi; 
end 

  
% Get the coordinates of the data mean 
avg = mean(data); 

  
% Get the 95% confidence interval error ellipse 
chisquare_val = 2.4477; 
theta_grid = linspace(0,2*pi); 
phi = angle; 
X0=avg(1); 
Y0=avg(2); 
a=chisquare_val*sqrt(largest_eigenval); 
b=chisquare_val*sqrt(smallest_eigenval); 

  
% the ellipse in x and y coordinates  
ellipse_x_r  = a*cos( theta_grid ); 
ellipse_y_r  = b*sin( theta_grid ); 

  
%Define a rotation matrix 
R = [ cos(phi) sin(phi); -sin(phi) cos(phi) ]; 
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%let's rotate the ellipse to some angle phi 
r_ellipse = [ellipse_x_r;ellipse_y_r]' * R; 

  
% Draw the error ellipse 
%figure 
%plot(r_ellipse(:,1) + X0,r_ellipse(:,2) + Y0,'-') 
%hold on; 

  
% Plot the original data 
%plot(data(:,1), data(:,2), '.'); 
%mindata = min(min(data)); 
%maxdata = max(max(data)); 
%xlim([mindata-3, maxdata+3]); 
%ylim([mindata-3, maxdata+3]); 
%hold on; 

  
% Plot the eigenvectors 
%quiver(X0, Y0, largest_eigenvec(1)*sqrt(largest_eigenval), 

largest_eigenvec(2)*sqrt(largest_eigenval), '-m', 'LineWidth',2); 
%quiver(X0, Y0, smallest_eigenvec(1)*sqrt(smallest_eigenval), 

smallest_eigenvec(2)*sqrt(smallest_eigenval), '-g', 'LineWidth',2); 
%hold on; 

  
% Set the axis labels 
%hXLabel = xlabel('x'); 
%hYLabel = ylabel('y'); 

  
minEV = b; 
maxEV = a; 
a_xaxis_angle = phi; 
end 

F.7.2 Calculating the Non-distorted Fit and Other Parameters 
Script Name: Shape_Orientation_Assessment.m 

Other function dependencies: errellipse.m 

Inputs: folder containing a list of “n” point cloud .pcd files, .txt file  with “n” rows, 6 columns containing 

values in the following order: rockfall ID#, volume, 2D area, 3D surface area, best-fit plane dip direction, 

best-fit plane dip. Some of these columns are not used in this script but will be used in 

Shear_Normal_Stress_Estimation.m; it is convenient to have one shared .txt file. 

Outputs: ratio of the best-fit ellipse major axes, angle between the ellipse A axis and the dip direction of 

the best fit plane, the normalized effective toppling length (a parameter which captures the combined 

effects of orientation and ellipse A:B ratio on the vertical cross section of the ellipse, normalized for 

scale according to the length of the b-axis). 
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Script: 

%%Shape_Orientation_Assessment.m: imports point clouds and best-fit plane 

orientation data, and rotates the back scarps to be parallel with the XY 

plane for a non-distorted ellipsoidal fit. 

 
myXYZDir = uigetdir('','Pick folder containing all back surface .pcd files'); 

%gets directory containing all back surface .txt files 
myXYZFiles = dir(fullfile(myXYZDir,'*.pcd')); %gets all .txt files in struct 

  
for i = 1:size(myXYZFiles,1) %loop through all files 
 baseFileName = myXYZFiles(i).name; 
 fullFileName = fullfile(myXYZDir, baseFileName); 
 %XYZ(i).data = importdata(fullFileName);  
 cloud(i).data = pcread(fullFileName); %load in the "i"th point cloud 
end 

  
for i = 1:size(myXYZFiles,1) %loop through all files 
    for j = 1:length(cloud(i).data.Location)    %loop through all values in 

the file 
        inputs(i).filename = myXYZFiles(i).name; 
        inputs(i).Xcoor(j) = cloud(i).data.Location(j,1); 
        inputs(i).Ycoor(j) = cloud(i).data.Location(j,2); 
        inputs(i).Zcoor(j) = cloud(i).data.Location(j,3); 
    end 
end 
%import the best-fit plane dip and dip direction data for each rockfall 
%Column format, left to right: RBID, Volume, 2D Area, 3DSA, BF Plane Dip Dir, 

BF Plane Dip 
%Same text file used in effective slope angle script 
planedata_filename = uigetfile('.txt','Import best-fit plane dip and dip 

direction data file'); 
planedata = importdata(planedata_filename); 
for i =1:length(inputs) 
inputs(i).BFPlaneDipDir = planedata(i,5); %if there are strings in the first 

column, use planedata.data(i,4) 
inputs(i).BFPlaneDip = planedata(i,6); %and planedata.data(i,5) 
end 
%determine what percent of the required rotation is about the x or y axis 
for i=1:length(inputs) 
percentages(i).X = 50*cosd(2*inputs(i).BFPlaneDipDir)+50; 
percentages(i).Y = -50*cosd(2*inputs(i).BFPlaneDipDir)+50; 
end 
%find the required x and y rotations 
for i = 1:length(inputs) 
rotations(i).X = inputs(i).BFPlaneDip*(percentages(i).X/100); 
rotations(i).Y = inputs(i).BFPlaneDip*(percentages(i).Y/100); 
end 
%find the correct sign of the x and y rotation: clockwise is negative, 

counterclockwise is positive 
for i = 1:length(inputs) 
if inputs(i).BFPlaneDipDir > 0 && inputs(i).BFPlaneDipDir < 90 || 

inputs(i).BFPlaneDipDir ==0 
    rotations(i).X = rotations(i).X*-1; %y positive,counterclockwise ; x 

negative, clockwise 
elseif inputs(i).BFPlaneDipDir > 180 && inputs(i).BFPlaneDipDir < 270 
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    rotations(i).Y = rotations(i).Y*-1; %y negative, clockwise ; x positive, 

counterclockwise 
elseif inputs(i).BFPlaneDipDir > 270 && inputs(i).BFPlaneDipDir < 360 || 

inputs(i).BFPlaneDipDir ==270 || inputs(i).BFPlaneDipDir ==360 
    rotations(i).X = rotations(i).X*-1; %x negative, clockwise 
    rotations(i).Y = rotations(i).Y*-1; %y negative, clockwise 
end 
end 
 

%Apply the rotations about the x-axis 
for i=1:length(inputs) %loop through all the back surface rotations 
    for j=1:length(inputs(i).Xcoor) %loop through and modify each set of XYZ 

coordinates  
    inputs(i).Xcoor_adj(j) = inputs(i).Xcoor(j); 
    inputs(i).Ycoor_adj(j) = inputs(i).Ycoor(j)*cosd(-1*rotations(i).X) - 

inputs(i).Zcoor(j)*sind(-1*rotations(i).X);  
    inputs(i).Zcoor_adj(j) = inputs(i).Ycoor(j)*sind(-1*rotations(i).X) + 

inputs(i).Zcoor(j)*cosd(-1*rotations(i).X); 
    end 
end 
%Apply the rotation about the y-axis 
for i=1:length(inputs) %loop through all the back surface rotations 
    for j=1:length(inputs(i).Ycoor) %loop through and modify each set of XYZ 

coordinates 
    inputs(i).Xcoor_adj(j) = inputs(i).Xcoor_adj(j)*cosd(-1*rotations(i).Y) + 

inputs(i).Zcoor_adj(j)*sind(-1*rotations(i).Y); 
    inputs(i).Ycoor_adj(j) = inputs(i).Ycoor_adj(j); 
    inputs(i).Zcoor_adj(j) = inputs(i).Zcoor_adj(j)*cosd(-1*rotations(i).Y) - 

inputs(i).Xcoor_adj(j)*sind(-1*rotations(i).Y); 
    end 
end 
%the clouds are now rotated parallel to the XY plane 

  
%combine the adjusted X, Y and Z co-ordinates into one matrix 
%This is needed in order to apply the errellipse function 
for i=1:length(inputs) 
inputs(i).XYZ_adj(:,1) = inputs(i).Xcoor_adj; 
inputs(i).XYZ_adj(:,2) = inputs(i).Ycoor_adj; 
inputs(i).XYZ_adj(:,3) = inputs(i).Zcoor_adj; 
end 

  
%apply the ellipse function to the rotated back surface clouds 
%call the errellipse function 
for i = 1:length(inputs) 
dataXY = [inputs(i).Xcoor_adj; inputs(i).Ycoor_adj]'; 
[minEV(i), maxEV(i),a_xaxis_angle(i)] = errellipse(dataXY); %get the min (b) 

and max (a) eigenvector, as well as the angle(RAD) between the a axis and the 

x axis using the errellipse function 
end 
%get the a:b ratio 
for i=1:length(inputs) 
outputs(i).filename = myXYZFiles(i).name; 
outputs(i).ABratio = maxEV(i)/minEV(i); 
outputs(i).a_xaxis_angle = rad2deg(a_xaxis_angle(i));  % angle b/w x-axis and 

a-axis, measured counterclockwise starting from x-axis 
end 
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%want orientation of a-axis with respect to the sliding direction (is the 

surface elongated or shortened in the sliding direction?) 
%must convert a_xaxis_angles to azimuth measured clockwise with 0 at North 

(traditional geological notation) 
% piecewise linear conversion function with two pieces, 0-90 degrees (y=-

x+90), 90-360 degrees (y=-x+450) 

  
for i = 1:length(outputs) 
    if outputs(i).a_xaxis_angle <90 || outputs(i).a_xaxis_angle ==90 
    outputs(i).a_angle_adj = -1*outputs(i).a_xaxis_angle + 90; 
    else 
    outputs(i).a_angle_adj = -1*outputs(i).a_xaxis_angle + 450;%a_angle_adj 

is the angle b/w a-axis and North, measured clockwise (traditional notation) 
    end 
end 
%find the angle between the dip direction azimuth and the a-axis azimuth 
%convert the angle to an acute angle (0-90). Find each of the angle's 

distances from the other or its complement, whichever is closer 
%then take the absolute value of the difference between the acute dip 

direction and a-axis azimuth angles 

  
%find the opposite angle of BFPlaneDipDir. This is because we want an angle 

0-90 and an a-axis orient of x and x+180 are equivalent  
for i = 1:length(inputs) 
    BFPlaneDipDir_temp = inputs(i).BFPlaneDipDir; 
    a_angle_adj_temp = outputs(i).a_angle_adj; %temporarily grab an a-axis 

azimuth and dip direction for one rockfall 
    if a_angle_adj_temp < 180 || a_angle_adj_temp == 180 
        a_angle_adj_temp_opposite = a_angle_adj_temp+180; %find the a-axis 

orientation's opposite angle 
    else 
        a_angle_adj_temp_opposite = a_angle_adj_temp-180; 
    end 
    diff(1,1) = 180 - abs(abs(BFPlaneDipDir_temp - a_angle_adj_temp)-180); 

%angle b/w a-axis and dip direction 
    diff(2,1) = 180 - abs(abs(BFPlaneDipDir_temp - 

a_angle_adj_temp_opposite)-180); %angle b/w a-axis and complement of dip 

direction 

     
    outputs(i).dipdir_aaxis_angle = min(diff); %take whichever angle is 

smaller 

     
end 

     
%find the "effective toppling length" and the out-of-plane deformation due to 

the first degree of toppling 
%this deformation value combines the effects of both shape and orientation 

and how they would impact detectability of toppling PFD 
for i = 1:length(outputs) 
  outputs(i).normalized_effective_toppling_length = 

(outputs(i).ABratio)/sqrt((cosd(outputs(i).dipdir_aaxis_angle)^2+(outputs(i).

ABratio*sind(outputs(i).dipdir_aaxis_angle))^2));%find the radius of an 

ellipse at a given orientation (dipdir_aaxis_angle) with a given a and b axis  
outputs(i).normalized_topple_deformation = 

(outputs(i).ABratio*tand(1))/sqrt((cosd(outputs(i).dipdir_aaxis_angle)^2+(out
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puts(i).ABratio*sind(outputs(i).dipdir_aaxis_angle))^2)); %find the out-of-

plane deformation due to the first degree of toppling 
end 

 

F.8: Calculating Parameters Related to the Apparent Dip and Approximate Normal and 

Shear Stresses Acting on Scar Surfaces 
Script Name: Shear_Normal_Stress_Estimation.m 

Other function dependencies: None. 

Inputs: folder containing a list of “n” point cloud .pcd files, .txt file  with “n” rows, 6 columns containing 

values in the following order: rockfall ID#, volume, 2D area, 3D surface area, best-fit plane dip direction, 

best-fit plane dip. 

Outputs: average cloud normal azimuth, average apparent dip of cloud normals in the best-fit plane dip 

direction, % of normals that are down-dipping vs. up-dipping when the apparent dip is assessed in the 

best-fit plane dip direction, and shear and normals “stresses” calculated using both the best-fit plane dip 

angle as well as the average apparent dip angle. 

Script: 

%%Shear_Normal_Stress_Estimation.m: This script calculates the shear and 
%%normal "stresses" on a given rock block back surface cloud. Performs a 

simple calculation which doesn't consider individual facet orientations and a 

complex one that does. 

  

  
%Import Volume, 3D Surface Area, and best-fit plane orientation data 
%Column format, left to right: RBID, Volume, 2D Area, 3DSA, BF Plane Dip Dir, 

BF Plane Dip 
myGeomFile = uigetfile('.txt','Select .txt file containing RBID, Volume, SA, 

BF Plane Dip and Dip Directions'); 
Geom = importdata(myGeomFile); 
for i = 1:size(Geom.data,1) 
inputs(i).RBID = Geom.textdata(i,1);%Create struct which will contain all 

input data from .txt file 
inputs(i).Volume = Geom.data(i,1); 
inputs(i).SurfArea3D = Geom.data(i,3); 
inputs(i).BFPlaneDipDir = Geom.data(i,4);  
inputs(i).BFPlaneDip = Geom.data(i,5); 
end 
%Import Cloud Normals Data 
myMeshDir = uigetdir('','Select folder containing all sliding plane cloud 

files'); %gets directory containing all sliding plane cloud files 
myMeshFiles = dir(fullfile(myMeshDir,'*.pcd')); %gets all pcd files in struct 
for k = 1:size(myMeshFiles,1) 
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  baseFileName = myMeshFiles(k).name; 
  fullFileName = fullfile(myMeshDir, baseFileName); 
  mesh = pcread(fullFileName); %import the pcd file 
 %Add cloud normals data to input data struct 
  inputs(k).SlidingPlaneNormals = 

[mesh.Normal(:,1),mesh.Normal(:,2),mesh.Normal(:,3)]; %extract the XYZ 

components of normals 
end 

  
%convert cloud normals from cartesian (unit vector coors) to spherical co-

ordinates 
for z = 1:length(inputs)%loop through all rock blocks 
   for j = 1:length(inputs(z).SlidingPlaneNormals) %loop through all normals 
[facet_sph_conv(z).facet_azim(j), facet_sph_conv(z).facet_elev(j), 

facet_sph_conv(z).facet_r(j)] = 

cart2sph(inputs(z).SlidingPlaneNormals(j,1),inputs(z).SlidingPlaneNormals(j,2

),inputs(z).SlidingPlaneNormals(j,3)); 
   end 
end 
%Convert angles from radians to degrees 
for c = 1:length(facet_sph_conv) 
facet_sph_conv(c).facet_azim = rad2deg(facet_sph_conv(c).facet_azim); 
facet_sph_conv(c).facet_elev = rad2deg(facet_sph_conv(c).facet_elev); 
end 
%Angle convention varies in MATLAB (-pi to pi, upper two quadrants 0 to pi, 

lower two quadrants 0 to -pi) vs. CC (inc clkw starting at y axis) 
%Angle correction stage 1: make the angles go from 0-360 instead of -180-

180(Add 360 degrees if angle is negative) 
for h = 1:length(facet_sph_conv) 
    for d = 1:length(facet_sph_conv(h).facet_azim) 
    if facet_sph_conv(h).facet_azim(d)<0 
        facet_sph_conv(h).facet_azim(d) = 

facet_sph_conv(h).facet_azim(d)+360; 
    end 
    end 
end 

  
%Angle correction stage 2: conversion formula: piecewise linear function with 

two pieces, 0-90 degrees (y=-x+90), 90-360 degrees (y=-x+450) 
%converts facet_sph_conv.facet_azim (cart2sph convention) to CC convention 

(geological convention) 
for a = 1:length(facet_sph_conv) 
    for b =1:length(facet_sph_conv(a).facet_azim) 
if facet_sph_conv(a).facet_azim(b) <90 || facet_sph_conv(a).facet_azim(b) 

==90 
    facet_sph_conv(a).facet_azim(b) = -1*facet_sph_conv(a).facet_azim(b) + 

90; 
else 
    facet_sph_conv(a).facet_azim(b) = -1*facet_sph_conv(a).facet_azim(b) + 

450; 
end 
    end 
end 
%We now have consistent nomenclature for the dip and dip directions for all 

cloud NORMALS 
%We want orientations of the cloud itself for the apparent dip calculation 
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%if 0<facet_elev<90, subtract 90 from elevation angle, multiply by -1 

(convention, downward dips are positive, not negative) 
%if -90<facet_elev<0, add 90 to elevation angle,multiply by -1, and add/sub 

180 to the corresponding azimuth (want downdip orientation) 

  
for v = 1:length(facet_sph_conv)%loop through all rock blocks 
    for x = 1:length(facet_sph_conv(v).facet_elev)%loop through all normals 
if facet_sph_conv(v).facet_elev(x) > 0 %check for positive elev angles 
    facet_sph_conv(v).facet_elev(x) = facet_sph_conv(v).facet_elev(x)-90; 

%subtract 90 from postive elevations 
    facet_sph_conv(v).facet_elev(x) = facet_sph_conv(v).facet_elev(x)*-1; 

%multiply by -1 so that these downward dips are positive 

  
elseif facet_sph_conv(v).facet_elev(x) < 0 %check for negative elev angles 
    facet_sph_conv(v).facet_elev(x) = facet_sph_conv(v).facet_elev(x)+90;%add 

90 to negative elevations 
    if facet_sph_conv(v).facet_azim(x) < 180 
    facet_sph_conv(v).facet_azim(x) = 

facet_sph_conv(v).facet_azim(x)+180;%get the downdip orientation  
    elseif facet_sph_conv(v).facet_azim(x) > 180 
    facet_sph_conv(v).facet_azim(x) = facet_sph_conv(v).facet_azim(x)-

180;%get the downdip orientation 
    elseif facet_sph_conv(v).facet_azim(x) == 180 
    facet_sph_conv(v).facet_azim(x) = 0; 
    end 
end 
    end 
end 
%now we have dips and dip directions of the cloud at every point(“facets”), 

expressed in traditional geology dip/dip direction convention 

  
%Now, find apparent dip of cross sections taken through each facet in the 

direction of the BF plane dip direction 
%negative apparent dips mean the XS is bearing in the up-dip direction 
for q = 1:length(inputs) %loop through all rock blocks 
    for r = 1:length(facet_sph_conv(q).facet_elev)%loop through all facets 
        

effective_slope_angle(q).apparent_facet_dip(r)=atand(tand(facet_sph_conv(q).f

acet_elev(r))*cosd((inputs(q).BFPlaneDipDir)-

(facet_sph_conv(q).facet_azim(r)))); 
    end 
end 
%perform various calculations on the apparent dips: average, updip/downdip 

fraction,  
for q = 1:length(inputs) %loop through all rock blocks 
    for r = 1:length(facet_sph_conv(q).facet_elev)%loop through all facets 
        %calculate average and average absolute facet dip 
effective_slope_angle(q).average_apparent_facet_dip = 

mean(effective_slope_angle(q).apparent_facet_dip);%factoring in both postive 

(downdip) and negative (updip) dips 
effective_slope_angle(q).average_apparent_absolute_facet_dip = 

mean(abs(effective_slope_angle(q).apparent_facet_dip)); %taking the absolute 

value so the opposite signs of dip values don't cancel each other out and 

reduce the result for the angle of facets 
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effective_slope_angle(q).average_facet_azim = 

angle(mean(exp(1i*pi*facet_sph_conv(q).facet_azim/180)))*180/pi;%average 

azimuth expressed from -180 to 180, with 0 pointing N 
if effective_slope_angle(q).average_facet_azim < 0 
    effective_slope_angle(q).average_facet_azim = 

effective_slope_angle(q).average_facet_azim+360; %correct the negative angles 

from the azimuth averaging result 
end 

  
%calculate the downdip/updip fraction (what % of facets would be conducive to 

sliding in the downdip direction) 
if effective_slope_angle(q).apparent_facet_dip(r) >0 
    effective_slope_angle(q).downdipstate(r) = 1;%count the number of 

positive apparent dips 
else 
    effective_slope_angle(q).downdipstate(r) = 0; 
end 
effective_slope_angle(q).downdipfraction = 

(sum(effective_slope_angle(q).downdipstate))/length(effective_slope_angle(q).

downdipstate); 
    end 
end 

  
%Calculate shear and normal stress using effective average slope angle 

calculated from facet apparent dips 
%Calculate shear and normal stress using the best-fit plane angle and the 

3DSA (simple) 
density = 2800; %density of the rockmass (kg/m3) 
for g=1:length(effective_slope_angle) 
     inputs(g).AverageApparentFacetDip = 

effective_slope_angle(g).average_apparent_facet_dip; 
    results(g).RBID = inputs(g).RBID; 
    results(g).BFPlaneDip = inputs(g).BFPlaneDip; 
    results(g).average_facet_azimuth = 

effective_slope_angle(g).average_facet_azim; 
    results(g).average_apparent_facet_dip = 

effective_slope_angle(g).average_apparent_facet_dip; 
    results(g).average_apparent_absolute_facet_dip = 

effective_slope_angle(g).average_apparent_absolute_facet_dip; 
    results(g).downdip_fraction = effective_slope_angle(g).downdipfraction; 
    results(g).shearstressCOMPLEX = 

(inputs(g).Volume*density*9.81*sind(inputs(g).AverageApparentFacetDip))/input

s(g).SurfArea3D; %in Pa 
    results(g).shearstressSIMPLE3DSA = 

(inputs(g).Volume*density*9.81*sind(inputs(g).BFPlaneDip))/inputs(g).SurfArea

3D; %in Pa 
    results(g).normalstressCOMPLEX = 

(inputs(g).Volume*density*9.81*cosd(inputs(g).AverageApparentFacetDip))/input

s(g).SurfArea3D; %in Pa 
    results(g).normalstressSIMPLE3DSA = 

(inputs(g).Volume*density*9.81*cosd(inputs(g).BFPlaneDip))/inputs(g).SurfArea

3D; %in Pa 
    end 

  
%code for plotting cloud normals and their locations 
%xc=mesh.Location(:,1); 
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%yc=mesh.Location(:,2); 
%zc=mesh.Location(:,3); 
%quiver3(xc,yc,zc,inputs(13).SlidingPlaneNormals(:,1),inputs(13).SlidingPlane

Normals(:,2),inputs(13).SlidingPlaneNormals(:,3)) 

 

 

 

 

 


